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ABSTRACT

Technological advancement has expanded market reach and the ability of firms to
get customers engaged through computer-mediated interaction. Concurrently, marketing
has evolved from being based on transactions and relationships to a concept known as
service customer engagement (SCE). SCE goes beyond traditional marketing approaches
and involves a deeper customer connectivity to achieve value co-creation, a process
which is known as service-dominant logic (SD-Logic). Researchers have conceptualized
SCE as multi-dimensional (with cognitive, emotional, and behavioral dimensions) while
firms have attempted to drive engagement at the marketing layer by using novel sales,
advertising, and new customer service tactics. Firms employ two types of customer
contact to engage customers; these include synchronous (two-way) and asynchronous
(one-way) over various communication media. Applying the established theories of
media richness (MR), social presence (SP), media synchronicity and a validated customer
engagement scale (subdimensions of conscious attention, enthused participation, and
social connection), this paper develops a model for measuring the effect of social
presence and synchronous response time on customer engagement. The study explores
synchronous response velocity (SRV) and social presence (SP), extending this to examine
their effects on SCE. Constructs are psychometrically validated, and the SCE causal
model is tested using a web experiment. Findings show that increased synchronous
response velocity and higher social presence are positively related to SCE. Results
further demonstrate the conscious attention dimension to be the most activated
subconstruct during computer-mediated contact, exhibiting the highest weight.
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Additionally, this multidimensional SCE scale has been adapted and validated in a
service context, which extend the current body of knowledge. Practical implications
include understanding how firms can create more meaningful connections to customers
by enhancing interactions, information transfer, and emotional attachment. From the
standpoint of managerial implications, we address whether stronger human presence
increases engagement and whether the cadence of firm-customer communication over
computer-mediated channels improves engagement, thus increasing service quality and
customer satisfaction. The future research trajectory is to understand business-toconsumer (B2C) activity at the firm-customer interface regarding computer-mediated
communications along with the associated media types and their effects on relative
customer engagement levels. Using an integrated approach, this research targets the
marketing field of study while also attempting to expand engagement knowledge across
several other academic disciplines.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Getting customers engaged has become increasingly recognized as critical to a
firm’s sustainability and long-term success. Customer engagement is currently a strategic
focus of many firms, its intention being to make deeper and more meaningful connections
with consumers. The ultimate goals are to induce higher customer satisfaction, repeat
purchasing, and brand loyalty.
However, the concept of customer engagement has remained elusive, both to
managers and to academics. What exactly is customer engagement and what type of firmcustomer interaction will help organizations achieve the highest levels of customer
engagement? According to Patterson et al. (2006) customer engagement is the level of a
customer’s physical, cognitive, and emotional presence in their relationship with a
service firm. Similary, a generally accepted characterization of customer engagement in
existing literature defines CE as “a psychological state that occurs by virtue of
interactive, co-creative customer experiences with a focal agent/object (e.g., a brand) in
focal service relationships” (Brodie et al., 2011, p.260). The literature alludes to service,
but has not made this addendum to the naming of the customer engagement. In fact, CE is
a broader topic in the literature and, because of its narrowed scope, this research narrows
the term to the service aspect of CE. Thus, in this research, we reconceptualize the
customer engagement construct as service customer engagement (SCE). We define SCE
as the extent of a customer’s cognitive, emotional, and behavioral activity from service
interactions with a firm. This definition is predicated on past research which is then
further adapted for a service context.
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Fundamentally, firm-to-customer contact is guided by the forces of supply and
demand. Complicating this, though, is the fact that extant research has shown that
managing customers in today’s marketplace is more than maintaining transactional
relationships, that is, product-centricity (Verhoef, Reinartz, and Krafft, 2010).
“Engagement” is needed to provide a more in-depth emotional connection with
consumers (Pansari and Kumar, 2017).
In our technology-dominated world, the traditional, primary forms of advertising
(television, web ads, social media, emails, online posts) are conveyed through either
digitally mediated asynchronous (one-way/offline) communication or synchronous (twoway/online) services such as instant messaging, chat, phone, texting, and video
conferencing. What is not clear in this bricolage is the type of media content operating
through offline and online contacts that will produce the optimal amount of enthusiasm or
emotional attachment content, such optimal content presumably improving service
quality, and customer satisfaction and ultimately leading to stronger purchase intention.
Consulting firms such as Gallup, IAG, and Nielsen Media Research as well as
advertising agencies like 4As, ARF, and ANA have dedicated substantial resources to
understand and measure customer engagement (CE) (Brodie et al., 2011). Likewise,
customer engagement remains a priority of practitioners according to consulting firms
Gallup and Forrester and advertising agency ARF (Sashi, 2012). But they have not
looked at critical features of synchronicity and how it relates to engaging customers in a
service context.
With the vast expansion of the Internet over the last few decades, firms have
responded to this environment by leveraging computer/mobile-based platforms as
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preferred methods of communication. This has led to new opportunities to continuously
engage customers in a service context. The basic goal is to foster an emotional
connection and stronger relationships and eventually thereby improve market position.
While there is little doubt about practitioner interest in SCE, there is an abiding
gap in understanding synchronous (and asynchronous) communication with respect to
varying degrees of social presence information richness (Straub, 1994) and synchronous
response times and their relative effects on the levels of service customer engagement, as
noted briefly above. Research in computer and human interaction suggests that quicker
response times lead to higher customer satisfaction with complaint handling in social
media (Istanbulluoglu, 2017). For this reason, the present research concentrates on
synchronous interaction via computer-mediated channels, under the premise that there are
key timing and quality factors that affect customer perceptions of the firm-customer
dialogue. This leads to the essential research topic of whether social presence matters
more or less than speed of the communication during firm-customer interaction with
regards to service customer engagement. It could be that both social presence and
response speed are important factors in SCE.
Consumer demand for faster service and more information have expanded the use
digital communication media. Consequently, this trend has shifted marketing techniques
and practices to broader and more in-depth reach from the perspective of customer
accessibility and relative engagement (Dessart, Veloutsou, and Morgan-Thomas, 2016).
Alongside the dynamic orientation of current business practices, a positioning that
entails more interactivity in business-to-cosumer (B2C) interactions, conceptual
variations of the engagement construct such as “customer” and “consumer” engagement
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began to appear to in literature (Bowden, 2009a; Bowden, 2009b; Brodie et al., 2011;
van Doorn et al., 2010a). Concomitantly, there was a spike in articles about CE theory in
the marketing and management literatures which served as a catalyst for more
exploratory work (Higgins and Scholer, 2009; Hollebeek, Glynn, and Brodie, 2014;
Vivek, Beatty, and Morgan, 2012a). Finally, in 2014 The Marketing Science Institute
(MSI) designated customer engagement as a high research priority (Marketing Science
Institute, 2014).
Literature to-date proposes that there is a competitive advantage from engaged
customers (Kumar and Pansari, 2016), as demosntrated through key performance
indicators. CE success metrics concurrently include such measures as customer
satisfaction, as, for instance, profitability (Magids, Zorfas, and Leemon, 2015; Voyles,
2007) and revenue growth (Frawley, 2014; Magids et al., 2015; Neff, 2007). This trend
suggests customer engagement should be a pivotal part of a firm’s strategy for increasing
customer interaction (Brodie et al., 2011). Ultimately, increased firm performance is said
to be a result of CE. Similar metrics were put forward by Gallup and Forrester
Consulting. Metrics that suggest correspondence between academic and practitioner
understanding of the performance benefits that result from increased customer
engagement (Forrester, 2008; Gallup, 2014).
Several academic disciplines have explored customer behavior, activity, and
emotional expression in trying to lock down the concept of CE. Among these disciplines
are, marketing, sociology, psychology, information systems, and strategic management.
Because of this interdidsciplinary development, this thesis adopts an integrative vantage
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point to engagement, one that allows such knowledge co-creation and co-innovation to
further both academia and practice.
The multiple espoused dimensions of engagement span human emotional,
sensory, and behavioral planes. Dynamics of the interactions between a firm and its
customers suggest that we study the the intimacy of such encounters and, thus, take on an
integrative perspective. Therefore, using more than one academic lens can aid us in
building a more robust understanding of firm-customer interaction and service and the
SCE construct.

Figure 1. Integrated Research Model

Problem Formulation
Existing literature promotes customer engagement (CE) as a critical element in
marketing and customer management (Verhoef et al., 2010), a trend which has evolved
from transactional promotion to relationship marketing and currently to engagement
marketing that consists of both emotional and satisfaction elements (Pansari and Kumar,
2017). The overriding issue for firms is to determine which pathways or methods for
customer contact produce the most positive experience, experiences that more fully
engage their customers. Specifically, service customer engagement (SCE) pertains to the
5

specific tactics within marketing and advertising to create a deeper emotional connection
to customers for service delivery. Advertising content, for one channel, can leverage
several methodologies crossing various types of media. Indeed, the type of customer
contact can be synchronous which is two-way communication) and/or asynchronous,
one-way contact (Dennis, Fuller, and Valacich, 2008). There are also some current forms
that can serve both types of communiqué. For example, online communities and message
boards can be leveraged both synchronously and asynchronously.
Many advertising methods provide various levels of media richness which is the
ability of a particular medium to transmit cues and signals according to Media Richness
Theory (MRT) (Daft and Lengel, 1986). Media choice therefore can produce mixed
customer reactions. Calder et al. (2005), for instance, proposes that customer engagement
is highly related to the type of media experience the customer is having. Likewise, the so
called richness of the medium can affect customer engagement levels in different ways.
Similar to media richness, is the concept of social presence which is the psychological
perception of a person being present during communication (Short, Williams, and
Christie, 1976). Certain types of customer communiqué utilize media that vary in social
presence which can affect the communication experience and conumer perception of a
firm. For example, this is evident in firm-customer interation with automated systems
such as instant chat bots and phone assistants. Specifically, social presence is enhanced
by the visibility of human images in an online environment (Cyr et al., 2009), an area
usually lacking a human element. In fact, MRT was originally developed to highlight the
most effective communication vehicles, all the while contending that job or task
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performance is enhanced when information needs are coordinated with the appropriate
medium’s information richness (Dennis et al., 2008).
Another important development in studying how media type impacts customers is
media synchronicity and media synchronicity theory (MST). Media synchronicity deals
with the fit between information transmission and information processing (i.e.,
conveyance or convergence) (Dennis et al., 2008). Emerging from this prior theoretical
developoment comes two key questions: How are firms conveying their messages
through firm-customer interaction? Is there shared or common focus relative to the
proposed stimuli? Does social presence enhance the transmission of visible cues?
There are other unanswered questions in the literature. The firm-customer
interface is the point of interaction between a firm and its customers, the place where
these entities meet in the marketplace to exchange goods and services. Presently, the
firm-customer interface is considered to be a point of value co-creation/co-innovation
where value is converted into experiences (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004). Achieving
optimal customer engagement is thought to be a consequence of the type of customer
interaction, but built on experiential capital. Gallup research shows that fully engaged and
connected customers exhibit higher revenue by 51% as compared to disengaged
customers (Gallup, 2014).
The evidence shown by having more engaged customers as being highly
beneficial is pushing firms to find ways to enhance service customer engagement. From
a marketing perspective, firms want to understand what forms, velocity, and repetition of
communication will result in optimal emotional attachment. Accordingly, firms want the
capacity to measure the resulting levels of CE and aim to capitalize on customer
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engagement value (CEV) (Kumar et al., 2010a). Subsequently, firms want to maximize
the impact of service customer engagement on SCE consequences including, purchase
intention, service quality, and customer satisfaction.
What, in greater detail, are these concepts? Customer satisfaction is defined as the
complete experience with a product or service over time, totaling from purchase through
consumption (Johnson and Fornell, 1991). From a behavioral perspective, it is suggested
that customer satisfaction can act as an antecedent of CE for established customers
(Bowden, 2009a; Bowden, 2009b; Dessart et al., 2016; van Doorn et al., 2010a), and as a
consequence for new customers (Banyte and Dovaliene, 2014; Brodie et al., 2011). The
significance of this is that organizations will want to understand how SCE levels
influence customer satisfaction and ultimately firm performance.
Firms also want answers to abiding questions about execution. What are the most
effective media for engaging customers? Do more engaged customers exhibit higher
levels of customer satisfaction? According to Gallup (2014), where certain types of firms
were compared to others in business-to-consumer (B2C) CE, those in the bottom quartile
relative to other organizations in the top, displayed 22% lower customer erosion, 27%
higher profitability, and 27% more share of wallet (SOW). Clearly, customer
engagement matters.
Interactive B2C activity during advertising encounters is thought to affect
customer engagement levels (Brodie et al., 2011; Mollen and Wilson, 2010). There have
been a few studies where customer experience was positioned as an antecedent of
customer engagement (Bowden, 2009a; Bowden, 2009b; Claffey and Brady, 2014). In
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another study, Claffey et al. (2014) presented a model for online stimuli and customer
engagement in a virtual consumer environment (VCE).
It is clear that firm-customer interaction is taking place more in the virtual world
and firms are trying to adopt computer-mediated marketing approaches. Technology is
even pushing firms to leverage new conduits for advertising to encourage continuous
connectivity and deeper medium integration with customers (Gambetti & Graffigna,
2010). The association between advertising and firm-customer contact is founded on the
type of interactivity and resulting levels of customer engagement, linkages that occur
through firm-customer contact including computer-mediated interaction (Mollen and
Wilson, 2010; Yadav and Pavlou, 2014). Studies highlight the difference between online
and offline advertising contexts, but there is some evidence that fundamental consumer
behavior and activity are analogous in these two contexts (Campbell and Keller, 2003;
Manchanda et al., 2006; Yadav and Pavlou, 2014). What extant research has not
successfully examined, however, is the effect of synchronous response times and social
presence during synchronous communication and their effect on customer engagement
levels. This is a key research gap that will be explored in the present thesis.
The purpose of this research, thus, is to comprehend the effect of social presence
(SP) and synchronous response velocity (SRV) on service customer engagement (SCE) in
the subdomains of digital marketing and online customer service. Consider the following
example of online SCE with Verixon Call Center as the firm: Someone who is thinking
of switching to Verixon opens up an instant chat session, a diaglogue box opens, a line of
typing appears, and the person begins to inquire about new services. In this scenario,
there is two-way commnication channel in which firms can choose variants of which
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features they want to display. They can choose to display a real image of a person, a
human-like or avatar, or no picture at all. Also, firms can initiate a fast system response
with the chat window using a bot or require service representatives to maintain active
communication flow. These variants can be deployed in combination or used alone.
Regardless, the engagement level may differ for the customer with the presence of certain
feature sets. It is important that we examine what happens to the level of service customer
engagement (SCE) in the various scenarios. Synchronous response velocity and social
presence are most likely connected and knowledge about the interaction between the two
constructs may be beneficial to firm communication with customers. Having a deeper
understanding of how to connect with customers as well as the subsequent effects on SCE
can lead to better comprehension of service customer engagement outcomes such as
purchase intention, customer satisfaction, and brand loyalty. In an effort to expand
existing theory on customer engagement (CE), the following research question is
postulated: What is the relative effect of social presence and synchronous response
velocity on the level of service customer engagement (SCE)?
To pursue answers to this research question, the thesis proceeds in the following
manner. First, we survey the literature to show how customer engagement and its
antecedents have been treated in prior scientific work. Next, we build a model for
hypothesizing how these variables link to each other. The methods adopted to address the
research question is the next section. The data analysis section follows, which leads to an
interpretation and discussion of the Study 1 results. The proposal concludes with an
enumeration of contributions and plans for study 2 as the next step in the dissertation
process. A timetable is also represented here as a form of project management.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This literature review aims to highlight the heritage of SCE by painting a clear
picture of the construct history including its evolution from the root construct of
engagement, while also exploring causal linkages of the SCE research model. The SCE
construct along with the causal relationships to SRV and SP are explored and developed
throughout review. The main components of this literature review include an evaluation
of the service customer engagement construct and dimensionality, as well as influencing
factors such as media richness, social presence, communication media (also
communication types), and media synchronicity.
Service Customer Engagement
The lineage of the service customer engagement construct can be tracked back to
engagement, but it is important to understand the evolution of the SCE concept. Tracing
the origin, SCE is an extension of customer engagement that specifically focuses on the
service context of firm-customer contact. The conception of customer engagement has
garnered significant interest in the business arena over the last ten years, capturing the
attention of marketing academics (Brodie et al., 2011; Calder, Malthouse, and Schaedel,
2009; Higgins and Scholer, 2009; Kumar et al., 2010b; Vivek et al., 2012a). Curiosity
about customer engagement was born in business roundtables, conferences, and working
groups, all of whom drew upon the concept of engagement articulated in the marketing
and management literatures (Brodie et al., 2011).
SCE (and CE) draw upon the more mature concept of “engagement” recently
promulgated in the business, management, and social sciences literature (Brodie et al.,
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2011). Extant literature shows a strong interest in customer engagement curiosity (Islam
and Rahman, 2016) and the search for knowledge of the firm-customer relationship,
purchase intention, the source of customer satisfaction as well as the process of repetitive
customer interactivity such as rebuying (Bowden, 2009b). Customer management and the
understanding of consumer behavior post-purchase also ties into this as another element
of interest (van Doorn et al., 2010a; Vivek et al., 2012a).
This research builds upon existing customer engagement literature and aims to
expand theory specifically in a service context with the development of the service
customer engagement (SCE) construct, and its causal linkages. The context specifially
speaks to digital firm-customer interactivity including synchronous response velocity
(SRV), social presence (SP) and their effect on service customer engagement. It embraces
the multi-dimensional makeup of the customer engagement construct (cognitive,
emotional, and behavioral) (Brodie et al., 2011; Hollebeek, 2011a; Hollebeek, 2011b;
Vivek, Beatty, and Morgan, 2012b) through three validated low order constructs (LOC)
including conscious attention, enthused participation, and social connection (Vivek et
al., 2014). It also re-validates the CE scale (Vivek et al., 2014) but tests the scaling in a
novel, service context.
Literature-to-date conceptualizes service customer engagement as a multi-order
construct. The present research develops SCE in this multi-dimensional framing and goes
on to employ both formative and reflective forms of measurement for a richer
investigation of the service customer engagement construct. Utilizing such a
comprehensive approach offers a more complete picture in order to advance both theory
and practice in computer-mediated marketing. The research model is evaluated and tested
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using Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM). Figure 2 is the
research model for this study and is presented early here to preview the concepts,
constructs, and causal linkages in this project. It also serves as an organizing principle for
the discussion of the literature.

Figure 2. Causal Model of Service Customer Engagement

Initial work on engagement in marketing and other disciplines has been pioneered
by many authors (Bowden, 2009b; Brodie et al., 2011; Hollebeek, 2011b; Patterson, Yu,
and De Ruyter, 2006a; van Doorn et al., 2010b), but most of it is primarily conceptual.
From the measurement and scaling perspectives, though, there has also been empirical
research on the customer engagement construct (Bowden, 2009a; Brodie et al., 2013;
Calder et al., 2009; Vivek et al., 2012a; Vivek et al., 2014). It seems that the majority of
CE studies was theoretical before 2012 and then it shifted mainly to empirical studies
(Islam and Rahman, 2016). For example, the empirical work by Vivek et al. (2014),
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similar to the current research, examined customer engagement via the three dimensions
of conscious attention, enthused participation, and social connection. This work
highlights the technological media used to enhance customer interactivity and is most
relevant to the present research from a SCE measurement perspective.
The foundational construct in the SCE business phenomenon is “engagement.”
Moreover, the conceptual heritage of SCE draws from this root concept. The English
dictionary defines engagement as the act of engaging or the state of being engaged and
stresses the emotional involvement and high level of commitment in the act/state.
Engagement thus can be seen as a psychological state with emotional, cognitive, and
behavioral dimensions (Brodie et al., 2011; Higgins and Scholer, 2009; Hollebeek,
2011a; Hollebeek, 2013; Vivek et al., 2012a). The present research examines the
theoretical roots of customer engagement by reviewing the higher order construct of
engagement and its prior conceptualization in the social sciences. We hone in on
engagement and how it is defined in literature in order to comprehend the customer
engagement construct more fully; this leads to finding ways to measure it effectively
during B2C interactive contacts. As part of this process, a thorough review of the
customer engagement construct is conducted in the marketing literature.
Engagement crosses several academic disciplines and manifests itself in various
contextual forms across the academic and practitioner literatures. To fully appreciate the
customer engagement research construct, we need to trace its heritage. Tracing these
roots finds it being used in legal proceedings, employment, military events, and moral
commitment. However, engagement has also evolved to take on more emotive
representations about feelings, emotional attachment, and understanding (Brodie et al.,
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2011) through concepts such as personal/work engagement (Heyns and Rothmann, 2018;
Kahn, 1990) also known as employee engagement (Catteeuw, Flynn, and Vonderhorst,
2007; Kahn, 1990), civic engagement (Jennings and Zeitner, 2003; M and Stoker, 2004),
political engagement (Inthorn, Street, and Scott, 2013; Pennington et al., 2015; Skitka
and Bauman, 2008), social engagement (Achterberg et al., 2003; Huo, Binning, and
Molina, 2010; Porges, 2003), and student engagement (Bryson and Hand, 2007).
Furthermore, variations of engagement contexts are visible in the literature such as
academic/school engagement (Datu, King, and Valdez, 2018; Fredricks, Blumenfeld, and
Paris, 2004a).
All of these engagement representations spring from in-depth social processes at
work, processes which entail interactive experiences that connect at the human
emotional, behavioral, and cognitive levels. For example, in psychology, Kahn (1990)
defines personal engagement as the “simultaneous employment and expression of a
person’s preferred self in task behaviors that promote connections to others personal
presence (physical, cognitive, and emotional), and active full role performances.” In
educational psychology, Datu et al. (2018) defined academic engagement according to
Fredericks et al. (2004) who relate it to involvement with the school experience, again
along the lines of emotional, behavioral, and cognitive dimensions. From a sociological
vantage, social engagement is the social functioning, involvement, and autonomy in
social settings (Achterberg et al., 2003). Other research on engagement also depicts it as a
focal concept, including disciplines such as psychology (Avery, Mckay, and Wilson,
2007; Bakker et al., 2007; Hallberg and Schaufeli, 2006; Heyns and Rothmann, 2018;
Kahn, 1990), sociology (Achterberg et al., 2003; Inthorn et al., 2013), education (Bryson
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and Hand, 2007; Datu et al., 2018; Fredricks, Blumenfeld, and Paris, 2004b; Lutz,
Guthrie, and Davis, 2006), and information systems (Erat et al., 2006; Sashi, 2012;
Verhagen et al., 2015; Wagner and Majchrzak, 2006).
The lineage of SCE is hence firmly embedded in the social sciences. In fact,
marketing, whose mandate also covers consumer research, is a discipline that frequently
draws from sociology, psychology, and geography (Wells and Martin, 2017).
Engagement in the marketing literature has taken on several forms, but around 2005,
terms such as customer, consumer, and brand engagement started to surface in literature
(Brodie et al., 2011). Likewise, these concepts evolved alongside technological
advancement with forms such as online engagement (Calder et al., 2009), a concept that
ties into computer-mediated interactivity (Yadav and Pavlou, 2014).
The development of the customer engagement construct over time has produced a
high degree of nomological validity in the dynamic consumer marketing literature. A
review of the CE literature, indeed, shows consistency in adopting a multi-dimensional
orientiation in customer relations with a firm or brand. The literature also shows how
customer engagement can exist as an iterative process (Bowden, 2009b; van Doorn et al.,
2010b). Table 1 examines customer engagement and its variations in the extant literature
which was adapted from (Brodie et al., 2011; Hollebeek et al., 2014; Vivek et al., 2014).
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Table 1
Representative Definitions of Customer Engagement in Marketing Literature
Concept
Definition
Source
Service customer
The extent of a customer’s cognitive,
This research
engagement
emotional, and behavioral activity from
service interactions with a firm.
Customer engagement The level of a customer’s physical, cognitive, Patterson et al.
and emotional presence in their relationship
(2006)
with a service firm.
Consumer
The intensity of an individual’s participation Vivek, Beatty,
engagement
& connection with the organization’s
and Morgan
offerings & activities initiated by either the
(2010, p.133)
customer or the firm
Customer engagement "A psychological state that occurs by virtue
Brodie et al.
of interactive, cocreative customer
(2011, p.260)
experiences with a focal agent/object (e.g., a
brand) in focal service relationships."
Customer engagement "A psychological state of mind that leads to
Thakur (2018,
frequent interaction with the focal object
p.48)
(e.g., a brand or a medium). Customer
engagement is a long-term relationship that
arrives out of emotional as well as utilitarian
motivational drivers."
Customer engagement A psychological process that models the
Bowden
process
underlying mechanisms by which customer
(2009b)
loyalty forms for new customers of a service
brand as well as the instrument by which
loyalty may be maintained for repeat
purchase customers of a service brand.
Consumer
It embodies interactive consumer
Sashi (2012,
engagement process
experiences where ICTs such as social media p. 267)
act as instruments that can enable and
facilitate these experiences. The level of
consumer
engagement is a calculative and affective
commitment to an active relationship with a
firm or the firm’s online community.
Customer engagement Customers’ behavioral exhibition toward a
Van Doorn et
behavior
brand or firm, post-purchase, resulting from
al. (2010)
motivational drivers such as word-of-mouth
activity, recommendations, helping other
customers, blogging, writing reviews.
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Table 1, continued
Representative Definitions of Customer Engagement in Marketing Literature Continued
Customer brand
The level of a customer’s motivational,
Hollebeek
engagement
brand-related and context-dependent state of (2011a)
mind characterized by specific levels of
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral activity
in brand interactions.
Customer brand
A customer's level of cognitive, emotional
Hollebeek
engagement
and behavioral investment in specific brand
(2011b)
interactions.
Customer brand
Customer-brand engagement appears as a
Gambetti,
engagement
multi-dimensional concept combining such
Graffigna, and
(advertising and
elements as attention, dialogue, interaction,
Biraghi (2012,
media)
emotions, sensorial pleasure, and immediate p. 668)
activation aimed at creating a total brand
experience with consumers.
Consumer
A multidimensional concept comprising
Brodie et al.
engagement
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral
(2013)
dimensions, which plays a central role in the
process of relational exchange where other
relational concepts are engagement
antecedents and/or consequences in iterative
engagement processes within the brand
community.
Consumer brand
engagement

Advertising
engagement
Online engagement

Online brand
engagement

"A consumer's positively valenced cognitive,
emotional and behavioral brand-related
activity during, or related to, specific
consumer/brand interactions."
Persuasion of a consumer through various
modes of engagement.
“A second-order construct manifested in
various types of first-order ‘experience’
constructs, with ‘experience’ being defined
as “a consumer's beliefs about how a
(web)site fits into his/her life.”
The customer’s cognitive and affective
commitment to an active relationship with
the brand as personified by the website or
other computer-mediated entities designed
to communicate brand value
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Hollebeek et al.
(2014, p.151)

Phillips and
McQuarrie
(2010)
Calder,
Malthouse,
and Schaedel
(2009)
Mollen and
Wilson
(2010, p. 922)

Table 1, continured
Representative Definitions of Customer Engagement in Marketing Literature Continued
Community
Community engagement (online context) - a Wu et al. (2018)
engagement
behavioral manifestation and
(consumer online and conceptualization of consumer engagement
WOM contexts)
in OBCs as customer activity types and
patterns, specifically their contribution
behaviors

Early work on CE developed the construct in the context of collaboration that
used the Internet as a platform (Sawhney, Verona, and Prandelli, 2005). Sawhney et al.
(2015) subscribed to the notion that CE is a result of firm-customer interaction and value
co-creation (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004). Sawhney et al. (2005) likewise see CE as
a non-passive customer networking process enacted to improve innovation and product
fitness in the market. Widely accepted definitions and classifications of the CE construct
were later articulated as an emotional and psychological state of being (Brodie et al.,
2011; Hollebeek, 2011a; Mollen and Wilson, 2010; Patterson, Yu, and De Ruyter, 2006b;
Thakur, 2018). There are still other views represented in the literature that propose
customer engagement as an iterative psychological progression which happens over time
through relationship development; these points of view also argue that CE contributes
heavily to consequences such as customer loyalty (Bowden, 2009b).
The theoretical foundation of service customer engagement (SCE) has parallels to
S-D Logic which originates in a shift into building marketing relationships, a stark
departure from the old transactional nature of customer interaction (Vargo, 2009). S-D
Logic argues for a paradigm shift in marketing from a goods-orientation to a servicebased orientation consisting of value co-creation and heightened collaboration between
firms and customers (Vargo and Lusch, 2008; Vargo, 2009).
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These evolutionary shifts at the firm-customer interface are signaling a higher
level of connectivity and an increased affinity towards co-innovation through customer
engagement. SCE also actually transcends the purchasing process. Van Doorn et al.
(2010) discuss the behavioral manifestations of the phenomenon which are induced by
post-purchase activity. Such activity can take the forms of blogging, customer reviews,
and customer-customer interaction (C2C). Clearly there is a legitimate, activity-based
view of engagement which entails engaging the customer from a relational vantage point.
What is also clear, though, is that, the most comprehensive, and accepted definitions in
literature discuss customer engagement as a psychological state with an emotional
connection to a focal agent or object. This connection involves activities and offerings
initiated from either entity in the firm-customer dyad (Hollebeek, 2011b; Mollen and
Wilson, 2010; Patterson et al., 2006b; Thakur, 2018; Vivek et al., 2012a).
The theoretical transformation of CE has spawned alternative forms or variations
of the construct in the work of many scholars including customer brand engagement
(Hollebeek, 2011a; Hollebeek, 2011b), online engagement (Calder et al., 2009;
Hollebeek et al., 2014; Thakur, 2018), customer engagement in brand communities (an
online context) (Calder et al., 2009; Mollen and Wilson, 2010; Wu, Fan, and Zhao, 2018;
Zheng et al., 2015), and advertising engagement focusing on the consumer (Phillips and
McQuarrie, 2010). However, the same fundamental concept shows through. Stimuli are
provided by the firm through some medium to the customer. This occurs at the firmcustomer interface and subsequently produces a level of attachment that can bind the two
entities more closely together. With a tighter attachment, customer reactions towards the
focal brand/service may be visible across several dimensions. These are the cognitive,
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emotional, and behavioral dimensions noted several places above; what is equally evident
is that there is a gap in studying the effects of different types of customer contact as they
leverage diverse communication media with respect to customer engagement levels
concerning the three dimensions.

Service Customer Engagement Dimensionality
The majority of the original work on customer engagement has aimed to capture
and comprehend CE dimensions, with some empirical work measuring customer
engagement relative to these aspects. Table 22 in Appendix A articulates the
dimensionality of customer engagement as it has been studied over the past decade.
Based on these comparative analyses, it is easy to see that service customer
engagement has several dimensions. Thoroughly examining the engagement construct in
the literature, Brodie et al. (2011), however, found that 40% of all articles reviewed
reported activation of only one dimension (cognitive, emotional, or behavioral) at a time
While this may be true in certain contexts, the present research is focused on firmcustomer interaction that is likely to induce all dimensions of service customer
engagement. The unpredictability of human emotions at any given time make it hard to
predict customer behavior, reactions and feelings when interrelating with vendors. The
difficulty lies in the many variables that exist at the time of firm-customer contact. For
example, there are various contexts, mood, life events, exposure to information, and
physiological state to consider that could potentially impact customer engagement. Even
when provided an inducement or some stimuli in a more controlled manner (customer
contact via advertising or customer service) one or all the dimensions of CE may be
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active. Therefore, it is difficult to pinpoint one single dimension and warrants a multidimensional measure of the construct to understand the effects of varying degrees of
media richness during synchronous and asynchronous contact.
The multi-dimensional nature of service customer engagement is clear, but there
was lack of instrumentation to measure SCE across the cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral factors. Through research using grounded theory methods, Vivek et al. (2014)
developed a validated scale to measure customer engagement called the CUE scale
(Customer Engagement Scale). This was accomplished through several empirical studies
and following scale development guidance from Anderson and Gerbing (1988) and
Churchill (1979). (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988; Churchill Jr., 1979). CUE maps to three
conceptualized dimensions composed of conscious attention, enthused participation, and
social connection. Vivek et al. (2014) employed a 10-item scale to measure CUE across
the dimensionalities. This research focuses on the dominant forms of customer contact
occurring in digital advertising and marketing. The CUE scale is relevant as it speaks to
customer engagement using mobile phone-mediated interaction and other computermediated activity which is the context of the current study.

Table 2
Service Customer Engagement Dimensions Based on Validated CUE Scale
Dimension
Definition
Source

Conscious Attention

“The degree of interest the
person has or wishes to have
interacting with the focus of
their engagement.”
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Vivek et al. (2014)

Table 2, continued
Service Customer Engagement Dimensions Based on Validated CUE Scale

Enthused
Participation

“The zealous reactions and
feelings of a person related to
using or interacting with the
focus of their engagement.”

Vivek et al. (2014)

Social Connection

“Enhancement of the
interaction based on the
inclusion of others with the
focus of engagement,
indicating mutual reciprocal
action in the presence of
others.”

Vivek et al. (2014)

Media Richness
Media differ in the way that they communicate information, which must be
considered when interacting with customers regarding choice of medium and
communication context. From a service customer engagement (SCE) perspective, media
vary in its ability to connect with customers contributing to the increase or decrease of in
the level of service customer engagement. The dimensions of SCE may also exhibit
different activity. This research is focused on the firm-customer contact via instant chat;
however, it is important to understand the supporting literature on media richness.
Predicated on foundational information channel utilization research focusing on
inter-organizational communication (Bodensteiner, 1970), some of the most influential
work on media and information richness was conducted by Daft and Lengel (1984, 1986)
and Trevino, Lengel, and Daft (1987). They propose that communication conduits vary
in the amount and kind of information they can transmit and convey (Daft and Lengel,
1986). This transference speaks to differentiating levels of uncertainty, the ability to
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reduce haziness of communication, and absorption of that information (Daft and Lengel,
1986).
Given that the purpose of communication media is to transfer information
between people, it follows that some can do it better than others. Thus information itself
partakes of varying grades of richness and the different communication media are
structured to process that information (Daft and Lengel, 1983) with a goal of reducing
equivocality (Daft and Lengel, 1986). In this vein, Daft and Lengel (1986, p. 560) define
information richness “as the ability of information to change understanding within a time
interval.” Those communication channels that can successfully reduce ambiguity and
uncertainty in a shorter timeframe are considered rich while media that take longer to
convey or transmit information clearly and accurately are lower in richness (Daft and
Lengel, 1986). Consequently, media richness contains elements that assist in message
conveyance and processing, including the ability to produce immediate feedback, the
number of cues and senses engaged, customization, and language variability (Rice,
1992).
Daft and Lengel (1986) set forth media richness theory (MRT) which eventually
evolved to incorporate an expanded theory using new media (Rice, 1992), one that
bifurcated along the lines of material physical properties (Fulk and Schmitz, 1990). Rice
(1992) discusses types of communication that vary in the degree to which they have the
ability to: (1) surpass communication limitations of time, place, perpetuity, delivery, and
distance and( 2) convey the social and nonverbal cues of communication (Rice, 1984;
Rice, 1987; Short et al., 1976; Steinfield, 1986). Similarly, Trevino, Lengel and Daft
(1987) proposed that media vary to the degree to which they: (1) exceed incidental
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restrictions, (2) transport vague information, and (3) deliver symbolic cues. In this way
channel expansion theory expands on MRT by asserting that media richness also depends
on the user experience and organizational context on top of its physiognomies (Carlson
and Zmud, 1999).
Initial MRT work by Daft and Lengel (1986) provided much visibility into the
phenomenon, an effort that also paved the way for new research. Further research viewed
information richness beyond the positivist lens which treats the communicators and
recipients as passive repositories in an objective world (Ngwenyama and Lee, 1997).
Ngwenyama and Lee (1997) elaborate on the critical viewpoint which sees the
communicators and recipients as intelligent actors with the capacity to holistically
recognize the contextuality of lean messaging such as email. Their perspective was based
on critical social theory or CST (Ngwenyama and Lee, 1997) whereby it can be argued
that lean messaging can be interpreted and supported as rich when a group prefers it as a
media choice.
CST extends the positivist viewpoint by arguing that media richness is not just a
function of channel capacity. It is also not restricted to mere interpretations of
communication from one person to another. Under a CST lens, media richness involves a
combination of understanding the transmitter (writing or speaking) and validating action
types selected to facilitate the way the recipient can thereby detect inaccurate
communications (Ngwenyama and Lee, 1997). This social aspect of CST refers to the
socially constructed organizational context hared by others and must be considered
during the interpretation and responses processes of correspondence.
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Social Presence
Research on social presence suggests a greater emotional connection between user
and recipient which can have an impact on the level of engagement and is relevant to the
service customer engagement (SCE) construct. From both customer service and
marketing perspectives, understanding how social presence affects engagement levels is
an important factor in firm-to-customer contact. Social presence remains an important
factor in the amount of information richness that is conveyed by a medium (Gefen and
Straub, 2003), and can effect firm-customer contact. Consequently, media richness and
social presence are intimately related (Rice, 1984; Straub, 1994; Straub and Karahanna,
1998). Many aspects of media richness are heavily based on social presence theory (Short
et al., 1976) and supported by the thinking that media with higher social presence have
more richness (Zmud, Lind, and Young, 1990). What is social presence? Extant
literature shows that social presence has been studied as the perception of users existing
psychologically during computer-mediated communication (Hassanein and Head, 2007).
More recently, social presence has been investigated from a computer-mediated
perspective (Lombard et al., 2000; Schroeder, 2002) examining the amount of
interactivity and feelings of togetherness between two people in a computer-simulated
environment. Other researchers suggest that social presence is a medium’s fitness or
capability to convey information richness (Gefen and Straub, 2003). In fact, research
argues that social presence and information richness are, indeed, highly inter-related.
Consistent with this line of thought, Gefen and Straub (2003, p. 11) say that: “social
presence is a characteristic of the medium that can be termed social presence-information
richness (SPIR).”
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Follow-on research finds a solid association between social presence and media
richness regarding a medium’s ability to transmit cues (Cyr et al. 2009). However,
synchronous (synch) and asynchronous (async) communication may differ as a result of
experience and social presence expectations. Exploration into media theory illustrates the
function of media is to allow the existence of the human component, echoing social
presence theory (Short et al., 1976) and is not only affected by the medium features that
are set, but also by the those who are using it (Yoo and Alavi, 2001). Moreover, from a
psychological vantage point, social presence suggests an emotional connection or unity
between the user and the recipient (Yoo and Alavi, 2001); the sender and receiver are the
entities that observe a communication channel such as a website to be warm, social, and
personal to the extent of creating the feeling of human contact (Yoo and Alavi, 2001) and
the feeling of being together during technology-mediated communication (Dong, 2009).
Further examination of social presence from a two-way communique (known as
synchronous communication) (in some cases one-way or asynchronous) perspective
emphasizes that the presence of a human element enables a medium to manifest a higher
richness because of voice inflections, facial expressions, and emotional indicators (Argo,
Dahl, and Manchanda, 2005; Cyr et al., 2009). Gefen and Straub (2003) discuss the role
of Internet text and pictures on websites being equivalent to photographs and letters,
seeing them from a social presence creation perspective. Moreover, other researchers
have demonstrated that human images encourage more emotive responses (Riegelsberger,
2002). Cyr et al. (2009) posit that images on websites containing facial features are more
pleasing and generate warm feelings which speak to the social presence aspect of media
relative to asynchronous contacts. It is also suggested that that including human or
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human-like images online enhances a user’s online communal sense (Donath, 2001). In
an empirical study which manipulated social presence for an online apparel website,
results found that levels of trust, usefulness, and enjoyment were positively impacted by
high-condition social presence (human figures and emotive text interacting with
products) (Argo et al., 2005). An increase in social presence is therefore suggested to
have a more significant impact on human emotive responses and behaviors (Argo et al.,
2005).
Two-way, non-time-dependent interaction (synchronous contact) requires
communication exchanges to be reasonably immediate, an extended construct which
incorporates social presence and recipient availability (SP-RA) (Straub and Karahanna,
1998). Media choice for customer interaction will, in such cases, depend on the task and
the temporal availability of the relevant communication partners (Straub and Karahanna,
1998). From a customer engagement perspective, lack of response could impede or
hinder the outcome. However, would having an image of a person increase the social
connectedness between the communicator and recipient regardless of the communication
response interval? This we examine next.
Social Presence Information Richness (SPIR)
Media richness and social presence constructs are closely related, we argue in this
thesis. Specifically, social presence is a critical component of media richness and its
ability to strengthen information transmission takes place through enhanced cues and
signal transference. Moreover, deriving from the extant media and information richness
research, social presence can be seen as a major characteristic of media richness with the
two being tightly interconnected abstractions (Gefen and Straub, 2003). Furthermore, the
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heavier use of human images (high human condition) in communiques and
advertisements has been shown to increase warmth and social connectedness to
consumers (Cyr et al., 2009; Hassanein and Head, 2005; Yoo and Alavi, 2001). As noted
earlier, SPIR is the acronym used to denote this phenomenon (Gefen and Straub, 2003).
Social Impact Theory (SIT)
Social presence also has theoretical roots in SIT or Social Impact Theory (Latané,
1981) which proposes that people are influenced by the actual, indirect, or sheer thought
of the presence of another person (or group) including the actions of those in the field of
communication. Latané (1981, p. 343) describes these “social forces” occurring “as a
result of real, implied or imagined presence or actions of other individuals.” The impact
is the consequence of introduced features focused on strength of content and proximity of
communicators (for more supporting research, see Latané et al. 1995) (Latané, 1981;
Latané et al., 1995). It needs to be noted upfront that the original formulation of SIT
focused on interactive social influence but did not delve into noninteractive social
influence. SIT was later refined to include noninteractive situations where social presence
affected customer behavior and emotions, further identifying conditions for when the
theory did not hold (Argo et al., 2005). However, this research is focused on the
interactive situations between people via computer-mediated communication and
explores various types of media.
Communication Media
Foundational research on MRT discusses the media richness continuum of Daft
and Lengel (1986, p. 560) as ranging along the following media continuum from rich to
lean: (1) face-to-face (FTF), (2) telephone, (3) personal documents such as letters and
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memos, (4) impersonal written documents, and (5) numeric documents. Each of these
media varies in degrees of media richness along the lines of cueing and signaling
strength. Also, they span both synchronous and asynchronous types of interaction. FTF
and telephone are synchronous while the latter are asynchronous. Moreover, it is critical
to note that more human senses are activated during synchronous communication because
of its greater bandwidth to transfer cues, signals, and information. Higher media richness
thus allows for added sensory engagement.
Logically, and working from the above list of five media, synchronous
communication is characterized by higher media richness than asynchronous
communication. In support of this logic, one of the determinants for media richness is
immediate feedback (Daft and Lengel, 1986) predicated on the availability of the
recipient (Straub and Karahanna, 1998). This automatically places written documents
lower on the richness continuum, as shown in Table 4.
As technology advanced over that last few decades, so did communication media.
Technology has strived to connect people through new digital channels allowing for more
advanced forms of two-way interaction. Video conferencing, the closest form to FTF
provides the ability to see both the sender and recipient. The same logic can be applied to
new media regarding media richness and its place on the richness continuum. Table 2.2
portrays the new media richness scale adapted from Daft and Lengel (1986). For
example, the scale moves from bottom to top (lowest richness/human condition) it is
apparent that physical written/printed media (including numeric) map to digital
documents. They are consumed the same as written/printed media which are viewable
via computer or mobile device are considered to have low social presence. Predicated on
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that logic, it can be inferred that digital documents have the same low level of richness
and social presence. If human images, were added to the digital documents or ads such as
pictures, the human condition would be higher according to Gefen and Straub (2003) and
Cyr et al. (2009)
Moving up the continuum, technology has provided the capability for email and
two-way text/instant messaging. Email enables interactive communication, but without
the expectation of an immediate feedback which is a determining factor media richness
for according to Daft and Lengel (1986). Conversely, with text and instant messaging
(chat) there is some social presence given the ability to receive direct and timely
responses. Again, quick response is predicated on recipient availability (Straub and
Karahanna, 1998).Digital messaging allows for real-time communication making the
transmission of cues and signals greater and more rich than email (also greater than
letters or digital documents).
Further traversing the scale, it is apparent that the telephone has transformed from
analog to digital, but the perception is the same from a social presence perspective. The
sender and recipient can hear authentic audio signals which improves the richness and
social presence rating. Lastly, video conferencing permits both audio and visual
communication between people, making it the closest medium to face-to-face (FTF).
Table 3 adapted from work by Daft and Lengel (1986) shows the decreasing media
richness scale. Likewise, the social presence scale is based on human conditions adapted
from Cyr et al. (2009). Consequently, Table 4 discusses new media based on dominant
forms used in society with associated social presence from Cyr et al. (2009).
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Table 3
Relative Social Presence Media Richness Scale
Order of Media
Richness

Media Richness Daft and
Lengel (1986)

Social Presence
(Human Condition)

1
2

face-to-face
telephone

High
Moderate

3

personal documents - letters,
memos

Low

4

impersonal written
documents

Low

5

numeric documents

Low

Table 4
Relative Social Presence Media Richness Scale for New Media
Order of Media
Richness

New Media

Social Presence
(Human Condition)

1
2

video conferencing
cell phone

High
Moderate

3

Instant messaging, sync text
messaging

Low

4

personal emails, social
media, online forums

Low

5
6

advertisement emails, web
ads, social media ads, oneway text ads
numeric emails and text
messages
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Low
Low

Media Synchronicity
Early on, media richness theory focused more on task and physical performance
rather than the absorption of information (Dennis et al., 2008). A major reconsideration
of media richness was explored through the development of Media Synchronicity Theory
(MST), originally introduced by Dennis and Valacich (1999) and refined by Dennis et al.
(2008). They propose that media has five competencies essential for communication and
these are comprised of two important processes of communication, specifically
conveyance and convergence. MST argues media have varying patterns of conveyance
and convergence of information, irrespective of task objectives (Dennis and Valacich,
1999; Dennis et al., 2008). The theory aligns media capabilities with essential
communication methods. Conveyance deals with transmission or propagation of
information previously unknown to recipients while convergence is the development of a
collective meaning following the processing of the exchanged information (Dennis and
Valacich, 1999; Dennis et al., 2008). Together, achieving true conveyance and
convergence to between two entities in chorus during a single communication or
information flow is media synchronicity. Moreover, the English dictionary states that
synchronicity is a simultaneous occurrence of actions that seem primarily related but
possess no discernible causal connection. Predicated on past literature and the context of
this research, we are defining synchronicity as the real-time exchange of information or
activities between two entities that produces a shared focus.
From an effective communication standpoint, high synchronicity occurs when
entities are coordinating well together and have shared focus (Dennis et al., 2008).
Pointedly, MST suggests that synchronous communication does not guarantee effective
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communication in itself as many use synchronous communications with low
synchronicity (asynchronously) (Dennis et al., 2008). Dennis and colleagues also
suggests that the higher the synchronicity, the better the experience (Dennis et al., 2008).
Velocity of the communication exists as one of the significant determinants of achieving
synchronicity (Dennis et al., 2008). Response velocity is necessary for heightened media
richness and to maintain user or participant involvement (that is to say, providing
immediate feedback, all being predicated on recipients being temporally available)
(Straub and Karahanna, 1998).
As for pertaining to SCE, synchronicity is expected to induce higher levels as it
relates to the cognitive and conative aspects of customer thinking. However, the affective
dimension of SCE related to emotional attachment may depend on the interaction of
social presence/media richness and synchronicity.
Distinguishing Synch and Asynch Contacts with Customers
Research-to-date highlights synchronous and asynchronous communication as
important components of interactive communication (Burke and Chidambaram, 1999;
Walther, 1996). Both types of interaction (sync/async) exist as different contexts for
customer contact and are important to service customer engagement (SCE). Depending
on the direction of the research, each type can be used as the basis for SCE research
models. The antecedents of CE may differ across the synchronous and asynchronous
research contexts, but also have some parallels. For example, both synchronous and
asynchronous communication can be concerned with social presence and information
richness. However, with synchronous contact there is the expectation of response times
coupled with the absorption of the information being conveyed which are components of
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synchronicity (Dennis et al., 2008). This research is focused on understanding media
richness (rich and lean) as it relates to social presence during synchronous customer
interaction such, sales, and customer service (both synchronous and asynchronous) as
well as the relative effect on service customer engagement. Advertising is categorized as
more asynchronous because the method of communication is one-way and there is no
capability for two-way communication using ads. There is also no expectation of an
immediate response with ads. This study does not test asynchronous contact; however, it
is important to distinguish the two types of communication, the relevance to practice, and
this research.
From an Internet perspective, there are various subtypes including web, video,
and social media ads. Web ads are categorized into either display (banner) or native ads
(relative to content on web page) (Hay, 2016). Additionally, online reviews and email
that contains text-only and text with imagery also are categorized under Internet.
Asynchronous communication in the context of advertising varies in media richness
depending on the methodology or approach. Varying degrees of asynchronous rich
customer contact can produce different responses in consumers from a SCE perspective.
Therefore, this research aims to examine the outcome of media richness and
synchronicity on service customer engagement.
Below tables 5 and 6 are classifying asynchronous and synchronous advertising
types respectively with similar media richness with conceptualization that draws from the
decreasing richness range put forth by Daft and Lengel (1986).
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Table 5
Asynchronous Communication and Social Presence/Media Richness
Social
Presence/Human
Asynch Type
Sub Type
Condition
Television
High
Radio
Voice - human
Moderate
Internet
Display (banner ad) no
human image
Low
Display (banner ad) human
image
High
Display (banner ad) humanlike image
Medium
Native ad - no human image
Low
Native ad - human
High
Native ad - human-like
Medium
Social media ad - no human
image
Low
Social media ad - human
image
High
Social media ad - humanlike image
Medium
Online reviews - no human
image
Low
Online reviews - human
image
High
Online reviews - human like image
Medium
Email - text only
Low
Email - human image
High
Email - human-like image
Medium
Text Messages
(one-way)
text only - no human image
Low
text with human image
High
text with human-like image
Medium
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Social Presence –
Information
Richness (SPIR)
Rich
Moderate

Lean
Rich
Moderate
Lean
Rich
Moderate
Lean
Rich
Moderate
Lean
Rich
Moderate
Lean
Rich
Moderate
Lean
Rich
Moderate

Table 6
Synchronous Communication and Social Presence Media/Richness
Social
Presence/Human
Synch Communication
Sub-Type
Condition
Face-to-face
High
Video conference/chat
High
Telephone
Medium
Instant messaging
no user image
Low
human user image
High
human-like image
Medium
Online community (live)
no user image
Low
human user image
High
human-like image
Medium
Text Messages (two-way)
Low

Social Presence –
Information
Richness (SPIR)
Rich
Rich
Moderate
Lean
Rich
Moderate
Lean
Rich
Moderate
Lean

The review of the literature illustrates the importance of service customer
engagement in both practice and scholarship and provides the evolution of the construct
from past engagement literature. Past research discusses the breadth and depth of
engagement. We learned that customer engagement is a broad concept in of itself and
witnessed the proliferation of other CE variants in extant research to fit different contexts.
However, there has been no reference to CE in a service capacity (SCE). Past research
has provided a limited number of CE empirical results and validated instruments for
measuring the construct. Moreover, the causal factors of CE have not been deeply
explored. There is an evident gap in understanding SCE (and CE) causal factors
specifically in firm-customer computer-mediated communication.
The research discussed the SCE heritage in engagement. Born from customer
engagement, SCE is described as a multidimensional construct that is comprised of
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral elements (Brodie et al., 2011). These dimensions
play a role in SCE during B2C activity (Brodie et al., 2011; Mollen and Wilson, 2010)
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such as synchronous communication, in which the firm entity is communicating with the
customer entity over digital medium (instant chat). Distinct levels of engagement can
develop as a result of the choice of medium and its richness. Past literature discusses
communication media and varying levels of media richness, their ability to transmit and
convey information (Daft and Lengel, 1986). Media richness is closely intertwined with
social presence (Gefen et al., 2003) which is the perception of a person being in
immediacy and psychologically present in the digital communication (Yoo and Alavi,
2001). The response velocity is therefore an important factor on maintaining
synchronicity which we defined as synchronicity as the real-time exchange of
information or activities between two entities that produces a shared focus. According to
Dennis et al., (2008), the higher the synchronicity the better the customer experience.
Thus, synchronicity points to higher levels of service customer engagement (SCE).
Research has examined social presence and synchronicity but has not elucidated the
combined causal effects on service customer engagement.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH MODEL

Theoretical Background of Service Customer Engagement DV
As noted earlier, research conceptualizes customer engagement (CE) as a
multidimensional construct (Brodie et al., 2011; Hollebeek, 2011a; Vivek et al., 2012b;
Vivek et al., 2014). Hence, service customer engagement (SCE) touches three parts of the
mind including the cognitive (intelligence and thought), affective (emotional), and
conative (motivations driving how a person acts on feelings and emotions; also, the
behavioral side). As discussed by Vivek et al. (2014), these sub-constructs consist of
conscious attention, enthused participation, and social connection and have been utilized
in their validated customer engagement scale (CUE) (Vivek et al., 2014). Please refer to
Table 3 in the literature review for the complete subconstruct definitions.
This research explores two independent variables which relate to social presence
in firm-customer contact such as using images of people in ads and on websites (a form
of async contact) (Cyr et al., 2009) and synchronous response velocity (SRV) which is
the response time/speed in synchronous communication such as instant messaging. SRV
is a key factor in synchronicity which is shared, simultaneous conveyance and
convergence of information (Dennis et al., 2008) relative to the two entities in computermediated contact (Cyr et al., 2007; Lombard et al., 2000; Schroeder, 2002) Therefore,
relevancy to service customer engagement can be straight-forwardly inferred.
Moreover, there is an interaction between social presence and synchronicity
during shared communication in technology-mediated dialogue (Dong, 2009). In the
context of communication media, synchronicity is the shared communiqué between
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people (Dennis and Valacich, 1999; Dennis et al., 2008). Prior research argues that social
presence and information/media richness are closely related (Gefen, Karahanna, and
Straub, 2003). Consequently, it can be suggested that synchronous response velocity
(SRV) and social presence (SP) impact the customer entity across several dimensions like
the conative, cognitive, and emotional dimensions mentioned above. Thus, it can be
inferred based on extant research that there should be a downstream effect on service
customer engagement.
Synchronous communication demands quick back and forth dialogue and is used
to process rich information, thus reducing ambiguity and equivocality (Daft and Lengel,
1986). Synch requires more immediate feedback, highlighting the importance of recipient
availability (Straub and Karahanna, 1998) for timely responses to achieve optimal levels
of customer engagement. Synchronous contact is more interactive than asynchronous
contact and therefore has higher synchronicity (Dennis et al., 2008). Regarding
synchronous communciation, there is also the expectancy of quick and comprehensible
transfer of information by incorporating the use of such new media, according to Rice
(1992). Ultimately, transferring information as quickly and timely as possible while
getting close to face-to-face contact results is the goal of communications media.
To gain an additional, useful perspective, asynchronous and synchronous types of
messaging can be juxtaposed. Asynchronous communication does not contain levels of
interaction similar to synchronous since recipient availability is uncertain from it being
only a one-directional signaling. One could argue that a person views an advertisement
and then immediately responds via phone, email, or travels to a store; however, this is a
reaction, not a shared interaction and it contains only one proactive entity. Furthermore,
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the absorption of information and transfer of cues is lower from a synchronicity
perspective and this suggests that there would be lesser impact on customer engagement,
especially as compared to synchronous communication. Synchronous activity requires
entities that move at the same frequency (Dong, 2009). Dong (2009) defines
synchronicity as “with time, two or more things happening at the same time.”
Synchronicity strives for a shared focus between communication partners, increased
levels of understanding, higher levels of information transmission, and a larger presence
of trustworthiness. Accordingly, SRV heavily supports synchronicity. Therefore, SRV is
ever relevant when a shared field of communication or information transfer is to be
enacted.
It is evident that service customer engagement is an important concept based on
the literature and is viewed as dependent on some type of firm-customer interaction.
However, there are obvious gaps in the understanding the causal effects of SCE (during
firm-customer interactive experiences) leading to research implications and further
exploration into different CE contexts. Past research has examined both customer
engagement and synchronicity; however, it has not examined these constructs together.
This research builds upon an area for future research proposed by Brodie et al. (2011)
which questions how certain firm-customer interactions and experiences (online vs.
offline) affect customer engagement levels over various contexts. This study presents a
research model (See Figure 3) for testing synchronous (online) firm-customer contact in a
digital context (instant chat) considering the variables social presence and synchronous
response velocity (SRV) which are suggested to causal effect on SCE.
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Figure 3. Service Customer Engagement (SCE) Research Model – Study 1

Figure 4. Service Customer Engagement Research Model – Study 2
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Hypotheses Development
For the purposes of this research, synchronicity is operationalized through an
instant messaging medium, a common application appearing in a virtual, online
environment, and, incidentally, one where system response times can be tested. Indeed,
scientific evidence suggests that synchronicity is a catalyst for user absorption into
second life (SL), a virtual environment where there is a synchronous awareness and a
flow (Dong, 2009). Flow is the immersion in an activity, a shift into a common type of
experience between people that is characterized as an emotional state (Csikszentmihalyi
and Csikszentmihalyi, 1975).
The independent variable synchronous response velocity (SRV) can be seen as
influencing the dependent variable SCE positively, given an increases capacity for
information conveyance and processing with effective synchronous communications
media. Low synchronicity such as asynchronous communication is unable to establish
efficient transference of full information since it is deficient in visible cues and emotional
signaling. This is due to a lack of information passage in a shared conduit. It needs to be
noted that low synchronicity is not exclusive to asynchronous contact and can include
synchronous communication if there is a misalignment between the sender and receiver
(Dennis and Valacich, 1999; Dennis et al., 2008).
Contrariwise, synchronous communication (typically a high propensity for
synchronicity) such as utilizing media like instant messaging is a channel for firmcustomer contact whereby firms can connect directly and immediately with customers; in
this way, firms can influence perceptions, affections, and conations towards the focal
brand or service. Maintaining customer attention and keeping them in a responsive zone
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should provide the right environment for an engaged customer. Therefore, the following
hypothesis is postulated:
H1: Increased synchronous response velocity (SRV) in a synchronous customer
contact is positively related to service customer engagement (SCE).
Research has demonstrated that social influence impacts the consumer process
(Bearden and Etzel, 1982; Moschis, 1976) in interactive conditions as, for example, with
sales associates or in collective buying scenarios (Childers and Rao, 1992). The
theoretical foundation of social presence being Social Impact Theory (Latané, 1981), it is
posited that people are affected by tangible, indirect, or the illusory presence or act of a
person or group of people. However, SIT (Latané, 1981) discusses social presence via a
focus on the interactive aspect. The current research attempts to determine whether the
presence of human images in computer-mediated firm-customer interaction increases the
level of customer engagement. As noted already, the vehicle of communication for this
research is instant messaging or chat. The underlying thinking is that firms need to find
the most effective way to connect with their customers and keep them engaged.
Extant research on social presence says that it induces warmth and trustworthiness
(Cyr et al., 2009; Hassanein and Head, 2005; Yoo and Alavi, 2001) and the literature also
asseverates that higher social presence is associated with more emotional responses (Yoo
and Alavi, 2001). Additionally, evidence suggests that social presence with high levels
of human conditions/images positively influences perceived usefulness, trust, and
enjoyment (Hassanein and Head, 2005). From an online context perspective, social
presence has been shown to have positive outcomes in business-to-consumer (B2C) eservices, improving social connections to a website and fostering feelings of warmth
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(Gefen and Straub, 2003). The idea that a human image or icon is visible during firmcustomer contact suggests that there is a deeper kinship to the focal brand or service and
that the customer can relate to human aspects inherent in the interaction. Moreover, there
is an influence on customers according to social impact theory (SIT) (Latané, 1981) when
there is the presence of a person in a field of communication.
The trends and future directions of firm-customer contact is through computermediated methodologies such as web ads, email, messaging, and social media although
there remains a significant amount of legacy communication such as print (magazines,
newspapers, and mailers) and radio. In any vehicle of communication to customers,
social presence is an important aspect. For the purposes of this research and in the context
of computer-mediated contact (web, and instant messaging), social presence is thought to
have an impact on service customer engagement when we consider the conation,
cognition, and affection of consumers towards a brand or service. Given the research on
social presence, hypothesis two is posited:
H2: Social presence in a synchronous customer contact is positively related to
service customer engagement.
As noted above, synchronicity is the shared conveyance and convergence of
information during communication between two people (Dennis and Valacich, 1999;
Dennis et al., 2008) and it happens in real-time (Dong, 2009). However, existing
literature suggests the presence of a person (or implied presence), proximity, and
immediate feedback (Latané, 1981) during synchronous contact leads to true
synchronicity which in this context is the real time exchange of information or activity
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between a user and recipient producing a shared focus and understanding. It also can be
inferred that the higher synchronicity, the higher the level of engagement.
Furthermore, synchronicity cannot exist without responsiveness from the engaged
entities. But what is what is the effect of quicker feedback on CE? This study attempts to
determine the effect of SRV on the level of customer engagement. In firm-customer
contact, the speed at which the firm responds to the customer is termed synchronous
response velocity (SRV), a construct which draws from MST (Dennis et al., 2008).
Theoretically thus, the higher the response velocity in a synchronous contact, the higher
the level of customer engagement. Firm-customer interactions regarding SRV can
evaluated from the attention and involvement perspectives using download speeds as a
proxy. There is strong evidence that that the longer a download takes, the more
unengaged or disinterested a person will become (Rose and Straub, 2001).
Social presence is closely intertwined with synchronicity in terms of task
performance, proximity, and interaction, but the focus of this research is to determine the
effect on customer engagement of the presence of human images (noninteractive) and
whether it is more significant than synchronous response velocity (SRV). Literature
shows that the mere sight of human images creates a warming effect on people (Cyr et
al., 2009; Gefen and Straub, 2003) and increases the social connection. The basis for
using synchronous response velocity (SRV) as a predictor is to test if the immediate
feedback: (1) engages customers better (2) and if the immediate feedback is more
important than the social presence predictor (as images) when engaging customers
through digital media such as instant chat.
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The theoretical link of synchronicity and social presence to customer engagement
is predicated on shared information through real-time contacts, a connection which
assumes the psychological presence of the communicators (firm-customer). Social
presence theory (Short et al., 1976) asserts that social frameworks impact media usage.
Media users assess the level of the medium required to experience the correspondent as
psychologically present (Hassanein and Head, 2007; Short et al., 1976). Also, the social
context is a major factor in synchronicity. Research demonstrates that synchronicity and
social presence are intimately connected (Dong, 2009; Straub and Karahanna, 1998).
Moreover, to achieve high synchronicity during synchronous contact using a
communication medium may require certain conditions with respect to social presence
and response velocity.
Relative to the two-way communication media, we explore the “real-time/sametime” characteristic of synchronicity to gain a full understanding of the construct. The
term “real-time” in particular, implies current and timely responses. Any delay in that
shared field of communication can cause a disruption or, from the customer perspective,
a lack of engagement. Although, communication can be slow potentially causing an
interruption in service customer engagement the idea of having a social presence may
maintain some emotional connection to the consumer.
Regarding the social aspect, synchronicity scales range from immediate feedback
(Twidale, Nichols, and Paice, 1997) to asynchronous (Nowak and Biocca, 2003).
Additionally, social presence can be represented as high or low on a website (Cyr et al.,
2009; Gefen and Straub, 2004). Perceived social presence is seen to be higher via
interactive communication (like face-to-face) as compared to less interactive
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communication such as email or paper mail (Gefen and Straub, 2004). Based on extant
research, it can be logically inferred that the combination of synchronous response
velocity (SRV) with its shared field of communication and social presence where the
communicator is perceived as psychologically present (human images being a proxy for
real people) will be lead to a higher level of customer engagement. This research thus
proposes that customer engagement in the context of firm-customer interpersonal
interaction is impacted by both synchronous response velocity (SRV) and social presence
(SP) acting together and when each is present in high values, the effect becomes the
highest multiplier. Subsequently, hypothesis three is posited:
H3: The interaction between synchronous response velocity (SRV) and social
presence is positively related to service customer engagement (SCE).
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS

The research methodology in this thesis is a lab experiment with real world
subjects. Whereas this is not a field experiment per se, the use of participants who have
had actual consumer experiences and this increases the external validity of the results
(Fromkin and Streufert, 1976). Moreover, the experiment is also classified under the
rubric of a Web experiment, the advantages and disadvantages of the same being
discussed by Wade and Tingling (2005). Web experiments allow the researcher to draw
from a larger subject pool with only minimal new threats to validity (Wade and Tingling,
2005). This strengthens the internal validity of results without sacrificing external
validity.
To test our hypotheses, we created a model for testing the direct effects of both
synchronous response velocity (SRV) and social presence on customer engagement. In
addition, this design also allowed us to examine the interaction of the two constructs and
their effect on SCE. This research looks at communication over new media types, such
as instant messaging, now reported in Tables 4 and 5, with the “new media” scales
adapted from Daft and Lengel (1986). For this research, the new medium of interest is
instant messaging, also known as instant chat. It is a synchronous form of communication
and lean in media richness, certainly as compared to video conferencing or even voice
chat.
Extant literature shows no evidence of research on SRV, SP, and their effects on
service customer engagement. A web experiment was thus employed since the context is
computer mediated firm-customer interaction; this allows us to effectively test the
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proposed hypotheses. The experiment also employs data collection techniques via a
previously-validated CUE scale (Vivek et al., 2014) to test the direct effects of SRV and
social presence on customer engagement. Subsequently, the interaction between SRV and
social presence is also explored and analyzed.
Furthermore, Study 1 aims to validate the CUE scale in a novel service context
(Verizon Wireless). Vivek et al. (2014) validated the scale in a focal brand/product of
Apple computers. The current research provides an opportunity to operationalize that
scale and test for scale validity in a service context using computer/Internet-enabled
media. Scale items were modified to fit the service context and subsequently tested for
scale validity (See Table 41 Study 1 CFA for full scale).
Formative vs Reflective Models
To advance knowledge in academia and practice, scholars need to constantly seek
out greater rigor related to the description and design of measurement models.
Specifically, formative and reflective relationships between latent variables and the
measurement of the focus constructs have become important (Jarvis, MacKenzie, and
Podsakoff, 2003). Extant literature shows how to differentiate between formative and
reflective indicator models (Jarvis et al., 2003). Much of the discussions on the
determination of formative and reflective models have been conceptual in nature (Bollen
and Lennox, 1991; Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer, 2001; Edwards and Bagozzi, 2000),
but Petter et al. (2007) provide examples of reflective and formative scales in the IS
literature. Prior to this work, Jarvis et al. (2013) developed decision rules to assist with
the identification process which can be found in Table 47.
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From an indicator perspective, this research utilizes the validated customer
engagement scale (CUE) by Vivek et al. (2014), which the original authors consider to be
a reflective model. However, given the push in social sciences for more rigor regarding
measurement specification, we take a more conservative approach and conducted testing
using both formative and reflective measurement perspectives.
Marketing researchers are among the most scrutinized from a measurement
specification standpoint since twenty-nine percent of marketing constructs were specified
as reflective when they should have been formative (Jarvis et al., 2003). In addition,
along with marketing, these measurement concerns are voiced in the strategic
management field with respect to the incorrect use of reflective models (Hair, Sarstedt,
Ringle et al., 2012; Hair, Sarstedt, Pieper et al., 2012). A critical factor in measurement
model inaccuracy is overlooking or neglecting the high-order aspects (multi-order) of the
main construct (Podsakoff et al., 2006) as well as the subconstruct directional mapping.
Related to indicators (scale items), it is important to note that the indicatorconstruct relationships emerge from reflective indicators that are highly correlated and
interchangeable. Conversely, formative indicators are not substitutable and cannot be
removed without ignoring a vital part of the construct (Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer,
2001).
The direction of causality is also different. In formative models, changes in the
indicators cause changes in the construct (Jarvis et al., 2003). Formative models provide
an approach for the hypothesizing of autonomous and dissimilar construct indicators
(Cenfetelli and Bassellier, 2009; Mackenzie, Podsakoff, and Podsakoff, 2011). From a
conceptual standpoint, researchers need to explore the indicator direction relative to the
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underlying theory they are investigating. A thorough review of the indicator directional
associations is warranted for a more accurate analysis of the relationships between
constructs (Mackenzie et al., 2011).
Using the decision tree of Jarvis et al. (2003) for determining if a construct is
formative or reflective (Table 47), it was difficult to determine whether the CUE scale
was either reflective or formative. Applying the same algorithm for the adapted scale in a
service context, it was likewise difficult to identify the items as formative and reflective.
The scale items appear to be hybrids, meaning the measurement model could be either
formative or reflective from a holistic perspective. In situations such as this, many
researchers mistake formative constructs for reflective, a circumstance which can lead to
invalid test results (Petter, Straub, and Rai, 2007). Petter et al. (2007) stress that the type
of model, formative or reflective must be clearly specified.
That being said, it seems clear that the HOC or second order construct (service
customer engagement) scale is formative. Moreover, drawing on the conceptualization of
customer engagement in the literature as a multi-order model, Vivek et. al (2014) define
the sub-constructs conscious attention, enthused participation, and social connection as
all forming customer engagement. Yet, at the first order, which encompasses the items
that make up the three sub-constructs, it remains unclear and thus warrants an exploratory
approach. Fundamentally, with exploratory work, reflective models are typically used
(Hair et al., 2014).
Given the exploratory nature of the model, we posit the 10-item CUE scale
(Vivek et al., 2014) with reflective indicators at the first order. Since the indicators for
LOCs are being treated as reflective, the entire model is categorized as reflective-
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formative (Becker, Klein, and Wetzels, 2012; Hair et al., 2014), and therefore requires a
repeated indicators procedure according to Becker et al. (2012) and the two stage process
HCM analysis as per Hair et al. (2017).
In summation, this research examines a second order model with SCE as the
second order (formative) and the sub-constructs at the first order (reflective); these
subconstructs are conscious attention, enthused participation, and social connection. All
measurement models are developed and analyzed according to Hair et al. (Hair et al.,
2014).
Study 1 – Pilot
The Study 1 design consists of a 9-cell randomized block (3 x 3) design to test the
three conditions of synchronous response velocity (SRV) (none/slow/fast) and social
presence (SP) (low/mod/high). Since there are three levels of SRV and three levels of
SP, the design required 9 populated cells.
The DV is the service customer engagement (SCE) construct across its threedimensions (conscious attention, enthused participation, social connection). Therefore, to
examine the IVs and their effects on the DV, a standard set of levels for social presence
was applied in addition to that of synchronous response velocity. The high/moderate/low
social presence levels were based on the existence of images containing varying degrees
of human features (Cyr et al., 2009) and offered a representation that should be seen by
subjects as a person being psychologically present in the chat session (Hassanein and
Head, 2007).
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Likewise, the interaction between SRV and SP was also tested for significance.
The validated 10-item scale by Vivek et al. (2014) was used via a 5-point Likert scale,
with Verizon Wireless being portrayed in the role of the focal brand/service.
In accordance with Temple University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approvals (see Appendix H for IRB research protocol approval letter), the experiment and
data collection were completed using a Qualtrics designed survey instrument posted
publicly on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The Amazon Mechanical Turk application also
served as the hosting platform for study access via a URL link. SmartPLS 3.0 (Ringle,
Wende, and Becker, 2015) was employed for the data analysis and preliminary scale
validation. A pool of 460 people was randomly surveyed on MTurk. From the survey
pool, 80 non-usable surveys were discarded. Data collection revealed a usable sample
size of N=380, or approximately 42 subjects per cell. This sample size both assures us of
meeting the assumption of a Student T-test normal distribution and also passes Cohen’s
statistical power benchmark of 0.8 (Cohen 1992, Cohen 2013).
For the purposes of this study, Verizon is said to represent the “best” mobile
carrier that the subjects have ever had. Prior to the start of the experiment, all subjects
were informed about the simulation. Subjects were instructed to think of Verizon in terms
of an exemplary carrier for the study. Subjects were then provided several images of a
Verizon Wireless website with an instant chat window. In the random assignment
process, subjects received one of the three different levels/conditions of social presence
and the three levels/conditions of SRV displayed on their chat window. The simulated
website contained the same social presence condition as the chat window to enhance the
treatment of social presence. For example, in the SPHigh condition, there was a
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photographic image of a person on the chat window and the site also contained
photographic images of people. The same consistency was used for the SPMod and
SPLow conditions. Accordingly, the study inquired about their engagement levels during
firm-customer interaction with Verizon (or any other carrier they are thinking about).
The overall experimental design therefore contained 9 different conditions (9
cells) in which subjects were asked to respond on a Likert scale (1 – strongly disagree, 2
– disagree, 3-neither agree nor disagree, 4 – agree, 5 - strongly agree) to statements such
as “Anything related to Verizon grabs my attention.” and “I like to learn more about
Verizon.” The full experimental design can be seen in Tables 7 and 8 with the complete
scale validation using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) viewable in Table 41 below.
For varying response times, subjects were exposed to an image of a website
with a simulation timer which then issued a system response with a chat window popping
up as if it were a live instant chat session. The timer counted upwards to simulate an
open-ended period of waiting with no expectation of a specific response time. Then the
system would respond after the pre-defined, randomly assigned timing unbeknownst to
the subject.
For clarification, here is an example. The simulated delay was the time waited
before the subject was engaged by the representative with a message. A slow response
level counted to 15 then the instant chat window appeared. In the fast response condition,
the timer counted to about 5 seconds before the chat window appeared,
The empirically testable logic is that the shorter wait time or reduced count before
the system responds produces an increased synchronous response velocity (SRV). In
parallel with the system response simulation, subjects were also randomly exposed to one
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of the three levels of social presence to simulate the interaction of SRV and social
presence as well as their direct effects on service customer engagement (SCE).
Using Qualtrics for the questionnaire deployment, we were also able to randomize
all 9 blocks using survey flow enabling subjects to receive one condition/treatment.
Additionally, item randomization was configured to circumvent the order effects that are
commonly encountered in social sciences (Lavrakas, 2008). To ensure greater internal
validity (Perdue and Summers, 1986; Straub, Boudreau, and Gefen, 2004) and that the
subjects were manipulated as intended, a manipulation check was placed at the end of the
survey. In addition to the validated CUE scale by Vivek et al. (2014), subjects were
presented with standard statistical control variables like demographics, customer
experiences, and current wireless vendor, all gathered to rule out confounds.

Table 7
Randomized Block
Social Presence

SRV
Low

Moderate

High

None

Sync/Low/None

Sync/Moderate/None

Sync/High/None

Slow

Sync/Low/Slow

Sync/Moderate/Slow

Sync/High/Slow

Fast

Sync/Low/Fast

Sync/Moderate/Fast

Sync/High/Fast

Note.** Minimum sample size follows the 10 times rule in PLS-SEM (Hair et al., 2014). Target sample
was 30 subjects per cell or an N=360.
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Table 8

Detailed Study Design
Groups/
Cells

1

Social
Presence

Low

Synchronous
Response
Velocity
(SRV)

None

Details
Description/Simulation

Focal Brand Verizon
(used as stand in for
best mobile carrier)

Simulation of low/sync
Verizon website chat
using IM with no image of
window is present
a person or human-like
no image of a person
image on chat window
Verizon website,

2

3

4

5

6

Moderate

High

Low

Low

Moderate

None

Simulation of moderate/
sync using IM with
human-like image of
person

None

Simulation of high/sync
using IM with image of a
person

Verizon website,
chat window with
photographic image
of a person

Slow

Simulation of slow/sync
IM session with no person
on chat window

15 sec delayed
response for chat
window with no
image of a person

Fast

Simulation of fast/sync
IM session, low social
presence – no image of a
person

5 sec delayed
response for chat
window to appear
with no human
image

Simulation of slow/sync
IM session moderate
social presence with
human-like icon

15 sec delayed
response for chat
window to appear
with
anthropomorphic
icon

Slow
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chat window is
present with
anthropomorphic
icon

Table 8, continued

Detailed Study Design

7

8

9

Moderate

High

High

Fast

Simulation of fast/sync
IM session moderate
social presence with
human-like icon

5 sec delayed
response for chat
window to appear
with
anthropomorphic
icon

Slow

Simulation of slow/sync
IM session, high social
presence with
photographic image of a
person

15 sec delayed
response for chat
window to appear
with photographic
image of a person

Fast

Simulation of fast/sync
IM session high social
presence with
photographic image of a
person

5 sec delayed
response for chat
window to appear
with photographic
image of a person

First, to confirm the measurement models are measuring what is intended and that
the data is good, it is important to perform instrument validation. Instrument validation
helps to ensure generalizability of the results in the post study analysis and limits
concerns or questions of measurement validity. In the next section, we conduct scale
validation of the service customer engagement scale that is used throughout the research.

Scale Validation: Study 1
The adapted generalized multi-dimensional CUE scale developed by Vivek et al.
(2014) and used in Study 1 was next validated. This scale has a service context focus
relative to computer-mediated firm customer interaction. The original work by Vivek et
al. (2014) conducted studies across Apple products in a retail context. For scale
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generalizability, the widely accepted criterion is scale validation across such multiple
contexts (Brodie and Hollebeek, 2011; Gambetti & Graffigna, 2010).
This study extends the CUE scale to a service context. The firm for the
experimental focus is Verizon Wireless, a well-established US-based firm providing
mobile phone and data services. Most of the subjects in the study, in fact, have Verizon
as their mobile carrier, a not unexpected setting since Verizon is the largest firm by
subscribers. The current customer engagement study is not partial to Verizon subscribers
or promoting this organization over another in any way. The experiment utilizes random
assignment, with all subjects receiving the same survey questions to gauge their level of
customer engagement.
In this study, service customer engagement is measured through a 10-item scale
across 3 dimensions including conscious attention (3-points), enthused participation (4points), and social connection (3-points). The verbiage of the scale items was modified to
fit a service context (Table 41). Scale validation is important because the instrument
(such as a survey) must be tested to see if it is really measuring what it is intended to
measure, a form of verification known as construct validity (Hair et al. 2014). Moreover,
if the results are anticipated to be meaningful and relevant and to a broader population, it
is worthwhile for generalizability to validate the instrument.
Using SmartPLS 3.0 (Ringle et al., 2015) we conducted a confirmatory factor
analysis using the validation testing approach suggested by Hair et al. (Hair et al., 2014).
The guidelines for reflective measurement model validation according to Hair et al.
(2014) are, first, internal consistency reliability on reflective indicators followed by tests
for convergent and discriminant validity. Table 10 summarizes results for the reflective-
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formative measurement model along with Figure 5. See Appendix D for full
construct validity and reliability results.

Figure 5. Factor Analytical Results
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Internal Consistency Reliability
Fundamentally, the first condition to be examined is the internal consistency
reliability. Metrics used are both Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability (CR). The
traditional measure for internal consistency is Cronbach’s alpha (Hair et al., 2014). This
measure is an estimate of reliability calculated from the indicator inter-correlations (Hair
et al., 2014). Cronbach’s alpha takes the point of view that there is reliability equality or
interchangeability amongst the indicators. However, PLS-SEM ranks the indicators in
order of reliability (Hair et al., 2014) and uses that as a basis for computation. Cronbach’s
alpha is sensitive to the number of indicators and can undervalue or misstate the internal
consistency reliability (Hair et al., 2014).
Contrariwise, composite reliability does not have the same limitations as
Cronbach’s alphas and considers the indicator outer loadings when doing the
computation, a final metric that falls between 0 and 1 (Hair et al., 2014). Both
Cronbach’s alpha and CR values are treated similarly in that the recommendation for
adequate figures are greater than 0.70 (Gefen, Straub, and Boudreau, 2000; Hair et al.,
2014; Henseler, Hubona, and Ray, 2015). According to Hair et al. (2014), satisfactory
figures for exploratory work such as the present research can be between 0.60 and 0.70.
For advanced research, the bar is higher and calls for a value between 0.70 and 0.90.
With respect to results here, the Cronbach’s alphas range from 0.850 – 0.880
which suggest good reliability. Composite reliability (CR), also known as the DhillonGoldstein Rho, ranges from 0.907 – 0.925 (Tables 11 and 34), reinforcing the idea that
we have good internal consistency (Hair et al., 2014) in our Type II reflective-formative
measurement model (Becker et al., 2012).
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Construct Validity
Construct validity has two components: convergent validity and
discriminant validity (Straub et al. 2004). The first examines whether the
construct “sticks” together in the presence of all other constructs in the modeling.
The second looks at whether constructs are differentiated from each other. These
aspects of the measurement model are studied next.
In the present research we use the benchmarks of indicator loadings above
0.708 to demonstrate strong common associations. All should all be significant in
bootstrapping runs (Hair et al., 2014). This formulation is calculated by taking
the square of the outer loading (for example, 0.708 2 = 0.50) and for this reason is
known as the communality of the indictor (Hair et al., 2014). This general
guideline says that the latent variable should explain at least 50% of the variance,
echoing the judgment that standardized loadings should be over 0.708 (Hair et
al., 2014).
Convergent Validity
Convergent validity is the degree to which an indicator positively
correlates to other indicators of the same construct (Hair et al., 2014). In
reflective models, indicators are examined in a different way than formative
models. Hair et al. (2014, p. 102) states “the items that are indicators (measures)
of a specific construct should converge or share a high proportion of variance.”
Convergent validity is assessed through the indicator outer loadings and by the
average variance extracted (AVE) (Hair et al., 2014).
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The AVE of a construct is the overall mean of the squared loadings of the
indicators, consequently identical to the communality of that same construct
(Hair et al., 2014). The methodological literature argues that the AVEs should be
above 0.50 (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2014).
Careful consideration should be taken with removing indicators that exhibit
factor loadings between 0.40 and 0.70 (Hair et al., 2014). Removal should occur
only if removals of certain items leads to an increase to the composite reliability
and AVE (Hair et al., 2014). Factor loadings in the low range (< 0.40) should be
eliminated, however (Hair, Ringle, and Sarstedt, 2011). Relative to the present
study, the AVEs (0.640 – 0.800) are all above 0.50 (Tables 9 and 10) as
recommended by numerous scholars (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Fornell and Larcker,
1981; Hair et al., 2014). Therefore, this measurement model exhibits good
convergent validity. See Appendix D for Study 1 detailed validation results.
Discriminant Validity
Discriminant validity represents the singularity of one construct relative to others
regarding correlation and also describes how much the indicators embody a single
construct (Hair et al., 2014). Essentially the inference is about construct distinctiveness
relative to others in the measurement model (Hair et al., 2014). The Fornell-Larcker
criterion to determine discriminant validity is the established method; it states that the
square root of the AVE should be above its uppermost correlation with any other
construct (Hair et al., 2014). The scales pass this benchmark.
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Table 9
Fornell-Larcker Criterion for Discriminant Validity
Conscious
CR
AVE
Construct
Attention
Conscious Attention
Enthused
Participation
Social Connection

0.907

0.765 0.875

0.910
0.925

0.718 0.769
0.805 0.758

Enthused
Participation

0.847
0.784

Social
Connection

0.897

Note. Square root of AVE on diagonal.

Table 10
Summary Results for Reflective Models
Indicator
Latent Indicators Loadings
Reliability
Variable
0.883
0.780
CA_1
CA
0.874
0.764
CA_2
0.868
0.753
CA_3
0.836
0.699
EP_1
0.808
0.653
EP_2
EP
0.889
0.790
EP_3
0.854
0.729
EP_4
0.883
0.780
SC_1
SC
SC_2
0.922
0.850
SC_3
0.886
0.785

Composite
Reliability

AVE

Discriminant
Validity?

0.907

0.765

Yes

0.910

0.718

Yes

0.925

0.805

Yes

Data Analysis
For data analysis, partial least squares structural equation modeling or PLS-SEM
was employed for this study because of its versatility in working with analytical
uncertainties commonly found in the social sciences. PLS-SEM is viewed as a variancebased approach, one that is counterpoised to CB-SEM, that is, covariance-based SEM
(Schubring et al., 2016; Ringle, Sarstedt, and Straub, 2012; Hair et al., 2012). It is a
multivariate methodology similar to partial least squares regression or PLSR (Tobias,
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1995) and is extensively used in administrative sciences research such as marketing and
management information systems (Hair et al., 2012; Ringle et al., 2012). Like PLSR,
PLS-SEM has the capacity to analyze the relationships and associations of composite
variable systems (Schubring et al., 2016). It therefore does not assume a normal
distribution and is a non-parametric technique (unlike multiple regression). Moreover, it
is amenable to examining measurement validity issues and to handle formative constructs
as readily as reflectively-measured constructs (Hair et al. 2014). It also offers a
nonparametric bootstrap process (Davison and Hinkley, 1997; Efron and Tibshirani,
1994). Moreover, SmartPLS 3.0 (Ringle et al., 2015) offers a consistent PLS algorithm
for path modeling and bootstrapping (Dijkstra and Henseler, 2012), except when
analyzing a second-order model.
Study 1 in the current research investigated computer-mediated service customer
engagement (SCE) which is best modeled as a three-dimensional, second order formative
representation. According to the rule of 10 for PSL-SEM, the sample size should be equal
to or larger than: (a) 10 times the number of formative indicators used to measure a single
construct or (b) 10 times the number of indicators appearing in a reflective model (Hair et
al., 2014). Since both formative and reflective measures were used for the formative
models, the minimum sample size is 100 as there are 10 formative indicators measuring
the customer engagement construct. With respect to the reflective modeling, there are 10
indicators, which also constrains us to the rule of 10 for PLS-SEM (Hair et al., 2014).
Since the current sample size in Study 1 is 380, this readily meets the rule of ten and
likewise satisfies the statistical power requirement for generalizability to the population
(Cohen, 1992; Cohen, 2013).
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The study has two predictors, synchronous response velocity (SRV) and social
presence (SP), each of which has 3 indicators. Service customer engagement (SCE) is the
outcome or dependent variable containing 10 scale items across three dimensions, namely
conscious attention (CA), enthused participation (EP), and social connection (SC). Based
on CE theory and its three-dimensional composition, this research classifies this as a
reflective-formative, multi-order construct (Hair et al., 2014). To gain an understanding
of the customer engagement composition during firm-customer digital interactions using
instant chat, the weights of each subconstruct, called low-order or first-order constructs,
were determined. For this reason, a formative measurement model was initially used to
examine how the indicators (of the subconstructs) form the customer engagement
construct, a point which is further discussed in Research Models 1.1 and 1.2. Next, the
reflective-formative multi-order model is tested and analyzed in Research Model 2a and
2b.

Variable Coding for Study 1
Although a continuous time variable in reality, in this study SRV is formed as a
latent variable that is further transformed into three categories and coded into dummy
variables. This allowed for testing of all system response scenarios including (zero time,
fast-treatment, slow-treatment). No observable system response (none) is the first level of
the variable, a null value, which is represented by dummy variable SRV_1. This default
assumes that the standard is having a chat window already present on the screen upon
user logon to the site, with virtually no system response lag or latency. Next, fast
response (fast) is coded as the dummy variable SRV_2 for the presence of the 5-second
system response treatment. Last, the dummy variable SRV_3 represents the slow system
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response. In the models below, two of the dummy variables are included as predictors
with the associated indicator in the following format: SRV_latent variable (SRV_N
indicator) and SRV_latent variable (SRV_ indicator) respectively. It is important to note
that since dummy variables are incorporated into the path models, each must be
incorporated into the model as a predictor with one indictor.
Social presence, however, is categorical and therefore needed to be recoded into
dummy variables called SP_1, SP_2, SP_3, using m -1 where m is the total number of
categories. This means that there were two latent dummy variables in the model as
predictors with a single indicator, SP_latent variable (SP_N indicator) and SP_latent
variable (SP_ indicator) respectively. The omitted dummy variable serves as a reference
point to which the other two dummy variables are being compared. Although the overall
model is formative from a CE perspective, the reformulated dummy predictors are
reflective and therefore the consistent PLS algorithm and consistent bootstrapping can be
employed to account for correlations between the reflective factors. It is important to note
that the outer weights in the formative model are regression coefficients. Since the
dummy variables are incorporated into the path models, one is left out as a reference
point, all of which leaves a total of 4 predictors, each with one indicator and 8 structural
paths per model (including the interactions of the variables).
To reiterate, H1 posits that synchronous response velocity (SRV) is positively
related to SCE and, via H2, social presence is thought to be positively related to SCE. As
SRV increases, SCE increases. The same directionality is predicted for social presence in
H2. Moreover, H3 suggest that the interaction between the two predictors is positively
related to SCE. These hypotheses are important because they are testing synchronicity
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and social presence all together for their effect on service customer engagement. This
work thus serves to fill a gap in the literature and contributes to practice in several areas
including information systems and marketing.

Research Model 1.1
Research Model 1.1 examines the SCE construct using a first-order formative
measurement model. Measurement model effectiveness depends on the path coefficients
and the indicator weights (coefficients) showing significant values. Model 1.1 looks at
the low and moderate level social presence latent variables. They are coded as SPLow
and SPMod dummies with indicators SP_1 and SP_2 respectively. Model 1.1 also
includes SRVNull (no response) and SRVFast with indicators SRV_1 and SRV_2 in that
order. In this case, SPHigh (indicator SP_3) remains as a reference point to which SPLow
and SPMod can be juxtaposed in variance-based PLS-SEM (Hair et al., 2012). Similarly,
SRVSlow (indicator SRV_3) serves as the reference for synchronous response velocity
and is not included in the modeling (Figure 3). The variables SPLow and SPMod (which
are both coded as “2” in the data) are chosen based on numerical consistency and for no
other reason. Other scenarios are tested in later models which include SPHigh and
SRVSlow (coded as 3 in the data).
Using SmartPLS 3.0, initial analysis using the PLS algorithm and path modeling
show significance at the .05 alpha protection level for the direct effect of SRVFast to
SCE; it has a path coefficient of 0.310** following consistent bootstrapping of 5000
subsamples and 600 iterations (Dijkstra and Henseler, 2012; Ringle et al., 2015). Results
are suggestive in that increased SRV is positively related to SCE. There was no
significant effect of SRVNull on SCE according to the path coefficient.
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Related to social presence, the SPLow to SCE path depicts a significant, negative
path coefficient of -0.263**, with social presence appearing to be negatively related to
service customer engagement, contrary to prediction.
There were four moderating effects tested including SRVNull * SPLow, SRVNull
* SPMod, SRVFast * SPLow, and SRVFast * SPMod. Based on the low values of the
path coefficients, it was clear even before looking closely at the p-values that there would
be no significant effects. This was, indeed, the case.
Additionally, the coefficient of determination or R Squared (0.146) was of a
reasonable size (Figure 6) (Hair et al., 2014; Ringle et al., 2015). This statistic is saying
that Model 1.1 explains 14.6% of the variance in the dependent variable SCE, meaning
that knowing the values of the independent variables (SRV) and (SP) allows one to
predict the value of the DV 14.6% better than chance. For detailed results see Appendix
C – Structural Model Results: Research Model 1.1.
The latent variable SRVFast PLS path coefficient to SCE supports the above
findings with a PLS path correlation coefficient of 0.238** which is a significant positive
association. Similarly, Model 1 displays a negative correlation, -0.244** between SPLow
and SCE. Both the positive and negative correlations of SRVFast and SPLow to SCE are
consistent with the findings from the structural model (Model 1.1) path coefficients
further reinforcing the results.
A key marker of model fit in PLS path modeling is the standardized root mean
square residual (SRMR) (Hu and Bentler, 1998; Hu and Bentler, 1999). Regarding model
fit, the SRMR here is 0.030, which is less than the acceptable fit of 0.05 (Byrne, 2013).
However, the outer weights are not well distributed, suggesting that SCE is multi-
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dimensional, a point which has been theorized to be the case many times earlier in this
thesis (Appendix C – Research Model 1.1).
Summarizing the test results, Model 1.1 results show support for the positive
relationship between fast synchronous response velocity (SRV) and service customer
engagement. However, results do not support a positive relationship between social
presence and SCE. Model 1.1 also satisfies the criteria for model fitness, which means
that instrument (model) is providing an accurate picture of the causal links.

Figure 6. Research Model 1.1 Results

Research Model 1.2
For thoroughness, Model 1.2 was run to incorporate the remaining dummy
variables including SRVSlow and SPHigh, which represent slow system response and
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high social presence. Model 1.2 illustrates the direct effects of SRVSlow (indicator
SRV_3) and SPHigh (indicator SP_3) on SCE with SRVFast and SPMod as omitted
reference points. The purpose of running Model 1.2 with these dummy variables is to
change the reference point to more deeply examine whether these results are consistent
with Model 1.1 results. As a reminder, we found SRV to be positively related to CE and
SP to be negatively related to CE. SmartPLS 3.0 data analysis displayed in Model 1.2
shows a significant negative path coefficient for SRVSlow to SCE of -0.310. This
negative relationship in the presence of SRVSlow further supports the positive
relationship of increased SRV leading to increased SCE. Like the previous model
examining the SPLow latent variable, there is a negative effect on SCE which is
significant, having a path coefficient of -0.212. Correspondingly, there are significant
latent variable correlations for SRVSlow and SPLow on SCE, -0.233** and -0.244**, in
that order. Pointedly, results are very similar to those in Model 1.1. Finally, model fit
statistics show an SRMR of 0.035 which, according to Byrne (2013), is a good fit if less
than 0.05. As with Model 1.1, the indicator weights are not well distributed, hinting that
this should be, indeed, modeled as a multi-order construct (Appendix C – Structural
Model Results: Research Model 1.2).
To summarize the testing of Model 1.2, we switched variables and reference
points to test further test the efficacy of Model 1.1 by using the slow response and high
social presence predictors. Results show support for the positive relationship between
fast synchronous response velocity (SRV) and service customer engagement. Similarly,
the results do not support a positive relationship between social presence and SCE. Model
1.2 also displays model fitness. These results further reify the results found in Model 1.1.
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Figure 7. Research Model 1.2 Results

Research Model 2.1
Customer engagement is a multidimensional construct and therefore, a second
order construct analysis needed to be performed. Relative to this research, this is the kind
of second order reflective-formative model discussed by Becker et al. (2012). First, when
running the structural model, the results showed the effects on the subconstructs;
however, there were no path coefficients for the high order construct of service customer
engagement (Figure 7).
Incorporating a reflective-formative hierarchical component model (HCM), we
next employed an extended repeated indicators approach (Becker et al., 2012) and two
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stage HCM analysis (Hair Jr et al., 2017; Matthews, Hair, and Matthews, 2018). The first
order constructs include conscious attention, enthused participation, and social
connection, all with reflective indicators. Service customer engagement (SCE) can be
seen as a high order construct but needs to be reformulated with these first order
constructs as single item indicators. Figure 8 illustrates the repeated indicators technique
used in stage one of the HCM analysis (Matthews et al., 2018) to determine the latent
variable scores for the subconstructs (later added to the original dataset); this allows for
analysis of the SCE as formative second order construct in stage 2 of the HCM analysis.
The second order construct can also be defined as a high order construct (HOC). The
independent variables SRV and SP path models were thus run against SCE with the
subconstructs as indicators of SCE in a formative modeling approach.

Figure 8. Reflective-Formative Repeated Indicators Approach – HCM Stage 1
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Figure 9. Reflective-Formative Analysis – HCM Stage 2

Research Model 2.2
To remain consistent with the methodology formulated in Models 1.1 and 1.2
where the structural model was operationalized with different dummy variables for SRV
and SP, the same approach is taken here. Model 2.2 replaces the SRVFast and SPMod
variables and incorporates SRVSlow and SPHigh. A significant negative result was found
for the path between SRVSlow and CE, -0.275**. Also, there was a significant negative
result for SRVNull. The weights (path coefficients) for the formative indicators conscious
attention, enthused participation, and social connection remained the same as well as the
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R square. The SRMR was 0.04 which less than 0.05, thus showing a good model fit
(Byrne, 2013). Figure 10 illustrates the structural path results. (See Appendix C –
Structural Model Results: Research Model 2.1 for detailed data).

Figure 10. Reflective-Formative Analysis – HCM Stage 2

Results – Study 1
Based on the data analysis using PLS-SEM (Ringle et al., 2015), the data are in
support of hypothesis 1 (Synchronous response velocity (SRV) is positively related to
service customer engagement), as previously discussed in the analysis of the significant
results in path modeling in Models 1.1 (Figure 6) and 2.1 (Figure 10). Related to
hypothesis 2 (Social presence is positively related to customer engagement) is not
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supported in that the data shows a significant negative effect on SCE, both looking at the
path coefficient and bootstrapping results for SPLow (low social presence) in Models 1
(.1 and .2) and 2 (.1 and .2). The SPMod and SPHigh predictors did not show any
significant effects on SCE, reinforcing the inference that having higher levels of social
presence does not matter relative to service customer engagement.
Last, hypothesis 3 (The interaction between SRV and SP is positively related to
customer engagement), is not supported since the patch coefficients of both moderating
effects (SRV*SPLow), (SRV*SPMod), and (SRV*SPHigh) are not significant at the
alpha protection level of .05.
With the high statistical power of the sample size of 380 and the p-values found in
the results of the measurement models, the counter result of SP on SCE is puzzling.
Since the theory is strong in this relationship, there is likely a design issue of some sort
that is creating the effects we are seeing.
Trochim et al. (2001) suggest that insignificant results, or even worse, results with
the opposite directionality, may be explained by several factors. Since the measurement
model appears to be acceptable in this case, it is likely that the treatment issued during
the experiment was not strong enough, hinted at by the explained variance (R Square) for
SCE being 0.133 for the multi-order model, although, a low R Square is not uncommon
in studies with people in that they are fairly unpredictable (Trochim et al., 2001).
Increasing the signal strength of the treatments can solve this problem in many cases.
Moreover, there are other considerations from a validated scale perspective.
Given the multi-dimensional makeup of the construct including conscious attention (3points), enthused participation (4-points) the results showed that in an instant chat context
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(relative to the independent variables SRV and SP) there were certain dimensions that
exhibited a larger effect than others. Applying the 10-point validated CUE scale by Vivek
et al. (2014), CA_1 and CA_2 displayed significant results found in Research Model 1.1
and 1.2 (Figures 6 and 7). Conversely, the EP_2 indicator displayed a significant negative
result in the same dataset. For full details see Appendix C.
In order to better triangulate on this phenomenon, a second order construct
analysis was performed. Results show the effects of the conscious attention dimension to
have the highest weight in Model 2.1 and 2.2 and in addition the direction of causality is
positive (Figures 9 and 10). This suggest that the conscious attention dimension
contributes most to the model. Enthused participation was, oddly, found to have a
negative weight. Similarly, social connection does not impact the model in a significant
way. These results point to conscious attention having the most impact in the SCE
construct during firm-customer instant chat session.

Next Steps
The Study 1 findings support faster communication for increased service
customer engagement, specifically influencing the conscious attention subdimension of
the construct. However, the effect of social presence on SCE was contrary to predictions,
which was perplexing. Based on these outcomes, we felt that more research was needed
for generalizability and that a second study was certainly warranted.
In addition to seeking more robust results with an increased sample size to
reexamine the explained variance of SCE via enhanced treatments (which will involve
stronger and differentiated stimuli related to SRV and social presence), we hence propose
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to test the social presence (SP) manipulations first to see if images appropriate for the
customer service/instant chat context are properly stimulating the subjects. There may be
undetected confounds with race and gender that can also be looked at. Consequently,
images will be tested prior to experimentation according the methodology by Gefen and
Straub (2003). In addition to PLS, we intend to use IBM SPSS employing linear
regression and ANCOVA for robustness. The hope is to reify the results in PLS and
offer a more comprehensive analysis to the overall research project.
Indeed, supplementary SCE scale validation testing is also necessary to ensuring
measurement model reliability since it is important in furthering customer engagement
research. The validated customer engagement scale by Vivek et al. (2014) is based on a
focal brand/object (Apple) implying something physical in nature, not a service as in this
study with Verizon wireless. The contribution of the present research targets scale
validation in a service context and development of the service customer engagement
(SCE construct). In addition to the scale validation already performed in Study 1, we will
revalidate the reflective-formative model according to the methodology suggested by
Hair et al. (2014).

Study 2
The intent of the second phase of this SCE research, termed Study 2, is to
reexamine the results found in Study 1 as well as increase the contribution regarding the
possible direct effect of social presence on SCE. Considering the significant positive
effect of synchronous response velocity (SRV) on SCE in the previous study, Study 2
looks deeper into the bewildering results found in the insignificant direct effect of social
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presence (SP) on the SCE construct. Study 2 thus takes a more comprehensive approach
in examining the impact of SP on SCE.
First, instrument validation was performed for the SCE and the SP scales to
ensure there is good measurement validity. Subsequent to validation, the research delves
deeper into the causal linkages between social presence, SRV and SCE. The research
includes the exploration of covariate variables (CVs) such as age, race, gender, and
perceptions of Verizon as a mobile carrier to determine the previously undetected
existence of confounds. This is done concurrently to the testing of SRV to strengthen the
results from Study 1. Moreover, in Study 2 experimental measures were redesigned to
improve the efficacy of the overall research. These improvements were instrumented
through the addition of image validation and an increased sample size. Additionally,
augmentations include design elements to increase the coefficient of determination,
enhancement of subject manipulation/treatment, randomization, and by performing
service context-based scale validation. Finally, they incorporate supplementary
robustness checks using parametric statistical methods (Linear Regression and
ANCOVA).
Study 2 enhancements outlined above will strengthen the Web experiment and
ultimately help to deliver a more meaningful contribution to both literature and practice.
For this reason, manipulation testing was performed on the social presence and SRV
constructs prior to testing the SCE scale in the main experiment. The necessary
preliminary image and system response testing was designed to ensure that we are more
accurately manipulating subjects and measuring what we intended to measure.
Therefore, prior to the main phase of Study 2, a chat window experiment termed the
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Instrumentation Pilot was conducted with a sample (N=99). This tested the social
presence of the instant chat windows using an adapted version of the social presence
scale derived from Gefen and Straub (2003). In addition to checking SP, SRV was also
tested using a download times as a proxy (Rose, 2000) to validate the user perception of
system response times.
Scale Validation: Study 2
To ensure we are measuring what we intend to measure, it is pivotal that scale validation
is completed before launching measurement models. Recall in Study 1, the SCE scale
adapted from Vivek et al. (2014) was validated. In Study 2, we re-validate the SCE scale
as well as the validate the social presence scale (instant chat context) adapted from the
work by Gefen and Straub (2003).
Social Presence – Scale Validation
The social presence scale developed by Gefen and Straub (2003) had a Website
focus but was able to be repurposed to serve as a foundation for the adapted version used
in this research. Here we are using the scale with an emphasis on instant chat, which
implies two-way communication. The altered version in this study reformulated the five
indicators as reflective. The measurement model is therefore reflective and can be
assessed by the reflective model validation procedure according to Hair et al. (2014).
This process entails checks for internal consistency (composite reliability), indicator
reliability, convergent validity (average variance extracted), and lastly discriminant
validity (Hair et al, 2014).
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Figure 11 shows the PLS factor analytical results, followed by Tables 11 and 12
which show the SP scale validation (for full scale validation details, see Appendix G).

Figure 11. Social Presence PLS Path Model

Table 11
Fornell-Larcker Criterion for Discriminant Validity: SP
Construct

CR

AVE

SCE
Social Presence

SCE

Social Presence

1.00
0.950

0.792

0.568

0.890

Note. *Square root of AVE on diagonal.

Table 12
Summary Results for the Social Presence Reflective Model
Indicator
Composite
Latent
Indicators Loadings
Reliability
Reliability
Variable
0.888
0.789
SP_1
0.897
0.805
SP_2
SP
0.950
0.878
0.771
SP_3
0.889
0.790
SP_4
0.898
0.806
SP_5
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AVE

Discriminant
Validity?

0.792

Yes

Service Customer Engagement (SCE) Scale Validation
Consonant with Study 1, the service customer engagement scale (SCE) was
adapted from the work by Vivek et al (2014). Study 2 validation serves to further
reinforce the already validated measurement model assessed earlier in this research. This
current validation does differ as the sample size is 416 with a new group of subjects. The
validation procedure follows the steps outlined above by Hair et al. (2014). Figure 12
shows the factor loadings and Tables 13 and 14 contain the summary results.

Figure 12. SCE Scale Validation
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Table 13
Fornell-Larcker Criterion for Discriminant Validity: Study 2
Construct
Conscious Attention
Enthused
Participation
Social Connection

CR

AVE

Conscious
Attention

0.914

0.780

0.883

0.907
0.952

0.710
0.867

0.758
0.684

Enthused
Participation

Social
Connection

0.843
0.805

0.931

Table 14
Summary Results for SCE Reflective Model: Study 2
Indicator
Composite
Latent Indicators Loadings
Reliability
Reliability
Variable
0.894
0.799
CA_1
CA
0.876
0.767
0.914
CA_2
0.878
0.771
CA_3
0.852
0.726
EP_1
0.775
0.601
EP_2
EP
0.907
0.867
0.752
EP_3
0.874
0.764
EP_4
0.921
0.848
SC_1
SC
0.952
SC_2
0.946
0.895
SC_3
0.927
0.859

AVE

Discriminant
Validity?

0.780

Yes

0.710

Yes

0.867

Yes

Applying the same reflective measurement model scale validation methodology
as above proposed by Hair et al., (2014), results successfully demonstrate scale validity
for three dimensions with one caveat. Before discussing that item, it is important to note
this validation includes internal consistency with composite reliability figures above 0.70,
indicator reliability with standardized loadings above 0.708 (except one item – EP_2),
convergent validity given the AVEs greater than 0.50, and, last, discriminant validity by
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showing that square root of the AVE values are greater than the highest correlation with
any other construct.
Within the enthused participation dimension, the EP_2 indicator reliability is
0.601 (standardized), which is less than the 0.708 benchmark. According to Hair et al.,
(2014), outer loading relevance testing is recommended where the indicator should be
considered for removal to improve the composite reliability (CR) and AVE of the
enthused participation dimension. An indicator with an outer loading between 0.40 and
0.70 should be considered for removal if deleting the indicator results in an increase of
the CR and AVE higher than the recommended threshold (Hair et al., 2014). Since the
composite reliability and AVE of enthused participation are already over the threshold,
there is not much benefit for removing the sub-construct. The outer loading of EP_2 is
0.775 which is over the suggested metric of 0.70. It may be also important to note that
according to Hair et al., (2014) scale items with weaker outer loadings should be
preserved due to the adverse impact on content validity. However, if the outer loading
was under 0.40, automatic removal is the guidance stated by Hair, Ringle, and Sarstedt
(2011).
Training Trials Discussion
Using Qualtrics, subjects were provided background information and user training
prior to issuing manipulations. Subjects were prepped on the scenario of interacting with
a customer service representative from Verizon over instant chat. It was disclosed that
Verizon was only serving as the example carrier for the simulation and was not
sponsoring the study. Subjects were directed to imagine they are conversing with a real
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person via an instant chat session with the following verbiage which was taken directly
from the Web experiments in Qualtrics:
During the following study, you will be placed in a consumer scenario. The
general instructions are as follows:
Imagine you are shopping for a cell phone and you visit Verizon's website
to check out some services. Similarly, you may already have a cell phone
and want to make a change to your services. Website images will be shown
to you and you will be asked your opinions on what you would do given the
situation.
During the survey, imagine yourself communicating over an instant chat
session with a real person from Verizon. This is intended to be a simulation.
You may be asked for your opinions based on how quickly the instant chat
window appears which is simulating the response speed of the
representative.
Please read the following content carefully. Fully examine each image
before answering. You will not be able to go back. Click the arrow button
to go to the next question.
Subjects were then issued the treatment per their assigned randomized block.
After the treatment was provided, there was an additional image shown (See Figures 4749) reinforcing the condition of social presence and response velocity followed by the
survey questions that measure SCE and capture the user perceptions of SPHC and SRV in
that order using separate scales (SCE and SPHC validated scales). The user training was
necessary to ensure the subjects would provide the most accurate answers for the
associated conditions. See Appendix H – Manipulations for details.
Instrumentation Pilot
Social Presence Image Validation
To understand if social presence does in fact have a direct effect on service
customer engagement (SCE), we need to gauge the level of social presence regarding the
images; this allowed us to better gauge the relationship between SP and SCE. Recall the
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human condition continuum that was used to determine the level of social presence in an
instant chat window in Study 1. The scale values were: (1) Low - no picture, (2)
Moderate - a human-like icon, and (3) High - a photographic image of a person. This
human condition-based scale transformed the image type into a level of strength of the
human perception in the computer-mediated communication. However, this scale does
not capture whether there is a sense of human contact, personalness, warmth, sociability,
and sensitivity. For this reason, the social presence scale used by Gefen and Straub
(2003) was adapted, tested, and used in the main study to capture perceptions. Also, to
differentiate the social presence variables from Study 1 and 2, we reframed the social
presence variable with human condition as “social presence human condition” (SPHC).
SPHC can be defined as “the level of human perceptibility derived from media images
types.” Below is the adapted social presence scale.
Scale validation is performed for the adapted version of the social presence scale
developed by Gefen and Straub (2003) in an instant chat context to ensure measurement
validity (See Scale Validation - Study 2 Appendix G). These items were used to measure
the subject perception of social presence for the SPHC construct.
Please note that the experimental treatments that were used in Study 1were also
used in the main study. The reasoning for this backup strategy will be explained in further
detail later.

Table 15
Social Presence Scale
Social Presence Human Condition (SPHC)
Indicator

Scale Item
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Table 15, continued
Social Presence Scale
SP 1
There is a sense of human contact in the chat window
SP_2
There is a sense of personalness in the chat window
SP_3
There is a sense of sociability in the chat window
SP_4
There is a sense of human warmth in the chat window
SP_5
There is a sense of human sensitivity in the chat window
Note. Scale adapted from Gefen and Straub (2003) which was based on the dimensions in a Web-site
context. All scale items were measured on a 5-point Likert Scale.

**

The pilot image test was a fully-crossed, randomized block design across the
following conditions: social presence human condition (SPHC), chat window gender
(CWGender), chat window race (CWRace), and SRV (SRVSlow, SRVMed, and
SRVFast). Each subject rated the items based on a 5-point Likert scale (1-strongly
disagree, 2-disagree, 3-neither agree nor disagree, 4-agree, and 5-strongly agree). The
manipulation testing was created with Qualtrics and distributed via Amazon Mechanical
Turk. Analysis shows the overall average result for the SP indicators to be 3.43 (Table
16) which signifies that the images do contain recognizable levels of social presence and
subjects are being manipulated. More importantly, the mean SP score of the human
photographic images was 3.71 versus human-like images at 3.16. See Table 16 for
indicator results (Appendix F for detailed results).
Interestingly, PLS structural path modeling for SPHC → SP found a significant
positive association between SPHC_High and social presence with a path coefficient of
0.270**. As a robustness check, linear regression was performed, displaying similar
results with a standardized coefficient of 0.252**.
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SPHC can therefore legitimately be considered as a separate set of measures for
SP. For full PLS-SEM and regression models and a more comprehensive analysis, please
see Appendix F - Manipulations Validation Testing.

Table 16
Social Presence Manipulation Testing Results: Indicator Ranking
Social Presence
1
2
3
4
5
Indicator
Ranked Ranked Ranked Ranked Ranked

Score

Average

SP_1

5

14

18

39

23

358

3.62

SP_2

5

23

19

41

11

327

3.30

SP_3

5

17

22

38

17

342

3.45

SP_4

8

16

18

44

13

335

3.38

SP_5

6

20

18

39

16

336
1698
N=99

3.39
3.43

Table 17
Social Presence Manipulation Testing Results: Condition Scores
Condition
Mean SP Score
Human

3.71

Human-like

3.16

Male

3.28

Female

3.59

White

3.38

Person of Color

3.55

Asian

3.37

Overall

3.43
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For additional verification, ANCOVA was next conducted for this preliminary
image validation analysis. The results show there is a significant difference in social
presence [F(1, 81)=6.111, p=0.016] between the social presence human conditions,
adjusting for age, race, gender, and medium choice. The partial Eta Squared value for
SPHCs indicates a small effect size according to Cohen’s guidelines of 0.2 – small effect,
0.5 – moderate effect, and 0.8 – large effect (Cohen, 1992). Please See Appendix F –
Table 58 for details.
SRV Response Delay Time Perception Validation
While testing the social presence manipulations, we also tested at the same time
the SRV manipulations (despite significant results of SRV on SCE in Study 1). The
supporting validation not only can reify the prior study’s results, but it also adds rigor to
the research. The download delay measured used by Rose (2000) as a proxy for SRV
gave us another lens to explore how instant chat window response delays are perceived
by the customer. Finally, having a better grasp on the perception of the system response
velocity offers deeper insight into the direct effects of SRV on service customer
engagement (SCE).
As part of the manipulation validation testing, three different speed variables were
added, including SRVFast (SRV_1), SRVMed (SRV_2) and SRVSlow (SRV_3) with
system response delays at 5 seconds, 15 seconds, and 30 seconds, in that order. Using
Rose’s logic (2000), zero seconds could only serve as a control point and thus it could be
readily excluded from the experiment for purposes of critical realism. Subjects were
issued the treatment and then asked to rate their perceptions of the response delay; this
was pertinent to the first appearance of the chat window and its later demonstration of
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activity during firm-customer interaction. The scale adapted from Rose (2000) is shown
in Table 18.

Table 18
SRV Scale
Response
Delay

Perception Ranking

30 sec

(1) "not a significant response delay," (2) "acceptable response
delay," (3) "excessive but still tolerable response delay," and (4)
"intolerable response delay."

15 sec

(1) "not a significant response delay," (2) "acceptable response
delay," (3) "excessive but still tolerable response delay," and (4)
"intolerable response delay."

5 sec

(1) "not a significant response delay," (2) "acceptable response
delay," (3) "excessive but still tolerable response delay," and (4)
"intolerable response delay."

0 sec

Control (not utilized)

The results are ranked according to the methodology by Rose (2000), as depicted
below in Table 16. Overall, there is a decrease in the average ranking, going from a 30
sec response delay (SRVSlow) to 5 sec (SRVFast). This can be interpreted in a straightforward way that SRVFast or a 5 sec system response is being perceived as it should be,
namely between “(1) not a significant response delay” and “(2) acceptable response
delay.” However, SRVSlow was perceived as being mostly acceptable, which is oddly
more tolerable than SRVMed with its average rank at 2.150. What may be happening is
that users were only able to perceive a low or a high delay, leaving medium harder to
gauge.
The Spearman correlation test examining the association of SRV and RD_Rank
(response delay rank) shows a significant positive relationship of 0.521** (See Appendix
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F – Table 59). As response delay increases, the rank increases on an inverted scale 1
through 4 with the higher rank symbolizing more negative perception of the response
(less tolerable). It appears that longer response delay or slower synchronous response
velocity is perceived to be less acceptable, as expected. Table 19 illustrates the ranking
based on user perception of the synchronous response velocity (SRV).

Table 19
System Response Delay Testing Results Delay Validation
SRV

Time

SRVSlow

30 sec

1
Ranked
0

2
Ranked
15

3
Ranked
13

4
Ranked
4

Sum
32

Mean
1.720

SRVMed

15 sec

3

22

8

0

33

2.150

SRVFast

5 sec

11

18

3

0

32

1.470

N= 97
Note. **Ranking methodology adapted from Rose (2000).

Response Delay Perception
25

22

20

18

15
15

13

1 Ranked

11
10

2 Ranked

8

5

3 Ranked

3

3

0
0
30 sec

15 sec

5 sec

SRVSlow

SRVMed

SRVFast

Figure 13. Response Delay Perception
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4 Ranked

Main Study: SRV, SP and Their Effect on SCE
Based on the results of the Instrumentation Pilot which tested both social presence
(SP) and synchronous response velocity (SRV), it can be stated that the subjects are being
manipulated and measured with acceptable measurement error. Consequently, this
research then moves to the main experiment in Study 2 which involves further
exploration of SRV, SP and their impacts on service customer engagement (SCE).
Adopting a similar methodology for manipulations testing as in Study 1, the validated
SCE scale with the addition of the adapted social presence scale (Gefen and Straub,
2003) were deployed using a randomized block design in a Web experiment issued via
Amazon Mechanical Turk. One deviation from the preliminary image validation is the
introduction of the low social presence human condition (SPHCLow). This condition is
used to as the treatment in the blocks requiring no image in the main study. The
reasoning is that in the social presence image validation phase of the Instrumentation
Pilot, there was no need to validate “non-image” based instant chat windows. Data
collection was performed using Qualtrics, followed by data analysis using IBM SPSS and
SmartPLS 3.0. See the complete experimental design Appendix F - Table 50. Figure 14
outlines the subject experience in the main study.
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Figure 14. Subject Experiment Experience
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The initial target sample size was 500; however, after data collection and reliability
checks, a useable sample resulted in an N of 416 subjects. This includes using the
adapted SCE scale from Vivek et al. (2014) in conjunction with the instrument validation
for the SRV and social presence predictors in the Instrumentation Pilot. Modifying the
SP construct to SPHC helped to better represents the construct. We reason that in Study
1 the SP variable was noisy because of unmanipulated subjects and that this form of
measurement error obscured the true underlying effects (Trochim et al., 2001).
Therefore, the SPHC variable was utilized since its noise was likely minimal and better
characterizes the social presence construct (Burton-Jones, 2009) as actually perceived by
the subjects.
Due to the shift in methodology, the experimental design was altered from being a
true experiment to a mixed method approach which includes a free simulation experiment
(Fromkin and Streufert, 1976). In one part, there are blocks and they are randomlyassigned. The key difference from Study 1 is that the manipulations for SP are not being
analyzed but are represented by the SPHC self-reported measures. In the free simulation
experiment, respondents respond freely to the treatments while we capture their
perceptions of social presence using the adapted SPHC scale by Gefen and Straub (2003).
According to Burton-Jones (2009), if self-reported data is gathered for perceptions of
what the subjects are experiencing, both cognitively and emotionally, there is a shorter
psychological distance to the true scores. Boiling this down, the measures taken were the
perceptions of the subjects via SPHC, with the randomly-assigned SP and SRV
treatments as their blocks and stimuli.
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Because there are adjustments to treatments and the addition of variables, there
had to be modifications to the variable coding. Such changes are manifested in the
presentation of the core constructs SRV and SP as depicted in Appendix F – Table 64).
First, we performed scale validation to determine if the data were good, that is to
say, tests of measurement validity. Validation was done for the SCE scale adapted from
Vivek et al. (2014), as well as the validation for the social presence scale adapted from
Gefen and Straub (2003). For full validation details see the Scale Validation – Study 2
section.
Reliability testing indicates that the SCE scale consistently measures the SCE
construct across items, possessing internal consistency as displayed by the favorable
composite reliability results. Convergent validity tests showed that the instrumentation
had acceptable psychometric properties according to the strong AVE findings. Also, the
constructs were distinct from each other, as shown by their acceptable discriminant
validity. Moreover, the instrument validity tests indicate that the evidence is that the
measurement in the experiment was satisfactory and good enough to warrant further
testing of the structural model.
This research continues with the examination of several SCE models, including
the reflective-formative second-order modeling (Becker et al., 2012) and the formative
first-order model to test the direct effects of SRV and SP on SCE as well as the
interactions. Subsequently, there are also further analyses of the covariates, that is,
peripheral or rival variables that can increase the effect on the outcome variable or could
even be confounds. These covariate variables include age, gender, race, and Verizon as a
mobile carrier.
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Data Analysis
Integrating the experimental enhancements (including chat window image
augmentations, more granular social presence and response testing) with the validated
manipulations brings us to the main phase of the study. This last testing segment explores
the effects of SP, SRV, and interactions on service customer engagement (SCE). During
Study 1, it was clear that the research model was reflective-formative, as discussed by
Becker et al. (2012). The hierarchical nature of SCE requires the construct to be explored
through an HCM two stage analysis, according to extant research (Hair Jr et al., 2017;
Matthews et al., 2018). Recollecting the process documented in Study 1, stage 1 of the
HCM analysis entails a repeated indicators approach due to the hierarchical components
of the SCE construct (reflective indictors at the first order). The subconstructs are next
used as indicators in the HCM 2 or second stage process. Figure 15 illustrates the results
of the repeated indicator process in stage 1 of the HCM analysis (Matthews et al., 2018).

Figure 15. Reflective-Formative Repeated Indicators Stage 1 HCM Analysis: Study 2
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Research Model 3.1
Utilizing the results of the repeated indicators (which computes the latent variable
scores for the subconstructs conscious attention, enthused participation, and social
connection), the study moves next to the second stage with Research Model 3.1 (Hair Jr
et al., 2017; Matthews et al., 2018) as shown in Table 10b below. This model observes
the direct effects of social presence and SRV on service customer engagement (SCE).
Here, ResponseDelay has been recoded into SRV, a categorical variable, representing
three system response velocities. These responses include 5 sec (fast), 15 sec (medium),
and 30 sec (slow). SRV being categorical is then recoded into dummy variables SRVFast
(SRV_1), SRVMed (SRV_2), and SRVSlow (SRV_3) to run the PLS-SEM and multiple
regression analyses. Model 3.1 only includes SRVFast and SRVMed, leaving SRVSlow
as a reference variable (the variable to which the others are being compared with).
Leveraging SmartPLS 3.0, and SPSS 25 Model 3.1 structural path modeling and
regression are performed. Figure 16 displays the path modeling output.
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Figure 16. Research Model 3.1 Results

Research Model 3.1 path modeling output shows significance at the .05 alpha
protection level for the direct effects of SP (0.576**) and SRVFast (0.113**) on SCE. In
addition, Model 3.1 displayed a much higher R square 0.372** (37.2%) than all
previously-reported research models in Study 1. Also, significant but not as influential
on SCE is SRVMod with a path coefficient of 0.098**. None of the interactions,
including SRVFast * SPHC or SRVMod * SPHC, showed promising results, as did those
in Study 1.
One supposition is that the Model 3.1 results in Study 2 differ from the results
found in Model 2.1 (Study 1) mainly because of the adaptation of the new, perceptual
social presence scale that better captures SPHC. In Study 1, the human condition was
employed to measure the social presence impact on SCE using random assignments
alone. As a result, we presumably encountered measurement errors mainly due to noise
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(Trochim et al., 2001) as stated earlier. Whereas subjects may have overall experienced
the treatments, there were enough unmanipulated subjects to depress and distort
significant findings. In Study 2, the SPHC Scale was used to capture the user perception
of social presence in the assigned condition. This form of strengthening the experimental
signal was due to the mixed method approach of utilizing a free simulation experimental
approach for capturing the extent of social presence that the subjects actually
experienced. Both Trochim and colleagues (Trochim, 2000; Trochim and Donnelly,
2007; Trochim, Donnelly, and Arora, 2019) and Fromkin and Streufert (1976) argue that
non-effects in experiments can easily be due not to the inadequacy of theory but to
measurement. This would seem to have been the case here.
Though Model 3.1 results differ a bit from a path coefficient perspective from
Study 1, the conscious attention dimension is, intriguingly and once again, the only one
that displayed significance with a weight of 0.779**. The findings for the SCE
subconstructs are similar to those in Study 1, but the variation here is that the numbers for
enthused participation, and social connection now make more sense after using the
enhanced treatment and adapted SPHC instrument in this Study 2 (see Table 85 in
Appendix F). The later formative model that was run will help determine which items
comprising the CA dimension have the greatest impact.
Regarding collinearity, the analysis found variance inflation factors (VIFs) to be
less than 5, which is acceptable according to Hair, Ringle, and Sarstedt (2011). From a
model fitness perspective, one main indicator of fit is the standardized root mean residual
square (SRMR) according to Hu and Bentler (1998) and (1999). Research Model 3.1
shows an SRMR of 0.028**, indicating that there was acceptable residual error in the
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equation. Indeed, the Model 3.1 SRMR is less than the threshold fit limit of 0.05, as
discussed by Byrne (2013).
In addition to the PLS-SEM structural path modeling, a robustness check using
linear regression in SPSS was also performed. For use in SPSS, a global variable was
deployed. Latent variable scores were calculated from PLS-SEM using SmartPLS 3.0
and used as the data for the SCE_G and SPHC_G variables. Then the regression
analysis, the perceived social presence human condition (SPHC_G) and service customer
engagement (SCE_G) variables were used. Linear regression testing shows significance
at the 0.05 alpha level of SP_G (0.550**) and SRVFast (0.94**) and an R Square value
of 0.331**, nicely matching the findings from the PLS-SEM analysis.
Research Model 3.2
For consistency, granularity, and further validation, Research Model 3.2 was next
tested to examine the effect of SRVSlow (SRV_3) and SPHC on SCE. In the previous
research model (Model 3.1), since SRVSlow served as a reference variable and also
appeared in Model 3.2, it was included along with the SRVMed predictor. This leaves
SRVFast (SRV_1) as the reference variable to which the others are compared. Model 3.2
reinforces the results of Model 3.1. Figure 17 displays the results.
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Figure 17. Research Model 3.2 Results

Research Model 3.2 results shows significance at the .05 alpha protection level for
the direct effects of SP (0.576**) and SRVSlow (-0.113**) on SCE. Contrary to the
findings in 3.1, this is a significant, expected negative relationship. The R Square is also
.372 or 37.2%, which shows reasonably strong support of theory. Social presence
remains unchanged in each scenario and the results for SRVSlow with a negative
relationship, only adds support to the impactfulness of SRVFast in Model 3.1. Model fit
stats for Model 3.2 show the same numbers as Model 3.1 regarding SRMR 0.028**;
moreover, they are within acceptable limits (Byrne, 2013).
The consistency across the multi-model analytical methods adopted here only
further supports the direct effects of social presence and SRV on SCE where both
constructs are both positively related to SCE. In addition, these results confirm
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directionality and nomologically validate the role (both present/omitted) of each variable
in the SP, SRV → SCE relationship in Models 3.1 and 3.2.
Like Research Model 3.1, robustness checks were performed to ensure the
integrity of the results from PLS testing. Multiple regression analysis depicts
significance at the 0.05 protection level for SPHC_G (0.550**) and SRVSlow (0.096**). Comparably, these results also further bolster the PLS-SEM model outcomes.
Based on the statistics reported, it can be reasonably argued that social presence and
increased response velocity are positively related to service customer engagement.
Research Model 4
As in Study 1 the results from Study 2 as shown in Research Models 3.1 and 3.2
reveal that the conscious attention (CA) dimension is the only dimension of the three subdimensions (conscious attention, enthused participation, and social connection) that
shows significance in the PLS-SEM structural path modeling. However, since the
repeated indicators approach was adopted for the measurement modeling (Becker et al.,
2012), it is not possible to see the weights of the individual items. Therefore, the purpose
of Research Model 4 was to determine the weights of three conscious attention indicators
(CA_1, CA_2, and CA_3).
Each of conscious attention indicators corresponds to a different set of survey
questions that aim to measure the customer’s attention during computer-mediated firmcustomer interaction via instant chat. This is accomplished by testing a SCE first-order
formative model in which all ten of the SCE indicators are pointing toward the SCE
construct. Figure 18 clearly shows only the outer weights for CA_1 (0.359**), CA_2
(0.306**), and CA_3 (0.203**) are significant. With respect to the instant chat conduit
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for communication with customers, it is reasonable to infer that conscious attention is the
most influential part of SCE.

Figure 18. Research Model 4 Results

Examination of Covariates
All models in this research have looked only at the predictors and outcome
variables modeling synchronous response velocity (SRV) and social presence (SP) as
predictors and service customer engagement (SCE) as the outcome variable. But with
experiments such as those ones conducted in Study 1 and 2, data collected for other
variables can serve as covariate controls or adjustments (Trochim and Donnelly, 2001;
Vogt, 1999). When researchers control a variable, they are subtracting the effects of that
variable to explore the underlying partialled relationship between the predictors and the
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outcome variable (Vogt, 1999). Covariates are attributes of a participant (e.g., gender
and race) that apart from the assigned treatment. They can affect the outcome variable
and, properly analyzed, can even make the results more accurate.
One point needs to be made with respect to this post-hoc analysis. In a true
experiment with random assignment of treatments, there is a much-diminished possibility
of confounding, which is partly why covariates are analyzed. This is because the threat
from any rival explanation such as age or gender is handled through the design (Trochim
and Donnelly, 2001). Age and gender, for example, should be randomly distributed
among the blocks in a randomized block design. Under most circumstances, there will be
a nonsignificant difference between the number of men and women assigned to each
block, for instance. Therefore, there is a much-lessened threat that gender is an
explanation for the variation in the DV.
However, in even perfectly executed random assignment, there is a possibility
that some groups would end up with, for example, mostly women (or men) and, in such a
case, the design itself was not able to completely control for gender and gender could be
a possible confound. Some experimenters might recast the constituency of such
imbalanced groups, but this compromises the nature of a randomized or true experiment
and is not therefore advisable.
For greater exactitude in testing for possible confounds, hence, we examined the
following covariates (CVs) including gender, race, age, prior experience with Verizon as
the mobile carrier. ANCOVA was used to look at the unexplained variance and employ
the covariates via the General Linear Model in SPSS. This is the recommended approach
by Trochim and colleagues for handling covariates in the case of quasi-experiments. It
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represents a conservative approach in this study since part of the design was a true
experiment of randomly assigned treatments (Trochim, 2000; Trochim and Donnelly,
2007; Trochim et al., 2019).

Table 20
Univariate Analysis of Covariance - ANCOVA
Controlling for Age, Race, Gender, Medium Choice, and Verizon as mobile carrier
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: SCE_G
Type III
Sum of
Squares
316.386a

df
222

Mean
Square
1.425

F
2.817

Sig.
0.000

Partial Eta
Squared
0.766

Intercept
Age
Gender

6.910
4.310
1.519

1
1
1

6.910
4.310
1.519

13.661
8.519
3.003

0.000
0.004
0.085

0.067
0.043
0.015

Race
Medium_Choice_1
Medium_Choice_2
Medium_Choice_3
Mobile_1

0.716
5.544
0.138
1.367
12.295

1
1
1
1
1

0.716
5.544
0.138
1.367
12.295

1.415
10.960
0.272
2.703
24.306

0.236
0.001
0.602
0.102
0.000

0.007
0.054
0.001
0.014
0.113

SPHC

151.713

156

0.973

1.923

0.000

0.611

SRV_1

2.862

1

2.862

5.658

0.018

0.029

SRV_3
SPHC* SRV_1

0.000
12.179

1
16

0.000
0.761

0.000
1.505

0.987
0.101

0.000
0.112

SPHC * SRV_3

22.753

30

0.758

1.499

0.056

0.191

SRV_1 * SRV_3

0.000

0

0.000

SPHC * SRV_1 *
SRV_3
Error
Total

0.000

0

0.000

96.619
413.007

191
414

Corrected Total

413.004

413

Source
Corrected Model

0.506

Note. Explained variance = .766 (Adjusted Partial Eta [equivalent to R Squared] = .494)
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Post-Hoc Analysis
Mediation Analysis
Trends in this research point to instant chat requiring more human-like (higher
social presence) in that fast chat responses induce higher customer engagement.
Predicated on the findings in the Study 2 data analysis, it can be stated that we can predict
that when there is a faster instant chat response, or the chat response is perceived as being
more human, there are positive customer responses. This outcome leads to a possibility
that a fast chat response (SRVFast) could be interpreted by subjects as being the same as
higher social presence. In brief, whereas we can make theoretical and scholarly
distinctions between these two variables, the reality of the way customers think about
their interactions with a firm may mean that these are, in fact, the same construct. The
inferential argument against this interpretation is that VIF (SRV vis-à-vis SPHC) was low
and that subjects did not see them as the same. Therefore, the following post-hoc
hypothesis is postulated:
Post-Hoc H4: The relationship between SRV and SCE is mediated by social
presence human condition.
Alternatively, the distinction between the constructs would be upheld in a causal
path whereby a fast response time created the impression in the mind of the customer that
there was a human intermediary already interacting with them. Therefore, a mediation
model was tested [SRVFast → social presence (SPHC) → service customer engagement
(SCE)] to explore this possible casual path. Figure 19 illustrates the mediation model
results.
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Figure 19. Mediation Model

Based on the Figure 19, the model shows significance at the .05 alpha protection
level for the effect of SRVFast (0.212**) → SPHC (0.583**) → SCE, meaning that
social presence mediates the relationship between SRVFast and SCE according to the
standard reasoning by Kenny (2018) and others w/r/t mediation testing. The results from
the mediation analysis suggest that response speed acts as a substitute for human
presence, meaning people seem to infer that if there is a fast-instant chat response, there
is a greater perception of a human being in the chat field of communication. In the
previous Models 3.1 and 3.2 we established that there is a direct effect of the variable
SRV (X) on SCE (Y). We also determined that when treating the mediator SPHC as an
outcome variable using SRVFast as the predictor, there is a significant direct effect
0.215** (See Figure 20). Moreover, treating SPHC as the predictor, there is a significant
relationship with SCE (See Figure 20) Therefore, we can state that SPHC fully mediates
the relationship between SRV and SCE, according to Kenny (2018). This is an exciting,
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supernumerary finding, in our opinion. Please see Appendix F Tables 83-84 for more
detail.

Figure 20. Establishing Mediation

Figure 21. Establishing Mediation Continued
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS: STUDY 2

Summarizing the findings from Study 2 provides a more complete picture to
understanding the direct effects of social presence (SP) vis-à-vis SPHC synchronous
response velocity (SRV) and their effect on service customer engagement (SCE). The
focus of this second study was to gain more knowledge about social presence through
experimental modifications and new measures and advanced data analysis.
First, one of the major enhancements to Study 2 was the image validation to
accurately effect more powerful treatments by utilizing a more pronounced and visible
chat window. Prior to the main phase of this study, we performed preliminary image
validation with a sample of N=99, using an adapted version of the SP scale based on
Gefen and Straub (2003). The intent was to assess each blocks/cells for each of the
confounds to see whether the blocks differed in the DV.
In the end, the we were seeking to accurately measure what we want to measure
and more strongly stimulate what we wanted to stimulate. According to the results, the
overall mean social presence score is 3.43, which is above neutral. Also, chat window
images with photographic images averaged a score of 3.71 compared to social presence
scores of chat windows with human-like images at 3.16. Therefore, this hints that the
subjects are sensitive to the social presence treatments. During the Instrumentation Pilot
image validation phase, it could also be inferred that SPHC may positively influence
social presence with a path coefficient of 0.270**.
While in the process for validating chat window images, SRV was also validated
using Rose’s approach (2000). With a sample of N=97, SRV validation results displayed
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perception of the different response delays to be aligned with the ranking scale, in which
Fast is perceived as better than slow. Path results show SRV to be significant 0.519** at
the 0.05 alpha level. In that the ranking scale was inverse, with 1 being most tolerable to
4 being the least tolerable, this is consistent with the path modeling output.
In post image and system response delay validation testing, the main phase of
Study 2 commenced, garnering a useable sample size N = 416. The same process and
methodology as before were followed with the addition of the “no image” condition for
SP. From an overall measurement model perspective, the R Square values were 0.372,
0.372, 0.380 for research Models 3.1, 3.2, and 4 respectively. Also, one of the
expectations for this study was an increase in the R Square value by over .20 or 20% of
the explained variance. Study 2 met this expectation. So, the Study 2 coefficients of
determination values are indeed encouraging and measurably increased the empirical, and
thus the theoretical contribution of the thesis.
The direct effect of SRVFast to SCE demonstrated significance at the 0.05 alpha
level SRVFast (0.113**) and (0.118**), based on the results of Research Models 3.1, and
4. Model 3.2 found SRVSlow (-0.115**) as having a negative association to SCE and
provides auxiliary support. Furthermore, hypothesis 1 *Synchronous response velocity
(SRV) in a synchronous customer contact is positively related to service customer
engagement), was supported.
Then, taking a deeper look at social presence through an adapted scale from
Gefen and Straub (2003), it evident that SPHC 0.576**, 0.576**, 0.580** had a
significant positive relationship to SCE across Models 3.1, 3.2, and 4, in that order.
Consequently, we find that hypothesis 2 (Social presence in a synchronous customer
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contact is positively related to service customer engagement) is supported. The reason
for the significant results in Study 2 versus Study 1 is possibly the scale used to measure
social presence. The adapted SP captures various social dimensions including human
contact, personalness, warmth, sociability, and sensitivity, all which being relevant in an
instant chat context.
Last, we examine the interaction between social presence and SRV and find no
significant effect on SCE for all research models. Hypothesis 3, which asks whether the
interaction between synchronous response velocity (SRV) and social presence is
positively related to service customer engagement (SCE), is not supported. Table 21 is a
summary of the Study 2 results.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

Key Findings
The present research proposes a model for developing and measuring service
customer engagement (SCE) in a digital communication context using instant chat, a very
common Web interface. It provides insight into how firms can better interact with
customers virtually. This research explored the causal linkages of SCE by testing the
effects of both social presence and synchronous response velocity (SRV) together, which
fills a gap in the literature. The results show that service customer engagement construct
(SCE), specifically the conscious attention dimension is highly activated with quick
system responses versus slower responses during instant chat communication. It also
reveals that social presence has revealed itself to be important relative to service
customer engagement in a computer-mediated communication context. Moreover, the
social presence human condition mediates the relationship between SRV and SCE. As
compelling as these findings are, additional research is needed to reify the mediation
analysis results.
The practical relevance to management is that to maintain service customer
engagement over instant chat, managers should require chat responses within five
seconds to hold customer attention. Also, the results of Study 1 and 2 provide evidence
that slower responses or longer wait times from the customer perspective are associated
with lower service customer engagement. Simply, firms can lose customers if they are
not active in the communication flow. In the same vein, it is essential for firms to make
certain that the instant chat window design elicits high social presence, capturing
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dimensions of human contact, personalness, warmth, sociability, and sensitivity captured
by the SP Scale of Gefen and Straub (2003).
As a caveat, these results speak only to the digitally-mediated instant chat context
and do not represent all customer engagement contexts. Furthermore, these findings are
important from a practical perspective because they allow firms to better understand the
engagement over instant chat and focus on specific areas such as the constant attention
dimension to achieve fully engaged customers.
The presentation of the instant chat window should include consideration for the
human condition including having an image (either human-like or human).
Correspondingly, including a photographic image or human-like image on the instant
chat dialogue box may influence service customer engagement. It may also be necessary
for maintaining customer attention in an instant chat session in that the human condition
impact on social presence is very important for SCE. Furthermore, a process or protocol
for instant chat communication can be designed to ensure consistent information flow,
concurrently with chat/messenger window design to help induce social presence.
From a pragmatic standpoint, is there a mechanism that can be put into place
while an agent is researching information for a customer? In the absence of a firm
representative, a firm could employ some apparatus that simulates a system response
alerting the customer that they are still active in the session to maintain the customer
attention without causing a lapse in communication. As we saw in results, service
customer engagement levels dropped with the 15 second delay in response as opposed to
the 5 second delay in Study 1. The same thing happened in Study 2 with a 30 second
delay. This would require further research in marketing and consumer behavior. Diving
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deeper on the social presence aspect, authenticity could be a factor and a reason why
people may not care about a picture. We discuss such practical implications next.

Contributions
Practice
In practice, firms and managers have had limited scientific knowledge of
computer-mediated firm-customer contact using synchronous media, specifically, instant
chat. Hence the reason for the typically hollow instant chat application design and
functionality that we see in practice. There are not readily available guidelines as to what
works from a synchronicity perspective. Coupled with pervasive dissemination of instant
chat toolsets and loose-to-nonexistent customer engagement guidelines, current
guidelines represent ineffective approaches to virtual firm-customer interaction.
Synchronicity and social presence, critical components to maintain engagement levels in
a virtual environment, are often overlooked and underdeveloped. As result social
presence is not perceived by customers and shared fields of communication seem to be
asynchronous even though they are, in actual fact, synchronous. The outcome is customer
attrition. Herein lies a gap that this research fills by providing a measurement model to
gain insight on service customer engagement levels via instant chat.
Currently there are no standardized firm-customer contact protocols specifically
aimed at computer media that are designed to boost engagement through maintaining a
high level of synchronicity induced by faster response times. Instead of firms blindly
implementing instant chat/messenger applications, this research provides an empiricallyderived framework that helps articulate the causal factors underlying successful
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engagement. Improving the response time from 30 sec to 15 sec to 5 sec will result in an
increase in SCE, specifically a rise in the customer conscious attention. SCE is a
performance metric and interestingly can lead to purchase intentions, loyalty, and
improve customer relations. What about satisfaction and how satisfied are customers
with this type of firm-customer interaction? We point out that satisfaction is a longerterm effect and not the one-off chat experience examined in this research.
Increasing SCE includes greater attention to synchronous response velocity
(SRV) and social presence (SP) both of which assist users in navigating digital firmcustomer communication channels like instant chat. Consequently, this research is
providing firms with directives for the best mechanism design and usage, directives that
keeps customers engaged in a virtual atmosphere devoid of real human contact, signals,
and visible cues. Also, this work brings new information to light about improving instant
chat social presence profiles. Simply put, managers should work on boosting social
presence first. Then they should focus on customer interactivity employing the
synchronous response guidance in this research to assist with improving SCE. From a
practical perspective, below are some key takeaways from this research:
Key Takeaways
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving the response time from 30 sec to 15 sec to 5 sec can result in an
increase in SCE.
Conscious attention is the most prevalent dimension of SCE during firmcustomer instant chat/messaging.
Customers are amenable to higher social presence. Firms should aim to
increase the perceived social presence in computer-mediated customer contact.
Customers are more receptive to having a human-like image or photographic
image of a person than no person.
Firms should focus on quick response times to maintain the customer's
attention. If response times are too slow, firms may lose the customer.
Response speed can act as a substitute for social presence.
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•
•
•

SCE is a performance metric and intended to measure the interaction between
firms and customers.
Implementing a protocol for communication over instant chat can help with
interaction timing and consistency.
Satisfaction is a longer-term construct that is measured over time unlike SCE.

Putting it all together, the practical implication is a better understanding of
computer mediated B2C contact using instant chat in which social presence and SRV are
pivotal factors for achieving higher service customer engagement levels. More
specifically, this research provides deeper insight into the social dynamic of the digital
communication context to inspire better design of the instant chat vehicle and processes
for human interaction in digital synchronous firm-customer contact. Firms should strive
for an instant chat design that elicits higher levels of social presence using images of
people or even human-like images. This approach contrasts with what firms are currently
doing, which is nothing. Most instant chat applications do not attempt to simulate human
presence in these programmatic systems. Concurrently, firms should increase the instant
chat session communication to stay within a 5-second delay. Faster responses lead to
maintaining customer attention which is one of the main service customer engagement
factors.
Academia
Aside from the practical implications for management, this research makes
several contributions to the academic world. First and foremost, there has been limited
empirical work on customer engagement and its causal factors including social presence
and synchronous response velocity (SRV). This research explores both constructs in
digital B2C firm-customer contacts and develops a model to measure their effects on
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service customer engagement (SCE). There are three pillars of contribution that this
research encompasses which include the expansion of knowledge, scale validation, and
new construct development.
A good portion of the present study is dedicated to the expansion of customer
engagement research pioneered by Brodie et al. (2011). Certainly, prior work explored
the effects of on-line and off-line firm-to-customer interaction and the relative effects on
customer engagement (Brodie, et al., 2011). The present research, however, expands on
this previous work on engagement through the service customer engagement (SCE)
construct. This is in direct response to the service nature of firm-customer interaction
over instant chat.
With regard to measurement, the customer engagement scale (CUE), adapted
from Vivek et al. (2014), is validated for a service context. The new scale is called the
SCE scale. Furthermore, the SCE scale is established as second-order reflectiveformative model, expanding the literature into formative modeling of the construct. This
is opposed to the extant literature which is focused primarily on reflective modeling.
With regard to the social presence construct, we extend existing work on SP to
include the instant chat/messenger context, validating the SP scale developed by Gefen
and Straub (2003) for an instant chat context. In parallel, the social presence human
condition (SPHC) construct is developed and investigated as a potential causal factor of
SCE. We combine the human condition and social presence to better fit the instant chat
images or website images pertinent to this research. The exploration on SPHC is founded
on the social presence literature developed by Gefen and Straub (2003) and Cyr et al.
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(2009) and social presence is measured by user perceptions in the mixed model
experiment in Study 2.
From a media perspective, this paper extends media richness theory (MRT) by
Daft and Lengel (1986) and social presence theory to gain insight into the simultaneous
conveyance and convergence of information (synchronicity) and synchronous
responsiveness, concepts which were introduced by Dennis et al., (2008). Moreover, this
research delves more deeply into the intimate relationship between social presence and
media richness (Rice, 1984; Straub, 1994; Straub and Karahanna, 1998), directions that
fuel the SCE research model in this research project.
The service context was a contribution to the external validity of work on
customer engagement. What is interesting in these results is that conscious attention is
the only dimension that was affected by response time and social presence. Whereas this
is an intriguing result, it is by no means an anomaly. Service contexts could well inspire a
different reaction from users than physical products.
Directing users to pay attention to the instant chat session (conscious attention)
may be what is really important in this service context. Expecting them to be drawn to
the firm in a social way (social connection) or to be enthusiastic about the service
(enthused participation) may just not be realistic.
An interesting example of this can help to prove the case. McFarlan and DeLacey
(2004) discuss how Otis Elevator transformed their business into a service-orientation,
stressing the idea that the purpose of a successful elevator is NOT to be noticed by the
customer. Services are, in this sense, invisible and pulling the customers into
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engagement may set hurdles for firms that are quite different than that of firms that are
primarily offering physical products.
Limitations
This research paves the way for other scientists to build upon foundational
knowledge and advance scholarship, but despite attempts to bring rigor into the process,
all research has limitations and those limitations are the keys to opening the doors of
future research. Therefore, it is important to highlight the constraints here so that others
can move forward. As it relates to this research, there are some limitations including the
scope of social presence, simulation of an instant chat session, subsequent system
responses, and last, facial expressions of instant chat images (human and human-like).
Addressing some of the limitations can help advance knowledge on synchronicity, social
presence, and their effect on SCE, in an instant chat context, a crucial method of firmcustomer contact.
Regarding the social presence scope, the thesis only explored the social presence
construct taken at once. But there are five indicators that make up SPHC and these have
not been fully vetted to find out which has the strongest impact on SCE. A multidimensional approach could be adopted to remedy this gap.
Likewise, the social presence construct makeup may differ across conditions,
favoring some indicators versus others. Advancing the external validity of the work is an
opportunity to better understand the social presence construct (Im and Straub, 2015) in an
instant chat context.
As it relates to responsiveness, the two studies in this research are limited to a
simulation of a conversation over instant chat. Instant chat was simulated in Qualtrics in
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a Web experiment using a system response timer. Subjects were asked to imagine
themselves in each situation. A live experiment or study could prove to be beneficial to
surpass this “mundane” realism (Fromkin and Streufert 1976).
Second, only the initial system response was examined in this research. It would
be of value to investigate the effects of SRV and SP (and SPHC) on SCE after several
responses, and even after changing response cadences.
Finally, all the images used in this experiment are constrained to smiling agent
facial expressions. Another area of focus would be to explore varying degrees of facial
expressions such as smiling, neutral, or scowling. How would these affect the social
presence scores? At this point, we do not know. Subsequently, future research can check
on the effect of these variant social presence states on service customer engagement. In
closing, tackling these limitations may help even further advance SCE research in
literature and practice, laying the groundwork for ensuing knowledge.
Future Research to Fill Knowledge Gaps
Understanding how firms can better enagage customers has received a lot of
attention in the relatiohsip marketing field from both academic and practice perspectives.
Research has argued that service customer engagement is more than transactional. It is as
an amalgamation of relationship experiences that transcend time-based differences
(Fournier, 2009). SCE can effect other social constructs or be impacted by them in
situations where the consequences are dependent on the customer’s place along the
engagement evolution (Vivek et al., 2014). These social contructs that exist beyond
engagement include trust, loyalty (Vivek et al., 2014), customer satisfaction, and
purchase intention.
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In the case of the present study, the research contributes to firms’ abilities and
strategies for engaging customers through the most dominant forms of computermediated contact from a marketing standpoint which entails interaction through digital
advertising such as website design and instant chat/messenger. But more can be done.
Clearly.
In the context of computer-mediated communication, the human element is
naturally reduced, which makes it more difficult to connect with customers. Yet,
technological advances have pushed people farther away physically, but leaving them
with the ability to communicate continually using technology. But are people truly
connecting? Or are the technological correspondences shallow forms of expression used
only for the utility of transferring information? With so many communication channels
available to connect over technological media, there is an abundance of opportunity for
firms to engage customers in a more meaningful fashion. Moreover, beyond the firmcustomer dichotomy, which is split relationship there is opportunity for firms to influence
customers to engage with each other in brand communities forming more connections
(Brodie et al., 2011; Vivek et al., 2012b).
The present research focused on an instant chat context, demonstrating that a
quicker cadence of firm-customer response over instant chat can increase engagement
levels, specifically in maintaining user attention. Using this knowledge in a practical
sense can assist firms in moving beyond the limitations of a sycnhronous communication
channel.
With low perceived social presence in the virtual world, relationship building may
be slower. Another area for future research can look at the process of firm-customer
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computer-mediatied communication and examine whether exposure to multiple
interactions can foster stronger interpersonenl connections and subsequently increase
SCE. Moreover, since visible cues and facial expressions are not viewable in real-time
authenticity becomes an issue. How do you know who you are communicating with? A
photographic image cannot act as an adequate substitue since it can be stock imagery and
may not be real. Further research into communicator authenticity and the effect on
customer engagement is another area to extend SCE research. Finally, the use of
emoticons aim to convey communicator emotional states; however, what is the impact to
engagement levels?
The nature of service customer engagement (SCE) as a multi-dimensional
psychological state requires several perspectives and analyses as it touches on more than
one discipline. Since customer engagement is a derivative of engagement, it has a multidisciplinary impact, demosntrated convincingly, we hope, in the above investigation of
the construct. The two target audiences are marketing professionals and researchers.
However, there is relevance in this work to strategic management, psychology, sociology,
and information systems in both academia and practice.
The implication for psychology is comprehending emotional consumer states,
cognition, and behavior relative to synchronicity and social presence in firm-customer
communication. From a sociological perspective, the consumer emotional and behavioral
dimensions extend into consumer involvement and participation at the social and
community levels.
The information systems implication is at the firm-customer interface in a
technological context; this could be used to improve the communication or interaction
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experience through technilogical media. For example, an area of additional interest is the
use of emoticons to improve social presence as well as increase synchronicity and
observe the effect on customer engagement.
From a strategic management perspective, firms can learn how to position firm
resources at the firm-customer interface that prompts the highest level of engagement
from customer experiences with a firm’s products and services.
From a marketing perspective, the value is understanding how to connect with
customers more intimately; building emotional investment, participation, and
involvement through business-to-consumer (B2C) interaction. In conclusion, the
awareness of how firms and customers interact over digital communication media along
with perceived experiences and the relative effect on SCE levels warrants further
exploration of a heterogeneous nature.
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APPENDIX A
CONSTRUCT TABLES
Table 22
Service Customer Engagement Dimensionality
Author
Construct
Dimensionality
Cognitive;
Emotional;
Behavioral (C, E, B)
C - absorption, E dedication, B vigor/interaction (C,
E, B)
Cognitive;
Emotional;
Behavioral (C, E, B)
C - conscious
attention; B - social
connection; E, B enthused
participation
(C, E, B)
Cognitive,
Emotional,
Behavioral (C, E, B)
E- emotional
drivers; C utilitarian
motivational drivers
(E, C)
Cognitive and
Emotional (C, E)
Cognitive;
Emotional;
Behavioral (C, E, B)
E - relational bonds,
B - relational
exchange (E, B)

This research

Service customer
engagement

Multidimensional

Patterson et al.
(2006)

Customer
engagement

Multidimensional

Vivek, Beatty, and
Morgan (2010)

Consumer
engagement

Multidimensional

Vivek et al. (2014)

Customer
engagement

Multidimensional

Brodie et al. (2011)

Customer
engagement

Multidimensional

Thakur (2018)

Customer
engagement

Multidimensional

Gambetti &
Graffigna (2010)

Customer
engagement

Multidimensional

Bowden (2009b)

Customer
engagement Process

Multidimensional

Sashi (2012)

Consumer
engagement process

Multidimensional

Van Doorn et al.
(2010)

Customer
engagement
behavior

Unidimensional

Behavioral (B)

Hollebeek (2011)

Customer brand
engagement

Multidimensional

Cognitive;
Emotional;
Behavioral (C, E, B)
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Table 22, continued
Service Customer Engagement Dimensionality
Customer brand
Gambetti,
engagement
Graffigna, and
Multidimensional
(advertising and
Biraghi (2012)
media)
Brodie et al. (2013)

Consumer
engagement

Multidimensional

Hollebeek et al.
(2014)

Consumer brand
engagement

Multidimensional

Phillips and
McQuarrie (2010)

Advertising
engagement

Multidimensional

Calder, Malthouse,
and Schaedel
(2009)

Online engagement

Multidimensional

Mollen and Wilson
(2010)

Online brand
engagement

Multidimensional

Cognitive;
Emotional;
Behavioral (C, E, B)
Cognitive;
Emotional;
Behavioral (C, E, B)
C - cognitive
processing; E affection; B activation
Consumer ad
consumption to
C - Immerse; E Feel; E- Identify;
B - Act (C, E, B)
E - Stimulation &
inspiration;
E - Social
facilitation; C Temporal; E - Selfesteem & civic
mindedness; E Intrinsic
enjoyment; C Utilitarian (E, C)
C - active and
sustained cognitive
processing, C instrumental value,
E - experiential
value (C, E)

Note. Reference: C – Cognitive, E – Emotional, B – Behavioral as proposed dimensions of CE; adapted
from (Brodie et al., 2011; Hollebeek et al., 2014).
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Table 23
Representative Definitions of Engagement Across Social Science
Discipline
Authors & Year Definition
Education

Datu et al.
(2018)

Academic engagement as discussed by Fredricks
et. Al (2004) – relates to involvement with the
school experience. It contains emotional,
behavioral and cognitive dimensions.”

Marketing

Hollebeek
(2011a)

Marketing

Thakur (2018)

Marketing

Wu et al.
(2018)

Customer brand engagement (CBE) is defined as
“the level of a customer’s cognitive, emotional
and behavioral investment in specific brand
interactions.”
Customer engagement – “a state of mind of being
emotionally invested with the focal object (brand
or medium), which leads to customers’ frequent
interactions with the focal object. It is a long-term
relationship that is motivated by emotional and
functional drivers.”
Community engagement (online context) - a
behavioral manifestation and conceptualization of
consumer engagement in OBCs as customer
activity types and patterns, specifically their
contribution behaviors.

Psychology

Kahn (1990)

Psychology

Heyns et al.
(2018)

Sociology

Achterberg et
al. (2003)

Sociology

Inthorn et al.
(2013)

Personal engagement – “simultaneous
employment and expression of a person’s
preferred self in task behaviors that promote
connections to others personal presence (physical,
cognitive, and emotional), and active full role
performances.”
Work/employee engagement – As stated by Kahn
(1990) “an extension of one’s authentic, preferred
self to employment roles.”
Social engagement – social functioning,
involvement and autonomy in social settings.”
Political engagement – prompting or influencing
others by engaging with organizations that
politically oversee the public.”
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APPENDIX B
MEASUREMENT MODELS

B.1 Social Presence

Figure 22. Social Presence (Study 1)

Figure 23. Social Presence (Study 2)
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B.2 Synchronous Response Velocity

Figure 24. Synchronous Response Velocity (Study 1)
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Figure 25. Synchronous Response Velocity (Study 2)

B.3 SCE Subdimensions

Figure 26. Conscious Attention

143

Figure 27. Enthused Participation

Figure 28. Social Connection
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Figure 29. Service Customer Engagement Formative Model (First Order)

Figure 30. Service Customer Engagement Formative Model (Multi-Order)
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Figure 31. Service Customer Engagement Reflective-Formative Model (Multi-Order)
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APPENDIX C
STUDY 1 RESULTS

C.1 Structural Model Results: Research Model 1.1

Figure 32. Path Model 1.1. SCE First Order Formative

Structural Model Results: Research Model 1.2
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Figure 33. Path Model 1.2 – Service Customer Engagement First Order Formative Model
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Table 24

Research Model 1.2 Path Coefficients
Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean (M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

SPHigh ->
Service
Customer
Engagement

0.051

0.047

0.073

0.699

0.485

SPLow ->
Service
Customer
Engagement

-0.212**

-0.222

0.086

2.462**

0.014**

SRVNull ->
Service
Customer
Engagement

-0.166

-0.165

0.106

1.557

0.119

SRVNull *
SPHigh ->
Service
Customer
Engagement

0.042

0.039

0.066

0.640

0.522

SRVNull *
SPLow ->
Service
Customer
Engagement

-0.087

-0.072

0.069

1.253

0.210

SRVSlow ->
Service
Customer
Engagement

-0.310**

-0.323

0.091

3.426**

0.001**
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Table 24, continued

Research Model 1.2 Path Coefficients
SRVSlow *
SPHigh ->
Service
Customer
Engagement
SRVSlow *
SPLow ->
Service
Customer
Engagement

-0.015

-0.106

-0.015

-0.091

0.071

0.071

0.215

1.483

0.829

0.138

Table 25

Research Model 1.2 R Square
Original
Sample
(O)
Service
Customer
Engagement

0.146**

Sample
Mean (M)

0.188

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)
0.035

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

4.194**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015). Consistent PLS
Bootstrapping (Dijkstra and Henseler, 2012).
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Table 26

Research Model 1.2 Outer Weights
Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean (M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

CA_1 -> Service
Customer
Engagement

0.517**

0.442

0.242

2.135**

**0.033

CA_2 -> Service
Customer
Engagement

0.870**

0.784

0.224

3.888**

0.000

CA_3 -> Service
Customer
Engagement

0.314

0.260

0.224

1.402

0.161

EP_1 -> Service
Customer
Engagement

-0.006

-0.008

0.196

0.030

0.976

EP_2 -> Service
Customer
Engagement

0.660**

-0.584

0.232

2.846**

0.004**

EP_3 -> Service
Customer
Engagement

-0.236

-0.202

0.271

0.869

0.385

EP_4 -> Service
Customer
Engagement

-0.087

-0.079

0.223

0.388

0.698

Service SC_1 ->
Customer
Engagement

-0.060

-0.035

0.228

0.264

0.792

SC_2 -> Service
Customer
Engagement

0.045

0.029

0.260

0.174

0.862
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Table 26, continued

Research Model 1.2 Outer Weights
SC_3 -> Service
Customer
Engagement

-0.084

-0.055

0.303

SPHigh *
SRVNull <SRVNull *
SPHigh

1.000

1.000

0.000

SPHigh *
SRVSlow <SRVSlow *
SPHigh

1.000

1.000

0.000

SPLow *
SRVNull <SRVNull *
SPLow

1.000

1.000

0.000

SPLow *
SRVSlow <SRVSlow *
SPLow

1.000

1.000

0.279

0.780

0.000

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015). Consistent PLS
Bootstrapping (Dijkstra and Henseler, 2012).
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Table 27
Research Model 1.2 Latent Variable Correlations
Sample
Original
Mean
Sample (O)
(M)
SPHigh -> Service
0.155**
0.157
Customer Engagement
SPLow -> Service
-0.244**
-0.252
Customer Engagement
-0.481
-0.481
SPLow -> SPHigh
SRVNull -> Service
-0.005
0.003
Customer Engagement
0.019
0.020
SRVNull -> SPHigh
-0.009
-0.010
SRVNull -> SPLow
SRVNull * SPHigh ->
Service Customer
0.068
0.060
Engagement
SRVNull * SPHigh ->
0.014
0.014
SPHigh
SRVNull * SPHigh ->
-0.007
-0.007
SPLow
SRVNull * SPHigh ->
0.013
0.013
SRVNull
SRVNull * SPLow ->
Service Customer
-0.052
-0.043
Engagement
SRVNull * SPLow ->
-0.007
-0.007
SPHigh
SRVNull * SPLow ->
-0.007
-0.008
SPLow
SRVNull * SPLow ->
-0.006
-0.007
SRVNull
SRVNull * SPLow ->
-0.485**
-0.485
SRVNull * SPHigh
SRVSlow -> Service
-0.233
-0.247
Customer Engagement
-0.009
-0.010
SRVSlow -> SPHigh
0.022
0.022
SRVSlow -> SPLow
-0.503
SRVSlow -> SRVNull -0.502**
SRVSlow -> SRVNull
-0.006
-0.006
* SPHigh

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

0.073

2.115**

0.034**

0.084

2.887**

0.004**

0.027

17.848

0.000**

0.089

0.054

0.957

0.051
0.051

0.364
0.179

0.716
0.858

0.054

1.255

0.209

0.039

0.356

0.722

0.036

0.186

0.852

0.036

0.358

0.721

0.056

0.923

0.356

0.036

0.186

0.852

0.039

0.175

0.861

0.036

0.174

0.862

0.033

14.682**

0.000**

0.073

3.188**

0.001**

0.052
0.052
0.027

0.180
0.435
18.562**

0.857
0.663
0.000**

0.037

0.175

0.861
0.793

SRVSlow -> SRVNull
* SPLow

-0.010

-0.009
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0.037

0.262

Table 27, continued
Research Model 1.2 Latent Variable Correlations
SRVSlow * SPHigh ->
Service Customer
-0.002
-0.003
Engagement
SRVSlow * SPHigh ->
-0.007
-0.008
SPHigh
SRVSlow * SPHigh ->
-0.009
-0.008
SPLow
SRVSlow * SPHigh ->
-0.006
-0.006
SRVNull
SRVSlow * SPHigh ->
-0.506**
-0.506
SRVNull * SPHigh
SRVSlow * SPHigh ->
0.254**
0.254
SRVNull * SPLow
SRVSlow * SPHigh ->
-0.007
-0.008
SRVSlow
SRVSlow * SPLow ->
Service Customer
-0.052
-0.045
Engagement
SRVSlow * SPLow ->
-0.009
-0.008
SPHigh
SRVSlow * SPLow ->
0.017
0.016
SPLow
SRVSlow * SPLow ->
-0.010
-0.009
SRVNull
SRVSlow * SPLow ->
0.250**
0.250
SRVNull * SPHigh
SRVSlow * SPLow ->
-0.507**
-0.508
SRVNull * SPLow
SRVSlow * SPLow ->
0.016
0.015
SRVSlow
SRVSlow * SPLow ->
-0.486**
-0.485
SRVSlow * SPHigh

0.054

0.043

0.966

0.041

0.174

0.862

0.036

0.248

0.804

0.037

0.174

0.862

0.035

14.428**

0.000**

0.032

7.991**

0.000**

0.038

0.177

0.860

0.058

0.893

0.372

0.036

0.249

0.804

0.039

0.428

0.668

0.036

0.262

0.793

0.031

8.037**

0.000**

0.034

14.827**

0.000**

0.037

0.431

0.667

0.033

14.543**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015). Consistent PLS
Bootstrapping (Dijkstra and Henseler, 2012).
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Table 28
Research Model 1.2 Collinearity (VIF)
CA_1
CA_2
CA_3
EP_1
EP_2
EP_3
EP_4
SC_1
SC_2
SC_3
SPHigh * SRVNull
SPHigh * SRVSlow
SPLow * SRVNull
SPLow * SRVSlow
SP_1
SP_3
SRV_1
SRV_3

VIF
2.505**
2.501**
2.227**
2.303**
2.251**
2.918**
2.361**
2.820**
3.262**
2.716**
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
Structural Model Results: Research Model 2.1
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Figure 34. Path Model 2.1 Service Customer Engagement High Order Construct (HOC)

(Ringle et al., 2015)
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Table 29
Research Model 2.1 Path Coefficients

SPLow -> Service
Customer Engagement
SPMod -> Service
Customer Engagement
SRVFast -> Service
Customer Engagement
SRVFast * SPLow ->
Service Customer
Engagement
SRVFast * SPMod ->
Service Customer
Engagement
SRVNull -> Service
Customer Engagement
SRVNull * SPLow ->
Service Customer
Engagement
SRVNull * SPMod ->
Service Customer
Engagement

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

-0.273**

-0.273

0.067

4.045**

0.000**

-0.053

-0.051

0.063

0.834

0.404

0.275**

0.278

0.065

4.266**

0.000

0.066

0.066

0.068

0.970

0.332

0.005

0.004

0.071

0.073

0.942

0.145**

0.151

0.066

2.194**

0.028**

-0.074

-0.068

0.064

1.142

0.253

-0.054

-0.053

0.063

0.864

0.387

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 30
Research Model 2.1 R Square
Original
Sample
(O)
Service Customer
0.133**
Engagement

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

0.157

0.033

4.072**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).
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Table 31
Research Model 2.1 Outer Weights
Original
Sample
(O)
Conscious Attention
-> Service Customer 1.557**
Engagement
Enthused
Participation ->
-0.934**
Service Customer
Engagement
SPLow * SRVFast
<- SRVFast *
1.000
SPLow
SPLow * SRVNull
<- SRVNull *
1.000
SPLow
SPMod * SRVFast
<- SRVFast *
1.000
SPMod
SPMod * SRVNull
<- SRVNull *
1.000
SPMod
1.000
SP_1 <- SPLow
1.000
SP_2 <- SPMod
1.000
SRV_1 <- SRVNull
1.000
SRV_2 <- SRVFast
Social Connection > Service Customer
-0.042
Engagement

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

1.495

0.235

6.619**

0.000**

-0.895

0.286

3.266**

0.001**

1.000

0.000

1.000

0.000

1.000

0.000

1.000

0.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.029

0.325

0.129

0.898

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 32

Research Model 2.1 Latent Variable Correlations
Original
Sample (O)

Sample
Mean (M)
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Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
p values
(|O/STDEV|)

Table 32, continued
Research Model 2.1 Latent Variable Correlations
SPLow -> Service
Customer
-0.252**
-0.253
Engagement
SPMod -> Service
Customer
0.090
0.093
Engagement
-0.511
-0.511
SPMod -> SPLow
SRVFast -> Service
Customer
0.204**
0.204
Engagement
-0.013
-0.013
SRVFast -> SPLow
0.022
0.022
SRVFast -> SPMod
SRVFast * SPLow
-> Service
0.089
0.087
Customer
Engagement
SRVFast * SPLow
-0.010
-0.010
-> SPLow
SRVFast * SPLow
-0.006
-0.005
-> SPMod
SRVFast * SPLow
-0.010
-0.010
-> SRVFast
SRVFast * SPMod
-> Service
-0.016
-0.016
Customer
Engagement
SRVFast * SPMod
-0.006
-0.005
-> SPLow
SRVFast * SPMod
0.014
0.013
-> SPMod
SRVFast * SPMod
0.016
0.015
-> SRVFast
SRVFast * SPMod
-> SRVFast *
-0.514**
-0.514
SPLow
SRVNull ->
Service Customer
0.012
0.016
Engagement
-0.009
-0.010
SRVNull -> SPLow
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0.062

4.055**

0.000**

0.059

1.529

0.126

0.027

18.737**

0.000**

0.057

3.592**

0.000**

0.050
0.052

0.264
0.431

0.792
0.667

0.053

1.674

0.094

0.038

0.257

0.797

0.037

0.157

0.876

0.037

0.258

0.796

0.054

0.296

0.767

0.036

0.157

0.876

0.033

0.422

0.673

0.037

0.425

0.671

0.034

14.910**

0.000**

0.060

0.195

0.845

0.051

0.179

0.858

Table 32, continued

Research Model 2.1 Latent Variable Correlations
SRVNull ->
-0.009
-0.008
SPMod
SRVNull ->
-0.502
-0.502
SRVFast
SRVNull ->
0.016
0.016
SRVFast * SPLow
SRVNull ->
-0.009
-0.009
SRVFast * SPMod
SRVNull * SPLow
-> Service
-0.073
-0.068
Customer
Engagement
SRVNull * SPLow
-0.007
-0.008
-> SPLow
SRVNull * SPLow
0.013
0.013
-> SPMod
SRVNull * SPLow
0.016
0.016
-> SRVFast
SRVNull * SPLow
-> SRVFast *
-0.493**
-0.493
SPLow
SRVNull * SPLow
-> SRVFast *
0.251**
0.251
SPMod
SRVNull * SPLow
-0.006
-0.007
-> SRVNull
SRVNull * SPMod
-> Service
-0.010
-0.011
Customer
Engagement
SRVNull * SPMod
0.013
0.013
-> SPLow
SRVNull * SPMod
-0.006
-0.006
-> SPMod
SRVNull * SPMod
-0.009
-0.010
-> SRVFast
SRVNull * SPMod
-> SRVFast *
0.252**
0.252
SPLow
SRVNull * SPMod
-> SRVFast *
-0.506**
-0.506
SPMod
160

0.051

0.183

0.855

0.027

18.488

0.000

0.037

0.427

0.669

0.036

0.255

0.799

0.052

1.397

0.162

0.039

0.174

0.862

0.037

0.356

0.722

0.037

0.427

0.670

0.034

14.497**

0.000**

0.032

7.932**

0.000**

0.036

0.173

0.863

0.048

0.210

0.834

0.037

0.356

0.722

0.033

0.179

0.858

0.036

0.255

0.798

0.032

7.902**

0.000**

0.033

15.430**

0.000**

Table 32, continued
Research Model 2.1 Latent Variable Correlations
SRVNull * SPMod
-0.006
-0.006
-> SRVNull
SRVNull * SPMod
-> SRVNull *
-0.504**
-0.504
SPLow

0.036

0.179

0.858

0.033

15.325**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).
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Table 33
Research Model 2.1 Collinearity (VIF)
Outer
Conscious Attention
Enthused Participation
SPLow * SRVFast
SPLow * SRVNull
SPMod * SRVFast
SPMod * SRVNull
SP_1
SP_2
SRV_1
SRV_2
Social Connection

VIF
2.965**
3.318**
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
3.140**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 34
Research Model 2.1 Collinearity Inner (VIF)
Inner
VIF
Service Customer Engagement
Service Customer Engagement
SPLow
1.354
SPMod
1.354
SRVFast
1.338
SRVFast * SPLow
1.806
SRVFast * SPMod
1.837
SRVNull
1.338
SRVNull * SPLow
1.781
SRVNull * SPMod
1.812
Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Structural Model Results: Research Model 2.2
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Figure 35. Path Model 2.2 Service Customer Engagement High Order Construct (HOC)
(Ringle et al., 2015)

Table 35
Research Model 2.2 Path Coefficients
Original
Sample
(O)
SPHigh -> Service
Customer Engagement
SPLow -> Service Customer
Engagement
SRVNull -> Service
Customer Engagement
SRVNull * SPHigh ->
Service Customer
Engagement

Sample Standard
t statistics
Mean Deviation
(|O/STDEV|)
(M)
(STDEV)

p values

0.052

0.050

0.061

0.853

0.394

-0.221**

-0.224

0.069

3.209**

0.001**

-0.131**

-0.128

0.066

1.975**

0.048**

0.058

0.055

0.060

0.976

0.329
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Table 35, continued
Research Model 2.2 Path Coefficients
SRVNull * SPLow ->
Service Customer
-0.082
Engagement
SRVSlow -> Service
-0.275**
Customer Engagement
SRVSlow * SPHigh ->
Service Customer
0.005
Engagement
SRVSlow * SPLow ->
Service Customer
-0.061
Engagement

-0.077

0.066

1.236

0.217

-0.279

0.063

4.400**

0.000**

0.003

0.069

0.074

0.941

-0.063

0.070

0.874

0.382

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 36
Research Model 2.2 R Square
Original
Sample (O)
Service Customer
Engagement

0.133**

Sample Standard
t statistics
Mean Deviation
(|O/STDEV|)
(M)
(STDEV)
0.157

0.033

4.052**

p values

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 37
Research Model 2.2 Outer Weights

Conscious Attention
-> Service Customer
Engagement
Enthused
Participation ->
Service Customer
Engagement

Original
Sample (O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

1.557**

1.494

0.215

7.255**

0.000**

-0.934**

-0.901

0.285

3.274

0.001**
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Table 37, continued
Research Model 2.2 Outer Weights
SPHigh * SRVNull
<- SRVNull *
1.000
SPHigh
SPHigh * SRVSlow
<- SRVSlow *
1.000
SPHigh
SPLow * SRVNull
<- SRVNull *
1.000
SPLow
SPLow * SRVSlow
<- SRVSlow *
1.000
SPLow
SP_1 <- SPLow
1.000
SP_3 <- SPHigh
1.000
SRV_1 <- SRVNull
1.000
SRV_3 <- SRVSlow
1.000
Social Connection > Service Customer
-0.042
Engagement

1.000

0.000

1.000

0.000

1.000

0.000

1.000

0.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.024

0.322

0.130

0.897

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 38
Research Model 2.2 Latent Variable Correlations
Original
Sample
Standard
Sample
Mean
Deviation
(O)
(M)
(STDEV)
SPHigh -> Service
Customer
0.160**
0.160
0.054
Engagement
SPLow -> Service
Customer
-0.252**
-0.254
0.061
Engagement
-0.481**
-0.481
0.027
SPLow -> SPHigh
SRVNull -> Service
Customer
0.012
0.016
0.062
Engagement
0.019
0.018
0.052
SRVNull -> SPHigh
-0.009
-0.009
0.051
SRVNull -> SPLow
Table 3, continued
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t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

2.966**

0.003**

4.097**

0.000**

17.896**

0.000**

0.191

0.849

0.357
0.179

0.721
0.858

Table 38, continued
Research Model 2.2 Latent Variable Correlations
SRVNull * SPHigh > Service Customer
0.083
0.077
Engagement
SRVNull * SPHigh 0.014
0.013
> SPHigh
SRVNull * SPHigh -0.007
-0.005
> SPLow
SRVNull * SPHigh 0.013
0.012
> SRVNull
SRVNull * SPLow ->
Service Customer
-0.073
-0.066
Engagement
SRVNull * SPLow ->
-0.007
-0.006
SPHigh
SRVNull * SPLow ->
-0.007
-0.008
SPLow
SRVNull * SPLow ->
-0.006
-0.007
SRVNull
SRVNull * SPLow ->
-0.485**
-0.483
SRVNull * SPHigh
SRVSlow -> Service
Customer
-0.215**
-0.221
Engagement
-0.009
-0.010
SRVSlow -> SPHigh
0.022
0.022
SRVSlow -> SPLow
SRVSlow ->
-0.502**
-0.501
SRVNull
SRVSlow ->
-0.006
-0.005
SRVNull * SPHigh
SRVSlow ->
-0.010
-0.009
SRVNull * SPLow
SRVSlow * SPHigh > Service Customer
-0.011
-0.009
Engagement
SRVSlow * SPHigh -0.007
-0.008
> SPHigh
SRVSlow * SPHigh -0.009
-0.008
> SPLow
SRVSlow * SPHigh -0.006
-0.005
> SRVNull
SRVSlow * SPHigh -0.506**
-0.504
> SRVNull * SPHigh
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0.048

1.724

0.085

0.040

0.349

0.727

0.036

0.184

0.854

0.037

0.350

0.726

0.052

1.400

0.162

0.036

0.184

0.854

0.039

0.175

0.861

0.036

0.174

0.862

0.033

14.841**

0.000**

0.057

3.763**

0.000**

0.052
0.051

0.181
0.437

0.856
0.662

0.027

18.804**

0.000**

0.036

0.178

0.859

0.036

0.267

0.789

0.050

0.219

0.827

0.040

0.177

0.859

0.037

0.245

0.806

0.037

0.178

0.859

0.034

14.842**

0.000**

Table 38, continued
Research Model 2.2 Latent Variable Correlations
SRVSlow * SPHigh 0.254**
0.252
> SRVNull * SPLow
SRVSlow * SPHigh -0.007
-0.007
> SRVSlow
SRVSlow * SPLow > Service Customer
-0.015
-0.019
Engagement
SRVSlow * SPLow -0.009
-0.008
> SPHigh
SRVSlow * SPLow 0.017
0.016
> SPLow
SRVSlow * SPLow -0.010
-0.009
> SRVNull
SRVSlow * SPLow 0.250**
0.248
> SRVNull * SPHigh
SRVSlow * SPLow -0.507**
-0.506
> SRVNull * SPLow
SRVSlow * SPLow 0.016
0.015
> SRVSlow
SRVSlow * SPLow > SRVSlow *
-0.486**
-0.485
SPHigh

0.031

8.200**

0.000**

0.038

0.176

0.860

0.054

0.286

0.775

0.037

0.245

0.806

0.039

0.429

0.668

0.036

0.267

0.789

0.030

8.207**

0.000**

0.034

15.018**

0.000**

0.037

0.429

0.668

0.034

14.276**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 39
Research Model 2.2 Collinearity (VIF)
VIF
Outer
Conscious Attention
2.965**
Enthused Participation
3.318**
SPHigh * SRVNull
1.000
SPHigh * SRVSlow
1.000
SPLow * SRVNull
1.000
SPLow * SRVSlow
1.000
SP_1
1.000
SP_3
1.000
SRV_1
1.000
SRV_3
1.000
Social Connection
3.140**
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Table 39, continued
Research Model 2.2 Collinearity (VIF)
Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05
(Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 40
Research Model 2.2 Collinearity Inner (VIF)
Inner
VIF
Service Customer
Engagement
Service Customer
Engagement
SPHigh
1.303**
SPLow
1.303**
SRVNull
1.338**
SRVNull * SPHigh
1.739**
SRVNull * SPLow
1.743**
SRVSlow
1.338**
SRVSlow * SPHigh
1.742**
SRVSlow * SPLow
1.746**
Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05
(Ringle et al., 2015).
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APPENDIX D
SCALE VALIDATION STUDY 1

Scale Validation Tables

Table 41
Adapted Scale Validation – Service Customer Engagement Factors
Results of the CFA
Study 1 Verizon Wireless Services
N=382
t-values
Factor Loading

Dimensions/Items

AVE = 0.770, CR = 0.910

Factor 1: Conscious Attention
Anything related to
my attention.

as my carrier grabs

0.880

75.540

I like to learn more about______ ‘s services.

0.870

64.290

I pay a lot of attention to_______’s
capabilities.

0.870

58.960

AVE = 0.720, CR = 0.910

Factor 2: Enthused Participation
I spend a lot of my discretionary time using
______’s services.

0.840

46.280

I am heavily into learning about how ________
compares to other providers.

0.810

37.580

I am passionate about ______ ‘s services.

0.890

84.230

My days would not be the same without the
level of service I get from
.

0.850

56.170

AVE = 0.800, CR = 0.930

Factor 3: Social Connection
I love using _____ ‘s services when I am
communicating with others.
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0.880

65.230

Table 41, continued
Adapted Scale Validation – Service Customer Engagement Factors
I enjoy ____’s services when others are using
____ too.

0.920

_____’s services are more fun when other
people are using its capabilities too.

116.130

0.890

57.430

Note. CFA = confirmatory factor analysis; CR = Composite reliability; AVE = average variance extracted.
The blanks in the items were filled in by the description of the foci (e.g., time spent using Verizon’s
services)

Table 42
Construct Validity and Reliability – Study 1 SCE Scale
Cronbach's
Alpha

rho_A

Composite
Reliability

Average
Variance
Extracted
(AVE)

Conscious Attention
Service Customer
Engagement

0.846

0.847

0.907

0.765

0.938

0.939

0.947

0.643

Enthused Participation
Social Connections

0.868
0.879

0.870
0.879

0.910
0.925

0.718
0.805

Table 43
Outer Loadings and Bootstrapping 600 Iterations and 5000 Samples

CA_1 <- Conscious
Attention
CA_1 <- Service
Customer Engagement
CA_2 <- Conscious
Attention
CA_2 <- Service
Customer Engagement

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean (M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

0.883**

0.882

0.012

75.02**

0.000**

0.805**

0.804

0.020

41.064**

0.000**

0.874**

0.874

0.014

63.264**

0.000**

0.799**

0.799

0.020

39.332**

0.000**
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Table 43, continued
Outer Loadings and Bootstrapping 600 Iterations and 5000 Samples
CA_3 <- Conscious
0.868**
0.867
0.015
59.243**
Attention
CA_3 <- Service
0.774**
0.774
0.023
33.617**
Customer Engagement
EP_1 <- Enthused
0.836**
0.835
0.019
44.948**
Participation
EP_1 <- Service
0.768**
0.767
0.023
32.743**
Customer Engagement
EP_2 <- Service
0.788**
0.787
0.023
34.768**
Customer Engagement
EP_2 <- Enthused
0.808**
0.807
0.022
37.114**
Participation
EP_3 <- Enthused
0.889**
0.889
0.010
84.789**
Participation
EP_3 <- Service
0.840**
0.839
0.014
59.029**
Customer Engagement
EP_4 <- Enthused
0.854**
0.853
0.015
56.72**
Participation
EP_4 <- Service
0.772**
0.771
0.023
33.973**
Customer Engagement
SC_1 <- Social
0.883**
0.883
0.014
64.703**
Connections
SC_1 <- Service
0.836**
0.836
0.018
46.161**
Customer Engagement
SC_2 <- Social
0.922**
0.922
0.008
116.976**
Connections
SC_2 <- Service
0.829**
0.828
0.018
46.473
Customer Engagement
SC_3 <- Social
0.886**
0.885
0.016
55.734**
Connections
SC_3 <- Service
0.803**
0.802
0.021
37.996**
Customer Engagement
Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).
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0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**

Table 44
Average Variance Extracted Study 1 SCE Scale
Original Sample
Sample
Mean
(O)
(M)
Conscious Attention
Service Customer
Engagement
Enthused Participation
Social Connections

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

0.765**

0.765

0.018

42.368**

0.000**

0.643**
0.718**
0.805**

0.642
0.717
0.805

0.020
0.019
0.018

31.386**
37.127**
44.957**

0.000**
0.000**
0.000**

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

106.690**

0.000**

0.004

210.865**

0.000**

0.008
0.008

116.147**
116.543**

0.000**
0.000**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 45
Composite Reliability – Study 1 SCE Scale
Original Sample
Sample
Mean
(O)
(M)
0.907**
0.907
Conscious Attention
Service Customer
0.947**
0.947
Engagement
0.910**
0.910
Enthused Participation
0.925**
0.925
Social Connections

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)
0.009

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).
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Table 46
HTMT
Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean (M)

2.50%

97.50%

Service Customer
Engagement -> Conscious
Attention

1.017

1.017

0.993

1.041

Enthused Participation ->
Conscious Attention

0.895

0.896

0.845

0.943

Enthused Participation ->
Service Customer
Engagement

1.038

1.039

1.022

1.056

Social Connections ->
Conscious Attention

0.878

0.878

0.817

0.932

Social Connections ->
Service Customer
Engagement

1.008

1.008

0.987

1.029

Social Connections ->
Enthused Participation

0.897

0.897

0.845

0.942
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Scale Validation Figures

Figure 36. SCE Scale Validation – Factor Model with T-values
(Ringle et al., 2015)
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Figure 37. SCE Scale Validation – Factor Model with Outer Loadings
(Ringle et al., 2015)
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Figure 38. SCE Scale Validation – Factor Model with Additional Variables

(Ringle et al., 2015)
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Figure 39. SCE Scale Validation – Factor Model with PLS Bootstrapping
(Ringle et al., 2015)
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APPENDIX E
FORMATIVE AND REFLECTIVE MODELS

Table 47
Decision Rules for Determining Whether a Construct Is Formative or Reflective
Decision Rules

Formative Model

Reflective Model

1. Direction of causality from construct to
measure implied by the conceptual
definition

Direction of
Direction of
causality is from
causality is from
items to constructs constructs to items

Are the indicators (items) (a) defining
Indicators are
characteristics or (b) manifestations of the defining
construct?
characteristics of
the construct

Indicators are
manifestations of
the construct.

Would changes in the indicators/items cause Changes in the
changes in the construct or not?
indicators should
cause changes in
the construct

Changes in the
indicators should
not cause changes
in the construct

Would changes in the construct cause
changes in the indicators?

Changes in the
construct do cause
changes in the
indicators

Changes in the
construct do not
cause changes in
the indicators

2. Interchangeability of the indicators/items
Should the indicators have the same or
similar content?

Indicators need not Indicators should be
be interchangeable interchangeable
Indicators need not Indicators should
have the same or
have the same or
similar
similar
content/indicators content/indicators
need not share a
should share a
common theme
common theme

Would dropping one of the indicators alter Dropping an
the conceptual domain of the construct?
indicator may alter
the conceptual
domain of the
construct
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Dropping an
indicator should
not alter the
conceptual
domain of the
construct

Table 47, continued
Decision Rules for Determining Whether a Construct Is Formative or Reflective
3. Covariation among the indicators

Not necessary for
indicators to
covary with each
other

Should a change in one of the indicators be Not necessarily
associated with changes in the other
indicators?

Indicators are
expected to covary
with each other
Yes

4. Nomological net of the construct indicators Nomological net for Nomological net for
the indicators may the indicators
differ
should not vary
Are the indicators/items expected to have
the same antecedents and consequences

Indicators are not Indicators are
required to have the required to have
same antecedents
the same
and consequences antecedents and
consequences

Figure 40. SCE Scale Validation – Factor Model with PLS Bootstrapping
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Table 48
Loadings for Reflective-Formative (Multi-Order) Model – Study 1

CA_1 <- Service
Customer Engagement
CA_1 <- Conscious
Attention
CA_2 <- Service
Customer Engagement
CA_2 <- Conscious
Attention
CA_3 <- Service
Customer Engagement
CA_3 <- Conscious
Attention
EP_1 <- Service Customer
Engagement
EP_1 <- Enthused
Participation
EP_2 <- Service Customer
Engagement
EP_2 <- Enthused
Participation
EP_3 <- Service Customer
Engagement
EP_3 <- Enthused
Participation
EP_4 <- Service Customer
Engagement
EP_4 <- Enthused
Participation
SC_1 <- Service Customer
Engagement
SC_1 <- Social
Connection
SC_2 <- Service Customer
Engagement
SC_2 <- Social
Connection
SC_3 <- Service Customer
Engagement

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p values

0.805

0.805

0.019

41.640

0.000

0.883

0.882

0.012

74.399

0.000

0.799

0.799

0.020

39.851

0.000

0.874

0.874

0.014

63.732

0.000

0.775

0.774

0.023

33.602

0.000

0.868

0.867

0.015

58.618

0.000

0.768

0.769

0.024

32.647

0.000

0.836

0.836

0.019

45.099

0.000

0.787

0.787

0.022

35.171

0.000

0.808

0.808

0.021

37.689

0.000

0.839

0.839

0.014

59.214

0.000

0.889

0.889

0.010

85.393

0.000

0.771

0.771

0.022

34.756

0.000

0.854

0.853

0.015

58.209

0.000

0.836

0.836

0.018

46.483

0.000

0.883

0.883

0.014

65.333

0.000

0.829

0.829

0.018

46.659

0.000

0.922

0.922

0.008

115.453

0.000

0.803

0.803

0.021

37.928

0.000
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Table 48, continued
Loadings for Reflective-Formative (Multi-Order) Model – Study 1
SC_3 <- Social
0.886
0.886
0.015
57.763
Connection
1.000
1.000
0.000
SP_1 -> SPLow
1.000
1.000
0.000
SP_2 -> SPMod
1.000
1.000
0.000
SRV_1 -> SRVNull
1.000
1.000
0.000
SRV_2 -> SRVFast

Figure 41. Formative-Formative Repeated Indicator Model
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0.000

Table 49
Weights for Formative-Formative Repeated Indicators

CA_1 -> Conscious
Attention
CA_1 -> Customer
Engagement
CA_2 -> Conscious
Attention
CA_2 -> Customer
Engagement
CA_3 -> Conscious
Attention
CA_3 -> Customer
Engagement
EP_1 -> Enthused
Participation
EP_1 -> Customer
Engagement
EP_2 -> Enthused
Participation
EP_2 -> Customer
Engagement
EP_3 -> Enthused
Participation
EP_3 -> Customer
Engagement
EP_4 -> Enthused
Participation
EP_4 -> Customer
Engagement
SC_1 -> Social Connection
SC_1 -> Customer
Engagement
SC_2 -> Social Connection
SC_2 -> Customer
Engagement
SC_3 -> Social Connection
SC_3 -> Customer
Engagement
SP_1 -> SPLow

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

0.397

0.397

0.053

7.449**

0.151

0.150

0.021

7.332**

0.429

0.428

0.051

8.492**

0.171

0.171

0.022

7.719**

0.315

0.316

0.055

5.697**

0.118

0.118

0.023

5.202**

0.248

0.250

0.056

4.409**

0.087

0.087

0.022

3.978**

0.402

0.401

0.051

7.869**

0.132

0.131

0.023

5.756**

0.365

0.365

0.064

5.675**

0.123

0.123

0.026

4.694**

0.160

0.157

0.055

2.878**

0.055

0.054

0.021

2.581**

0.515

0.515

0.052

9.862**

0.185

0.185

0.021

8.772**

0.247

0.250

0.064

3.843**

0.089

0.090

0.026

3.372**

0.353

0.349

0.065

5.417**

0.129

0.128

0.028

4.684**

1.000

1.000

0.000
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p
values
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**

Table 49, continued
Weights for Formative-Formative Repeated Indicators
1.000
1.000
SP_2 -> SPMod
1.000
1.000
SRV_1 -> SRVNull
1.000
1.000
SRV_2 -> SRVFast

0.000
0.000
0.000

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).
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APPENDIX F
STUDY 2

Table 50
Study 2 Detailed Experimental Design
Social
Presence
Block
Human
Condition

Gender

Race

Description/Simulation

Simulation of low SP with
slow/sync using IM with no
image of a person or humanlike image on chat window.

1

Low

Female

N/A

Slow

2

Low

Female

N/A

Medium

3

Low

Female

N/A

Details

Synchronous
Response
Velocity
(SRV)

Fast

Focal Brand Verizon (used as stand in for
best mobile carrier)

Verizon website chat window is present
no image of a person or an
anthropomorphic icon. There is a 30 sec
delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
Simulation of low SP with
no image of a person or an
medium/sync using IM with no
anthropomorphic icon. There is a 15 sec
image of a person or humandelayed response for chat window to
like image on chat window.
appear.
Simulation of low SP with
fast/sync using IM with no
image of a person or humanlike image on chat window.
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Verizon website chat window is present
no image of a person or an
anthropomorphic icon. There is a 5
second system response delay.

Table 50, continued
Study 2 Detailed Experimental Design

4

Low

Male

N/A

Slow

5

Low

Male

N/A

Medium

6

Low

Male

N/A

Fast

7

8

Moderate

Moderate

Female

Female

Verizon website chat window is present
no image of a person or an
anthropomorphic icon. There is a 30 sec
delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
Simulation of low SP with
no image of a person or an
medium/sync using IM with no
anthropomorphic icon. There is a 15 sec
image of a person or humandelayed response for chat window to
like image on chat window.
appear.
Simulation of low SP with
Verizon website chat window is present
fast/sync using IM with no
no image of a person or an
image of a person or humananthropomorphic icon. There is a 5
like image on chat window.
second system response delay.
Simulation of low SP with
slow/sync using IM with no
image of a person or humanlike image on chat window.

White Slow

Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 30
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.

White Medium

Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a human-like image on
chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 15
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
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9

Moderate

Female

White Fast

10

Moderate

Female

PoC

Slow

11

Moderate

Female

PoC

Medium

12

Moderate

Female

PoC

Fast

13

Moderate

Female

Asian

Slow

14

Moderate

Female

Asian

Medium

Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a human-like image on
chat window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a human-like image on
chat window.
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Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 5
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 30
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 15
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 5
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 30
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 15
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.

Table 50, continued
Study 2 Detailed Experimental Design

15

Moderate

Female

Asian

Fast

16

Moderate

Male

White Slow

17

Moderate

Male

White Medium

18

Moderate

Male

White Fast

19

Moderate

Male

PoC

Slow

20

Moderate

Male

PoC

Medium

Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a human-like image on
chat window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a human-like image on
chat window.

187

Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 5
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 30
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 15
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 5
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 30
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 15
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.

Table 50, continued
Study 2 Detailed Experimental Design
Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 5
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 30
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.

Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a human-like image on
chat window.
Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
human-like image on chat
window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 15
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.
Verizon website chat window is present
with anthropomorphic icon. There is a 5
sec delayed response for chat window to
appear.

White Slow

Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 30 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

White Medium

Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 15 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

21

Moderate

Male

PoC

Fast

22

Moderate

Male

Asian

Slow

23

Moderate

Male

Asian

Medium

24

Moderate

Male

Asian

Fast

25

26

High

High

Female

Female
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27

28

29

30

31

High

High

High

High

High

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

White Fast

Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 5 sec delayed response for chat
window to appear.

PoC

Slow

Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 30 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

Medium

Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 15 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

Fast

Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 5 sec delayed response for chat
window to appear.

Slow

Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 30 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

PoC

PoC

Asian
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32

33

34

35

36

High

High

High

High

High

Female

Female

Male

Male

Male

Medium

Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 15 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

Fast

Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 5 sec delayed response for chat
window to appear.

White Slow

Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 30 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

White Medium

Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 15 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

White Fast

Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 5 sec delayed response for chat
window to appear.

Asian

Asian
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37

38

39

40

41

High

High

High

High

High

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

PoC

PoC

PoC

Asian

Asian

Slow

Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 30 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

Medium

Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 15 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

Fast

Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 5 sec delayed response for chat
window to appear.

Slow

Simulation of moderate SP
with slow/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 30 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.

Medium

Simulation of moderate SP
with medium/sync using IM
with a photographic image of a
person on chat window.

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 15 sec delayed response for
chat window to appear.
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42

High

Male

Asian

Fast

Simulation of moderate SP
with fast/sync using IM with a
photographic image of a
person on chat window.

192

Verizon website chat window is present
with a photographic image of a person.
There is a 5 sec delayed response for chat
window to appear.

Manipulations Validation Testing (SP and SRV)
Social Presence Manipulation Validation

Table 52
SP Descriptives: SP Image Validation SPSS Output
N

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.
Deviation

SP_1 - There is a
sense of human
contact in the
chat window.

99

1

5

3.62

1.14

SP_2 - There is a
sense of
personalness in
the chat window.

99

1

5

3.3

1.102
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Table 52, continued
SP Descriptives: SP Image Validation SPSS Output
SP_3 - There is a
sense of
99
1
5
sociability in the
chat window.
SP_4 - There is a
sense of human
99
1
5
warmth in the
chat window.
SP_5 - There is a
sense of human
sensitivity in the
chat window.
Valid N
(listwise)

99

1

5

99

194

3.45

1.118

3.38

1.149

3.39

1.159

SPHC

Figure 42. Path Modeling: SPHC Image Validation
(Ringle et al., 2015)
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Table 53
Path Modeling SP Image Validation Results
Original
Variable
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
Values

CWGender_Male -> Social
Presence Human Condition

-0.154

-0.157

0.1

1.547

0.122

0.090

0.090

0.120

0.746

0.456

0.003

0.005

0.126

0.027

0.979

0.270**

0.271

0.093

2.898**

0.004**

0.092

2.930**

0.003**

CWRace_POC -> Social Presence
Human Condition
CWRace_White -> Social
Presence Human Condition
SPHCHigh -> Social Presence
Human Condition
SPHCMod -> Social Presence
Human Condition

-0.270** -0.273

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 54
Manipulation Validation Linear Regression
Model

R

R
Square

1a

.353

0.124

Adjusted
Std. Error of the
R
Estimate
Square

0.087

0.9604

a

Predictors: (Constant), CWRace_POC, Chat Window Gender,
SPHC_High, CWRace_White

Table 55
Manipulation Validation ANOVA
Model

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

196

F

Sig.

Table 55, continued
Manipulation Validation ANOVA

1a

Regression

12.313

4

3.078

Residual

86.702

94

0.922

Total

99.016

98

3.337

.013**

Note. **Shows protection at the 0.05 alpha level.
a

Model Dependent Variable: SPHC_Global, Predictors: (Constant), CWRace_POC,
Chat Window Gender, SPHCHigh, CWRace_White

Table 56
Manipulation Validation Model 1 (SPHCHigh) Coefficients

Model

1a

Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients

t

Sig.

-1.032

0.305

B

Std.
Error

(Constant)

-0.222

0.215

SPHCHigh

0.505

0.194

0.252

2.608

.011**

CWRace_White

-0.173

0.238

-0.081

-0.724

0.471

Beta
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Table 56, continued
Manipulation Validation Model 1 (SPHCHigh) Coefficients

CWRace_POC

0.394

0.237

0.187

1.665

0.099

CWGender_Male

-0.212

0.193

-0.106

-1.096

0.276

Note. **Shows protection at the 0.05 alpha level.
a

Model Dependent Variable: SPHC_Global, Predictors: (Constant), CWRace_POC,
Chat Window Gender, SPHCHigh, CWRace_White

Table 57
Manipulation Validation Model 2 (SPHC_Mod) Coefficients
Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

Model

t

Sig.

1.311

0.193

B

Std.
Error

(Constant)

0.283

0.216

CWRace_White

-0.173

0.238

-0.081

-0.724

0.471

CWRace_POC

0.394

0.237

0.187

1.665

0.099

CWGender_Male

-0.212

0.193

-0.106

-1.096

0.276

SPHCMod

-0.505

0.194

-0.252

-2.608

.011**

Beta

2a

Note. **Shows protection at the 0.05 alpha level. SPHC_Mod shows a negative
a

Model Dependent Variable: SPHC_Global, Predictors: (Constant), CWRace_POC, Chat
Window Gender, SPHCMod, CWRace_White.
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Table 58
Preliminary Image Validation ANCOVA
Controlling for Race, Gender, Age, and Medium Choice
Between-Subjects Factors
Value Label
N
CWGender
1
Male
47
2
Female
52
CWRace
1
White
33
2
Person of
34
Color
3
Asian
32
SPHC
2
Moderate
51
3
High
48
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: SPHC_G
Type
III Sum
of
Source
Squares
Corrected Model
49.668a
Intercept
4.074
Medium_Choice_1
9.602
Medium_Choice_2
1.462
Medium_Choice_3
5.956
Race
0.005
Gender
1.654
Age
0.002
CWGender
1.794
CWRace
7.699
SP
3.723
CWGender *
0.502
CWRace
CWGender * SPHC
1.246
CWRace * SPHC
0.883

df
17
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

Mean
Square
2.922
4.074
9.602
1.462
5.956
0.005
1.654
0.002
1.794
3.849
3.723
0.251

F
4.796
6.686
15.761
2.400
9.776
0.008
2.715
0.004
2.945
6.318
6.111
0.412

Sig.
0.000
0.012
0.000
0.125
0.002
0.930
0.103
0.951
0.090
0.003
0.016
0.664

Partial
Eta
Squared
0.502
0.076
0.163
0.029
0.108
0.000
0.032
0.000
0.035
0.135
0.070
0.010

1
2

1.246
0.442

2.046
0.725

0.156
0.487

0.025
0.018
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Table 58, continued
Preliminary Image Validation ANCOVA
CWGender *
1.497
2
CWRace * SPHC
Error
49.348
81
Total
99.016
99
Corrected Total
99.016
98

0.748

1.228

0.298

0.609

Note. R Squared = .502 (Adjusted R Squared = .397)

Synchronous Response Velocity (SRV) Manipulation Validation

Table 59
SRV and ResponseDelay Rank Spearman Correlation

Spearman's
rho

RD_Rank

SRV

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2tailed)
N

RD_Rank

SRV

1.00

.521**
0.00

99.00
.521**
0.00
99.00

Note. **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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99.00
1.00

99.00

0.029
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Figure 43. Path Model 3.1 Service Customer Engagement HOC
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Table 61
Research Model 3.1 Path Coefficients
Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

SRVFast
-> SCE

0.113**

0.114

0.047

2.395**

0.017**

SRVFast
* SPHC > SCE

0.055

0.056

0.046

1.214

0.225

SRVMed
-> SCE

0.098

0.098

0.046

2.145

0.032

SRVMed
* SPHC> SCE

0.006

0.007

0.047

0.119

0.905

SPHC ->
SCE

0.576**

0.579

0.036

15.826**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 62
Research Model 3.1 R Square

SCE

Original Sample Standard
t statistics
Sample Mean Deviation
(|O/STDEV|)
(O)
(M)
(STDEV)

p values

0.372**

0.000**

0.383

0.041

9.125**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).
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Table 63
Research Model 3.1 Outer Weights
Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

0.779**

0.773

0.096

8.078**

0.000**

0.195

0.194

0.149

1.308

0.191

SP_1 <SPHC

0.212**

0.212

0.008

25.582**

0.000**

SP_2 <SPHC

0.240**

0.240

0.009

27.611**

0.000**

SP_3 <SPHC

0.233**

0.232

0.009

26.152**

0.000

SP_4 <SPHC

0.222**

0.222

0.008

27.457**

0.000**

SP_5 <SPHC

0.217**

0.217

0.008

28.003**

0.000**

1.000

1.000

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.000

0.085

0.087

0.126

0.673

0.501

1.000

1.000

0.000

Conscious
Attention ->
SCE
Enthused
Participation
-> SCE

SRV_1 ->
SRVFast
SRV_2 ->
SRVMed
Social
Connection > SCE
SPHC *
SRVFast <SRVFast *
SPHC
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Table 63, continued
Research Model 3.1 Outer Weights
SPHC *
SRVMed <1.000
1.000
SRVMed *
SPHC

0.000

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p < 0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 64
Research Model 3.1 Collinearity (VIF)
Outer
VIF
Conscious Attention
Enthused
Participation
SP_1
SP_2
SP_3
SP_4
SP_5
SRV_1
SRV_2

2.441**

Social Connection

2.944**

SPHC * SRVFast

1.000

SPHC * SRVMed

1.000

3.689
3.201
3.245
2.939**
3.227
3.552
1.000**
1.000**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p <
0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 65
Research Model 3.1 Inner (VIF)
Inner

VIF
SCE

SCE
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Table 65, continued
Research Model 3.1 Inner (VIF)
SRVHigh

1.415**

SRVFast *
SPHC
SRVMed

1.322**
1.348**

SRVMed *
SPHC

1.317**

SPHC

1.058**

Note. **Shows significance for t-value > 1.96 and p <
0.05 (Ringle et al., 2015).
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Table 66
Research Model 3.1 Robustness Check with Linear Regression 1.1 – R Square
Change Statistics
Std.
Adjusted
R
Error of
R
Model
R
R
F
Square
the
Square
df1 df2
Square
Change
Estimate Change
3.1a
.575 0.331
0.326
0.82194 0.331 67.927
3
412

Sig. F
Change
0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level.
a

Model Predictors: (Constant), SPHC_G, SRVMed, SRVFast.

Table 67
Research Model 3.1 Robustness Check with Linear Regression - ANOVA
Sum of
Mean
Model
df
F
Sig.
Squares
Square
Regression 137.672
3.1a

Residual
Total

278.341
416.013

3

45.891

412
415

0.676

67.927

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level.
a

Dependent Variable: SCE_G Predictors: (Constant), SPHC_G, SRVMed, SRVFast

Table 68
Research Model 3.1 Robustness Check with Linear Regression - Coefficients
Model 3.1a

Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B

3.1a

(Constant) -0.123
SRVFast 0.201
SRVMed 0.177
SPHC_G
0.55

Std.
Error
0.069
0.101
0.099
0.041

t

Sig.

Beta
0.094
0.083
0.550

-1.784
0.075
1.997 0.046**
1.791 0.074**
13.276 0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level.
a

Dependent Variable: SCE_G Predictors: (Constant), SPHC_G, SRVMed, SRVFast.
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Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance

VIF

0.726
0.760
0.946

1.378**
1.317**
1.057**

Table 69
Research Model 3.1 Robustness Check with Linear Regression – Collinearity Diagnostics
Variance Proportions
Condition
Model Dimension Eigenvalue
Index
(Constant) SRVFast SRVMed SPHC_G
1.000
1.815
1.000
0.090
0.070
0.070
0.010
2.000
1.133
1.266
0.000
0.100
0.120
0.410
3.1a
3.000
0.867
1.447
0.000
0.130
0.160
0.530
4.000
0.185
3.132
0.900
0.690
0.660
0.050
a

Dependent Variable: SCE_G Predictors: (Constant), SPHC_G, SRVMed, SRVFast

Figure 44. Research Model 3.2
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Table 70
Research Model 3.2 Path Coefficients
Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

SRVMed ->
SCE

-0.014

-0.016

0.046

0.313

0.754

SRVMed *
SPHC->
SCE
SRVSlow ->
SCE

-0.050

-0.049

0.044

1.142

0.254

-0.115** -0.115

0.048

2.389**

0.017**

SRVSlow *
SPHC ->
SCE
SPHC ->
SCE

-0.056

-0.056

0.046

1.223

0.221

0.576**

0.579

0.035

16.428**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 71
Research Model 3.2 R Square
Original Sample Standard
Sample
Mean Deviation
(O)
(M)
(STDEV)
0.372** 0.383
0.039
SCE

t Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)
9.434**

p
values
0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 72
Research Model 3.2 Outer Weights
Original Sample
Sample
Mean
(O)
(M)
Conscious
Attention ->
0.779** 0.771
SCE

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

0.098

7.970**

0.000**
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Table 72, continued
Research Model 3.2 Outer Weights
Enthused
Participation 0.195
0.194
-> SCE
SP_1 <0.212** 0.213
SPHC
SP_2 <0.240** 0.240
SPHC
SP_3 <0.233** 0.232
SPHC
SP_4 <0.222** 0.222
SPHC
SP_5 <0.217** 0.217
SPHC
SRV_2 <1.000
1.000
SRVMed
SRV_3 ->
1.000
1.000
SRVSlow
Social
Connection - 0.085
0.088
> SCE
SPHC *
SRVMed <1.000
1.000
SRVMed *
SPHC
SPHC *
SRVSlow <1.000
1.000
SRVSlow *
SPHC

0.147

1.330

0.184

0.008

26.109**

0.000**

0.008

28.720**

0.000**

0.009

25.700**

0.000**

0.008

27.660**

0.000**

0.008

27.967**

0.000**

0.670

0.503

0.000
0.000
0.127

0.000

0.000

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 73
Research Model 3.2 Collinearity (VIF)
Conscious Attention
Enthused
Participation
SP_1
SP_2

VIF
2.441**
3.689
3.201
3.245
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Table 73, continued
Research Model 3.2 Collinearity (VIF)
SP_3
SP_4
SP_5
SRV_2
SRV_3
Social Connection
SPHC * SRVMed
SPHC * SRVSlow

2.939**
3.227
3.552
1.000
1.000
2.944**
1.000
1.000

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level
(Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 74
Research Model 3.2 Robustness Check with Linear Regression
Adjusted
R
Model
R
R
Std. Error of the Estimate
Square
Square
3.2a
a

0.575

0.331

0.326

0.822

Research Model Predictors: (Constant), SRVMed, SPHC_G, SRVSlow.

Table 75
Research Model 3.2 Robustness Check with Linear Regression - ANOVA
Sum of
Mean
Model
df
F
Sig.
Squares
Square
3.2

Regression

137.67

3.00

45.89

Residual
Total

278.34
416.01

412.00
415.00

0.68

67.93

.000**

a

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level.
a

Research Model Dependent Variable: SCE_G, Predictors: (Constant), SRVMed, SPHC_G,
SRVSlow.
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Table 76
Research Model 3.2 Robustness Check with Linear Regression - Coefficients

Model

3.2a

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

1.091

0.276

B

Std.
Error

(Constant)

0.078

0.072

SRVSlow

-0.201

0.101

-0.096

-1.997

0.046**

SPHC_G
SRVMed

0.55
-0.024

0.041
0.101

0.55
-0.011

13.276
-0.243

0.000**
0.808

Beta

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level.
a

Research Model Dependent Variable: SCE_G, Predictors: (Constant), SRVMed, SPHC_G,
SRVSlow.
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Figure 45. Research Model 4
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Table 77
Research Model 4 Path Coefficients
Original Sample
Sample
Mean
(O)
(M)
0.118**
0.123
SRVFast -> SCE
SRVFast * SPHC->
0.055
0.056
SCE
0.105**
0.105
SRVMed -> SCE
SRVMed * SPHC->
0.002
0.004
SCE
SPHC -> SCE

0.580**

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)
0.054

0.590

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
Values

2.194**

0.028**

0.044

1.261

0.207

0.052

1.998**

0.046**

0.043

0.057

0.955

0.035

16.674**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 78
Research Model 4 R Square

SCE

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

0.380**

0.401

0.038

9.877**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 79
Research Model 4 Outer Weights
Original
Sample
(O)
0.359**
CA_1 -> SCE
0.306**
CA_2 -> SCE
0.203**
CA_3 -> SCE
-0.010
EP_1 -> SCE
0.018
EP_2 -> SCE
0.195
EP_3 -> SCE
0.008
EP_4 -> SCE
0.170
SC_1 -> SCE

Sample
Mean
(M)
0.352
0.302
0.195
-0.010
0.020
0.195
0.003
0.169

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)
0.107
0.11
0.099
0.100
0.102
0.114
0.114
0.133
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t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

3.352**
2.779**
2.057**
0.100
0.180
1.711
0.070
1.285

0.001**
0.005**
0.040**
0.920
0.857
0.087
0.944
0.199

Table 79, continued
Research Model 4 Outer Weights
-0.152
SC_2 -> SCE
0.081
SC_3 -> SCE
0.211**
SP_1 <- SPHC
0.241**
SP_2 <- SPHC
0.231**
SP_3 <- SPHC
0.223**
SP_4 <- SPHC
0.219**
SP_5 <- SPHC
SRV_1 <- SRVFast 1.000
SRV_2 <- SRVMed 1.000
SPHC * SRVFast <1.000
SRVFast * SPHC
SPHC * SRVMed <- 1.000
SRVMed * SPHC

-0.155
0.082
0.211
0.240
0.230
0.223
0.220
1.000
1.000

0.135
0.114
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.000
0.000

1.000

0.000

1.000

0.000

1.130
0.708
25.403**
28.393**
26.612**
27.126**
26.719**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 80
Research Model 4 Collinearity (VIF)
Outer
VIF
CA_1
2.647**
CA_2
2.445**
CA_3
2.327**
EP_1
2.527**
EP_2
1.992**
EP_3
2.758**
EP_4
2.829**
SC_1
3.851
SC_2
4.510
SC_3
3.726
SP_1
3.201
SP_2
3.245
SP_3
2.939**
SP_4
3.227
SP_5
3.552
SRV_1
1.000
SRV_2
1.000
SPHC * SRVFast

1.000
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0.258
0.479
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**

Table 80, continued
Research Model 4 Collinearity (VIF)
SPHC * SRVMed

1.000

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level
(Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 81
Research Model 4 Collinearity Inner (VIF)
Inner
SCE
SCE
SRVFast
1.415**
SRVFast * SPHC
1.322**
SRVMed
1.348**
SRVMed * SPHC
1.317**
SPHC
1.058**
Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level
(Ringle et al., 2015).

Analysis of Additional Variables

Table 82
ANOVA
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Type
III
Sum
Modela
of
Squares
Corrected Model
74.559

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

36

2.071

2.299

0.000

Intercept
Mobile_1

1.425
17.040

1
1

1.425
17.040

1.582
18.914

0.209
0.000**

Gender_1

0.268

1

0.268

0.298

0.586

Medium_Choice_2

1.692

4

0.423

0.470

0.758
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Table 82, continued
ANOVA
Race_1
Mobile_1 * Gender_1

0.043
0.799

1
1

0.043
0.799

0.048
0.887

0.827
0.347

Mobile_1 *
Medium_Choice_2

2.905

4

0.726

0.806

0.522

Mobile_1 * Race_1

0.060

1

0.060

0.066

0.797

Gender_1 *
Medium_Choice_2

8.415

4

2.104

2.335

0.055

Gender_1 * Race_1

1.997

1

1.997

2.217

0.137

Medium_Choice_2 *
Race_1

1.594

4

0.398

0.442

0.778

Mobile_1 * Gender_1 *
Medium_Choice_2

1.399

4

0.350

0.388

0.817

Mobile_1 * Gender_1 *
Race_1

0.181

1

0.181

0.201

0.654

Mobile_1 *
Medium_Choice_2 *
Race_1

1.524

3

0.508

0.564

0.639

Gender_1 *
Medium_Choice_2 *
Race_1

4.956

4

1.239

1.375

0.242

Mobile_1 * Gender_1 *
Medium_Choice_2 *
Race_1

2.356

2

1.178

1.307

0.272

341.454
416.013
416.013

379
416
415

0.901

Error
Total
Corrected Total

Note. R Squared = .179 (Adjusted R Squared = .101)
a

Model Dependent Variable: SCE_G
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Post Hoc Analysis

Figure 46. Post Hoc Mediation Analysis
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Table 83
Mediation Model Path Coefficients
Original Sample Standard
t Statistics
Sample Mean Deviation
(|O/STDEV|)
(O)
(M)
(STDEV)

p
Values

SRVFast > SCE

0.071

0.071

0.039

1.819

0.069

SRVFast > SPHC

0.212**

0.211

0.047

4.495**

0.000**

SPHC->
SCE

0.583**

0.585

0.036

16.109**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 84
Mediation Model R Square
Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
Values

SCE

0.362

0.368

0.040

8.979**

0.000**

SPHC

0.045

0.047

0.020

2.258**

0.024**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Research Model 3.3 for Triangulation – ResponseDelay (SRV) Continuous Variable
Research Model 3.3 examines SRV as the original continuous (time) variable
called ResponseDelay (RD) which (measured in seconds) and the relationship to SCE.
There is no time category as in the other models, but it is a more visceral look at
synchronous response velocity (as RD) since it has not been recoded. In addition to RD,
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the direct effect of social presence is measured. Structural path modeling with PLS-SEM
demonstrates significance for ResponseDelay -0.098** at the 0.05 alpha level. Like the
previous models, social presence 0.577** also shows significance at the same confidence
interval. The R Square for Model 3.3 is 0.368, on par with the previous models. These
findings further support the accuracy of the dummy variable coding used in Research
Models 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 47. Research Model 3.3 Results
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Table 85

Research Model 3.3 Path Coefficients

Response Delay ->
SCE
SPHC * RD -> SCE
SPHC -> SCE

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample Standard
t statistics
Mean Deviation
(|O/STDEV|)
(M)
(STDEV)

-0.098**

-0.099

0.042

2.343**

0.019**

-0.032
0.577**

-0.032
0.580

0.040
0.036

0.814
16.218**

0.416
0.000**

p
values

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 86
Research Model 3.3 R Square
Original Sample Standard
t statistics
Sample Mean Deviation
(|O/STDEV|)
(O)
(M)
(STDEV)
SCE

0.368**

0.376

0.040

9.240**

p
values
0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).
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APPENDIX G
STUDY 2 SCALE VALIDATION

Social Presence Scale Validation

Table 87
SPHC Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
Study 2 Verizon Wireless Services
N=416
Dimensions/Items

t-values
Factor Loading
AVE = 0.792 CR = 0.950

Factor 1: Social Presence Human Condition
There is a sense of human contact in the
chat window.

0.888

63.084

There is a sense of personalness in the chat
window.

0.897

61.284

There is a sense of sociability in the chat
window.

0.878

62.623

There is a sense of warmth in the chat
window.

0.889

70.869

There is a sense of human sensitivity in the
chat window.

0.898

73.406

Table 88
Construct Validity and Reliability
Cronbach's
Alpha
SCE
SPHC

1.000
0.934

rho_A
1.000
0.935
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Composite
Reliability
1.000
0.950

Average
Variance
Extracted
(AVE)
1.000
0.792

Outer Loadings
Table 89
Outer Loadings

SCE <- SCE
SP_1 <- SPHC
SP_2 <- SPHC
SP_3 <- SPHC
SP_4 <- SPHC
SP_5 <- SPHC

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

1.000
0.888**
0.897**
0.878**
0.889**
0.898**

1.000
0.887
0.897
0.878
0.888
0.897

0.000
0.014
0.015
0.014
0.013
0.012

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

63.084**
61.284**
62.623**
70.869**
73.406**

p
values

0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 90
Average Variance Extracted

SCE
SPHC

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

1.000
0.792**

1.000
0.791

0.000
0.015

t Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

51.715**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Service Customer Engagement Scale Validation

Table 91
Service Customer Engagement Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
Study 2 Verizon Wireless Services
N=416
Dimensions/Items

t-values
Factor Loading
AVE = 0.780, CR = 0.914

Factor 1: Conscious Attention
Anything related to
my attention.

as my carrier grabs
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0.894

70.232

Table 91, continued
Service Customer Engagement Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
I like to learn more about______ ‘s services.

0.876

I pay a lot of attention to_______’s
capabilities.

0.878

54.077
65.090

AVE = 0.710, CR = 0.907

Factor 2: Enthused Participation
I spend a lot of my discretionary time using
______’s services.

0.852

48.784

I am heavily into learning about how ________
compares to other providers.

0.775

32.024

I am passionate about ______ ‘s services.

0.867

My days would not be the same without the
level of service I get from
.

0.874

64.697

AVE = 0.867, CR = 0.952

Factor 3: Social Connection
I love using _____ ‘s services when I am
communicating with others.

0.921

I enjoy ____’s services when others are using
____ too.

0.946

_____’s services are more fun when other
people are using its capabilities too.

0.927

Table 92
Construct Validity and Reliability

Conscious
Attention
Enthused
Participation

62.010

Cronbach's
Alpha

rho_A

Composite
Reliability

Average
Variance
Extracted
(AVE)

0.859

0.859

0.914

0.780

0.863

0.866

0.907

0.710
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93.543
142.299
107.470

Table 92, continued
Construct Validity and Reliability
0.940
0.941
SCE
0.924
Social Connection 0.924

0.949
0.952

0.651
0.867

Table 93
Outer Loadings

CA_1 <Conscious
Attention
CA_1 <- SCE
CA_2 <Conscious
Attention
CA_2 <- SCE
CA_3 <Conscious
Attention
CA_3 <- SCE
EP_1 <- Enthused
Participation
EP_1 <- SCE
EP_2 <- Enthused
Participation
EP_2 <- SCE
EP_3 <- Enthused
Participation
EP_3 <- SCE
EP_4 <- Enthused
Participation
EP_4 <- SCE
SC_1 <- Social
Connection
SC_1 <- SCE
SC_2 <- Social
Connection
SC_2 <- SCE

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

0.894**

0.894

0.013

71.232**

0.000**

0.797**

0.797

0.021

37.704**

0.000**

0.876**

0.876

0.016

54.077**

0.000**

0.780**

0.780

0.024

31.952**

0.000**

0.878**

0.878

0.013

65.090**

0.000**

0.751**

0.750

0.026

29.413**

0.000**

0.852**

0.851

0.017

48.784**

0.000**

0.786**

0.786

0.023

34.148**

0.000**

0.775**

0.774

0.024

32.024**

0.000**

0.747**

0.746

0.026

28.579**

0.000**

0.867**

0.867

0.014

62.010**

0.000**

0.839**

0.839

0.016

53.134**

0.000**

0.874**

0.874

0.014

64.697**

0.000**

0.809**

0.809

0.019

43.038**

0.000**

0.921**

0.921

0.010

93.543**

0.000**

0.864**

0.864

0.014

63.165**

0.000**

0.946**

0.945

0.007

142.297**

0.000**

0.853**

0.853

0.015

55.996**

0.000**
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Table 93, continued
Outer Loadings
SC_3 <- Social
Connection
SC_3 <- SCE

0.927**

0.927

0.009

107.470**

0.000**

0.831**

0.831

0.017

47.525**

0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).

Table 94
Average Variance Extracted
Original
Sample
(O)
Conscious
0.780**
Attention
Enthused
0.710**
Participation
0.651**
SCE
0.867**
Social Connection

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)

t statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

p
values

0.779

0.019

41.659**

0.000**

0.710

0.019

37.789**

0.000**

0.651
0.867

0.020
0.013

33.219**
67.393**

0.000**
0.000**

Note. **Shows significance at the 0.05 alpha protection level (Ringle et al., 2015).
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APPENDIX H
MANIPULATIONS

Subjects were presented with a simulation of a Verizon Website in two stages.
First an image of a site with no chat window was provided. Then a timer counting up
was visible simulating the type of system response (slow 30 sec, medium – 15 sec, fast 5
sec) until a second image of a site was presented this time with a visible chat window and
message from a representative. The chat window was visible with one of three types of
social presence human condition (slow – no image, moderate – human-like image, high –
photographic image of a person). Gender (male and female), and race (white, person of
color, and Asian) types of both human and human-like images and randomized. Below,
Figures H-1, H-2, and H-3 illustrates an example of the fast response high social presence
condition.

Figure 48. First Page Issued
This page is followed by another image which reinforces the treatment issued, providing
further training for the user on what was happening:
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Figure 32. Next Page Issued After 5-sec Delay

Figure 33. Last Page Issued
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Users are then provided questions to respond that measure service customer engagement,
followed by questions that gauge the user perceptions for social presence, and lastly, one
question that measure the perception of the synchronous response velocity. Each
condition employs one of the images below

Chat Window Images Used in Manipulations

Table 95

Photographic (Human) Images

Human-Female-White

Human-Female-Person of
Color

Human-Female-Asian

Human-Male-White

Human-Male-Person of Color

Human-Male-Asian
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Table 96
Human-like Images

Human-like-Female-White

Human-like-Male-White

Human-like Female-Person of
Color

Human-like Female-Asian

Human-like-Male-Person of
Color

Human-like-Male-Asian
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